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New Series No. 1091

Murray, Kentucky, Thursda-y Afternoon, March 20, 1947

GE SLATES
Miss Johnson Made 'COLLE
COMMENCEMENT
Woman's CHID Head EVENTS FOR 1947

1

12 HIGH SCHOOLS
WILL COMPETE IN
SPEECH FESTIVAL

Red Cross Drive Falling Short
Of $6,200 Quota Workers Say

a
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Christ" by Du Bois, with a chorus
4-of 60 and orchestra of 30 under the
direction of Mrs. Merle Kesler
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One of the featured soloists will
John da-c-al
For the baccalaureate service,
pre-war contests, will be held in
Training School Area a/
March 13.
48 at the March business meeting
accounted for on Tuesday and
which will be held Sunday. May be Richard W. Farrel of Murray the little chapel. Training School, man student. at Murray State Col- on
evening
Monday
which was held
young perMT. and Mrs. Toscoe allidewell, workers reporting that the business
25, at 3 p.m.. the Rev. Leslie R.. State College. Music faculty.
All lege. was one of nine
and Murray High School.
A new Brownie Girl Scout troop Smith. pastor of the Central Chris-.
at the club house. Miss Johnson
a native of. Marseilles. events, with the exception of de- sons instanly killed in a car-train Lynn Grove, a boy, named, Jerry area of Murray. is already canis
Farrell
who
achas been organized in Murray,
succeeds Miss Ella 1,Veihing
•
vassed, Chairman Graver Wood
tian Church in Lexington, Ky., avill Ill.; and joined the staff of Murray bate, will begin March 22, at 10 crash near West Frankfort, Ill., Lee, on March 15.
4
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'and
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Mr.
o'clock.
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The new president is instructor man of the Murray
- Mr. Smith is a graduate of Yale days after his discharge from the
Prof. M 0. Wrather, director of
total of Murray State ipades and Mrs. Dean Keys, Almo, nearer the quota.
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in political science at Murray State sociation.
University
the
public relations, has announced
headed by Mrs.
student automobile fatalities dur- a girl on March 18.
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A meeting of workers was called
the third Brownie
two and one-half
license in 1939 and became a CAA James Moore ,is
Nebr.. the First Christian yeafs of this time was . spent in
coln,
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School-orat
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be
to
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months of'1947. James Turner Bar- Almo. a girl, Rosetta Gail, on tegy.
instructor- in 1940. She instructed
Church in Los Angeles, Calif., and Europe.
Waylon
Atttending were
lamation,' room 306; interpretive
young ladies of the
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Miss
community.
School
killvice during 1940-42 and during the Training
cinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Workman of Z. Carter. county chairman: Mrs.
graduate work was done at Illinois 202: interpretive reading, senior dents from' Milan, Tenn., were
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war years was connected with Mary Louise Geveden
Mr. Smith is recognized as one Wesleyan University. Bloomington, high dramatic monologue, room ed near Henry, Tenna on February Lexington, a girl. Michele _Eliza- McClaron, Area Off,ce, American
of
leader
assistant
when the car in which they beth, March 4. •
Naval aviator training and is an State College is
of the nation's most dynamic and Ill., where he received the bache- 807; interpretive
Red Cross; and James.
reading. ,senior 19
.
officer in the NavaaReserve. Miss the new troop.
degree and master of high dramatic, room 306; interpre- were riding skidded os an icy road
challenging speakers of today.
music
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vehicle:.
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Graves of Birmingham. Ala., will
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The troop
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L. Neves, of
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the forward section -of the engine on March 13, weighing 5 lbs. 6" oz. the goal set' up and campaign di. .
ing, first vice-president: Mrs, Gar- each week.
John Temple Graves is a noted Since coming to Murray he has ap- speaking, auditorium. •
.
rectors. conscaceas of the fact that
at about 60. miles per hour.
rett Jones, second "vice-presidenta
lecturer, author. and editor" He peared as soloist for various clubs
:Mrs. Nevels is the former Miss
Little chapel-debate, which will
three-fourths or the time adoted
Gaddis, .an Army veteran, had Sean., Willoughby.
Mrs. H. C. Corn, recording secrewas editor of the Palm Beach and churches in Murray and sur- begin at 10 o'clock, March 21.
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returned
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tary; Mrs. G. B. Scott. correspondand
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Mr. a'nd Mrs. Ned Edwards,
of the Murray
"fair", in all events except debate.
The'drive will end on 'March 31:
Miss Weihing presided at the
Birmingham Age Herald since 1929.
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find
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GrOver Joyner,
meeting which
Mrs.
Mr.'
ad
He has written books,
Prof. Joseph Golz, voice
with
manner
tournament
standard
reading of the club creed by Mrs.
"The Shaft in The Sky", "The at Murray State, and Gladys Rid- felt and second declared. The win- legedly had hitch-hiked 'a ricte with Murray, daughter, March 14 .
W.
Mrs. R
the four young men and four girls,
"The Fight- dick, an outstanding student of Mr.
and
Alabama".
I.. M. Overbey,
of
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland,
Book
for
Mardi"
Iii
Monday
• Faurth
ning debate team, arid' participants
also killed in the crash.
Churchill and Mrs G. B. Scott an- 1947 is expected by Murray mer- ing South".
Murray. daughter, March .17.
Golz.
in ,all other events,
"superior"
rated
.
§epiq
He enrolled at Murray
nounced plans for the sale of chants to bring larger crowds to
Mr. and Mrs. James Cathey.
Mr. Graves is a graduate of
It promises to be a presentation will be eligible to participate in
tember of' last yeas, shortly aiter Model. Tenn.. son, March 16.
University, George in keeping with the high standard
tickets and entertainment for Mrs. town than last year's trade day. Princeton
festival to be held
speech
state
the
RtitheBryan Owen Rohde who will On the annual Fourth Day last Washington Law School, and re- of musical productions in Murray at the University of Kentucky, his discharge, and was a student
Mr. and Mrs. G..1a. Ames, Murin the journalism department. He ray. son, March 19
be sponsored by the club in a Lec- year. rainy weather -tended to ceived his D.C.L. rDoctor of civil and a credit to the ability of Mrs. Apra 2-5.
An important event on the spring
is the son of Mrs. Madge Gaddis of
ture at the college auditorium 'on dampen the spirits of county resi- law) from the University of the Kesler.
The following high schools have
calendar is the appearance of Mrs.
.
Frankfort.
has
West
he
then
Since
1935
March 31.
in
dents who came to Murray for the South
announced they will compete in
Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde in a lecFuneral services for Caddis were
appeared on the America's Tow,
Vets To See Show
traditional "swap day."
the festival: Trigg County, Butler held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
ture at the College auditorium on
reported
Owen
twice.
Miss Charlotte
With the prominence taken from Meeting of the Air
(Princeton). Fulgham. Hazel, HopMarch 31-at 8 pm. The Murray
Ctian Church of West Frankthat several numbers from "Cam- the yearly event by the war. Cal,
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester. registrar
Lytnt Grove, Iturtily,
Woman's Club Will sponsor the
fort•
Gutto
ty
pus Lights" will be taken
Benton,
Fulton.
Wingo,
team,. Conntians are looking for- ariernreed that: approktmate
Tilghman,
program. Mrs. Rohde's subject will
wood Hospital on March 73 to give ward to a greater renewal of the students will graduate this year.
75'
and Murray Training School,
be "New Horizons for America-.
Fulks, Burdette, Allen
a program for hospitalized veter- day. In 1941, last of the pre-war The total of students graduating
To Assist Stewart, Moore, the World."
ans. Members of the Woman's fourth Mondays. the crowds reach- from Murray since 1926 has been
Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde- has
Residential Section Of
And Miller in Project
Club are furnishing transporta- ed a peak size and the square and 2,115.
carved her own niche in the
City To Receive
the'
24.
May
night,
Saturday
On
tion and sponsoring the program.
businesaasec
greater part of the
A coaching staff for football and feminine hall of fame. Her graFree Extermination
The Kentucky department of
Following other reports and an- tion was completely taken - raver Alumni banquet will be held. The
baaketball will be held at Murray cious arid vivid personality has
that
announced
has
highways
nouncements. Mrs. George Hart,. by the visitors.
alumni banquet, baccalaureate serA campaign ti rid Murray of rats
State College for three days during nrtade indelible impressions on her
seated bids will be received by the
nt exercises
chairman, of the legislative comHowever: with local weather pre- vice. and commenceme
will be carried out here during
The following persons appeared highway department at its office, the tatter part of May, Athletic hundreds of audiences over .the enprewho
successive
group
in
a
arranged
introduced
been
mittee.
dicted. Murrayans have expressed have
"clean up week" which will be before City Judge Hub Murrell
Roy Stewart announced tin; country. She is one .01 the
Frankfort. Ky.. until 10:00 a.m. on Director
sented a one act play on parlia- the belief that next Monday will nights so that the alumni, visitors, held early in April, it was anworld's great women.
this week and were fined as in- April 4, at which time bids will this week.
oc"The
these
entitled
attend
mentary procedure
'bring -back all the crowds and and students may
nounced yesterday. The program, dicated:
,
of Murray's former BasketThe daughter of the late William
Two
for
read,
and
opened
Mrt
their
by
publicly
be
interrupting
Previous' Question written
carnival spirit of the best of the casions without
sponsored by the Young Business
Mohundro. speeding. $5.
Floyd "Red" Bur- Jennings Bryan. Mrs. Reticle is
"greats,"
Dale
ball
the
in
roads
of
t
the
the improvemen
business or work.
C. S. Lowry. Characters in
pre-war Fourth Mondays.
Men's Club 'will be conducted by
Four drunks fined $13.65 each.
dette, head coach at Alabama. and well fitted through her experiences
state.
play.were portrayed by Mrs. J. I.
professional rodent extermination
Phila- in national and international afin the proposed re- Joe Fults, pro sensation for
Included
.liosicia Met. Garnett Jones, Mrs.
of
supervision
engineers under the
the staff for fairs to bring a worthwhile mesis improvement of the Mur- delphia, will be on
pairs
C. S. Lowry, Mrs. Leone Utterback.
the
of
department
the United State
John Miller, sage on het" chosen subject.
ray-Eggners Ferry road iKy. 94) the "school a Stewart,
Mrs G. B. Scott, Miss Charlotte
interior. Advance tickets may be purchas. of and Jim Moore. of Murray State's
limit
corporate
east
ahe
from
Owen. Mrs John" Rowlett. Miss
22.
March
men
business
,..Norma Jean Curd.
Merctianta and
regular staff. will also assist in the ed from members of the Woman's
County
the
Marshall
to
Murray
Ruble Smith, Miss Teqnie Brecken4.
of
W. F. Reader. March
will be asked tca bear the cost
Club,
. -program.
line, a distance of 13 miles.
ridge and Mrs. W J Gibson.
Mrs. Alice Collins,- March 21.
downtown extermination. All -mi.former grid star
'Allen.
Howard
DepartAlpha
the
from
Members
?dm Kathren McKinney, March
idential areas will be treated free
0
M Murray now coaching at Montment were hostesses for the social
be sold for the tourney of charge, according to Nat Ryan 12.
Six' county basketball teams will eta will,
gomery Bell Academy. Nashville.
preWells
T
manMrs. Rainey
tournament
hour
20.
Jeffrey.
March
Glut%
idea.
and
Kirk,
the
Woodrow
of
indeMrs.
.
originator
County
Calloway
Hughes,
enter the
Tenn,, is scheduled to help with
sided at the punch bowl, Sandannounced that tickets Hughes has made arrangements for
Mnk Artie Brandon, March 23.
pendent cage tournament, spon- ager. hat
the football lessons. Mr Stewart
50 Cents for the commercial company to include
be
will
wiches and cookies were served by
.
door
25.
the.
at
March
Boyd,
the
Bernice
of
Woodmen
sored by the
Chief H. F. Oglesby said another football crunch 'of naFire
students
Murray
for
cents
35
the committee.
and
has
adults
Marcii
and
Reader,
opens
Lacy
schedule
which
it
Murray in
World Murray camp,
tional prominerree-may be added to
•
for each session. .
Mrs. Lillian Boggess, March 31. said yesterday that the Murray -fire
announced that all owners of proptonight in the High School gym.
The Murray electric System has
to the staff for the a-day session.
summoned
been
had
department
29.
March
be
Brandon,
wilr
Johnnie
area
adMr.
erty in the business
Drawings held last week
This session will mark the first announced that all 'electrical wirthe
during
fires
grass
minor
six
24.
March
killing
of
Boggess,
Elmo
urged-to bear the cost
vaned teams representing Murray
4 that Murray State ing installations in the city on
;
past week. No Serious" fires in the !time in aistor
Mrs. Tany Kirkland. March 26.
rats in their .particular building in
Manufacturing Company and Kirkschool.
which construction is started after
coaching
a
has
held
said.
he
reported,
been
have
city
23.
March
Albert Buzzed, Jr..
order that the greatest benefit may
sey to 'the semi-finals . on byes.
April I will be required to pass
Th-F-Murray Cubs will .hold their be derived from the program.
4
Other teams in the six-squad. meet
inspection in accordance with the
the
at
Banquet
Concord
Night
Hazel,
Parents'
Grove,
Lynn
are
CalT 0. Turner. chairman for
national electric code. The speciloway County. has announced that arid Almo. Lynn Grave and Hazel Murray High School on Friday
fications of the code must be met
Ottisin
o'clock,
7
7:15
at
4.
at
April
opener
night.
tonight's
the annual drive to sell Easter meet in
before electrical service will be
41j.
----geislia-Sed Dar beneftt, of Kentuebeas end Concord -and Aline clash at Valentine. cubmaster, sawbones:
rendered. officials $45'.
•
Lynn
Tuesday".
the
crippled children is now under 8:30. The ,winner of
Electrical Contractors have been
urged
are
Cubs
the
of
"All parents
way. The, drive is being held here Grove-Hazel battle will settle
invited to attend a meeting at the
become
"to
said;
at 7:30 p.m. on
in connection with the 1947 cam- top bracket dispute wire Murray to' attend." he
electric office
paign of the Kentucky Society for Manufacturing torhorrow night at familiar with the work the MurThe replanting phase of the pro- Tuesday, March 25, at which time
Funeral services were held Sunmeas.and
marked
y
painstakingl
are
there
County,
Calloway
in
Turner has 7:45 and the Concord-Almo winner ray Cub Pack 45 is doing and .their day at Wofford cemetery near Ft
Crippled Children.
lumber. gram is aimed primarily at 12,000 they -may submit lists of contracts
_
260,000 acres otjarm land. Eighty- ured for iboard feet of
been chairman of the local com- Will- tangle with Kirksey for -lop dee mothers and den chiefs."
under present construction to have
Tenn.. for Monroe Morris.
was
Henry,
ions
recommendat
of
set
a
Then
oneroughly
or
acres,
six thousand
Woodland acres, which due to eros- the*, exempt ,from
Work done by the Cubs will be
from - inspection:
mittee since the beginning of the spot in the lov.air bracket. The
farmer.
who died at a Murray. hospital
43,
the
given
and
up
drawn
The
woods
in
is
ion or ether causes, is now unpro- Copie,a of the
final genie. will be staged at 8 diaplayed and an interesting .pro- last Saturday from inaiisaise-suffer- third. of this are'i.
electric
annual drive.
and
lumber
for
suitable
Trees
area
realization that this woodland
There
Miss Katie Mailia is treasurer o'clock Saturday night. All other gram has been arranged.
et, when he was struck by an auto- should become a more substantaa "culls", were marked for cutting. ductive. "Our goal is to get that code will be available to eontractubs
ly
55
approximate
are
now
.
p.m.
8:30
7:15
and
at
are
games
of the county orkaniaation,mobile on West. Main street. MorWAS land back into trees," Kelley de- airs.
factor in the economy of Calloway Each tree that should stand
get
The society affords aid to chil- • Ncereserved seats or season tick. in Murray.
The Murray -system has also reris received a fractured skull and
also _catefully tagged. These six clared. "The only way we can
steadily.
growingis
farms
it ',est vealed that its display windaw is
dren crippled frbm any cause and
other Injuries when he allegedry
*woods" an projects are open Or the inspec- it, to produce is by, lettiag
tie
make
to
Hoping
holds clinics throughout the 'state
stepped in front of the vehicle on
are ex- from 30 to 40 years under such a now available to dealers' for the
important crop on every county tion of other reamers and
display of electrical aPpilances. Arfor the examination and treatment
crop as trees.'
Saturday evening. March 8.
the Callaway Obunty Soil Im- pected to yield valuable informafarm.
of these children.
Since 1940 approximately 1.000 rangements for the use of the win--He is survived by his mother. provement Asseciatiorr is formulat- tion on how to handle the countra
acres o%'the tion•proilocitve- land dew may be made at the office
Mat Hell Morris.-Ft. Henry; a son. ing a long range program designed wood land.
.
Difflald Ray Morris, Detroit, Mich ; to educate the people of the counHandling the demonstration plots has been planted in trees. It took on Fifth street.
1.200.000 trees to di; the job. This
two sisters. Mrs. Porter Gardner.
Grove:
Lynn
H
Workman.
0.
are
The Palm Sunday afternoon conpreservation
and
care
proper
ty on
year over 500.000 trees, or enough
Detroit, and Mrs.' C. C. Wallace, Ft.
cert of the West Kentucky Symof trees. The plan .as outlined by C. L. Dyer, Faxon; H. P. Ezell.
plant 500 acres, are being set
to
Henry; tl,ree brothers, Mat Morris.
Almo;
Keys,
E
M.
Mrs.
Kirksey;
phony Orchestra and the combined
improvesoil
R. K. Kelley of the
it will take 27 years to
At'thatrate
Murray, Clarence Morris. Detroit,
L.
Ross.
C.
and
Kirksey:
Reid.
G.
AD
the
choirs of 300 voices is attracting
ment office, will emphasize
the 12.000 lost acres but
- ithers Club anand Fred Morris, Harrisburg. Ark.
The Dexter W
West
for and protection of pres- Coldwater. In 1945 Ross won first reclaim
wring
Prentice 'Lassiter. superintendent much interest throughout
backers of the forestry plan hope nounced that its peesentation of
Pall bearers were Glen Reeder,
forests, increased awareness of place in the state-wide Tom Walent
of county schools, has gone to Kentucky_
Clayton Fulton, R. C. Miller, Edlace Forestry contest for having to substantially increase the 'year- the play -The Show Boat MinsThe ettneert under the direction
Louisville and Lexington this week
Total sales of dark fired tobacco die Atkins, Morris Wallace and proper lire protection methods and
planting. This sce-caded non- trel." which was to be presented
rep/tinting of old woods done the best job of 'protecting ly
wise
the
to discuss the possible loss of ac- of Price Doyle will be presented reached a season total ot 12.512.485
Flower girls were
land could produce 66,- tomorrow night, has been po'SfAllen Wall
new areas. This three-fold and caring for present woods and productive
and
credited standing of Concord High in the Murray College auditorium.
000 board feet of lumber per year poned. An announcement concern•
pounds on the Murray market this Nora Bell Creed. Mae Wallace and plan, he believes, will given etrery planting for future needs
School,'it was reported' yesterday. Choir members representing
Barbara Lou Morris,
per aere. they believe. Over 500 ing the time of the play will be
farmer in the county :a new and Fire Is Threat
The site accrediting commission, churches from Paducah, Mayfield week with the holding of three
later- date,•-•.the_club
Burial was in Wofford cemetery.
c
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Josiah Darnell, violinist, a grad- total of $27793974 for an average
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time
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about the fire hazard and, informa- estry departingst, the Murray State
a high school student body of 60 now director of music in the city time.
Six Projects Set Up
College agriculture department and
Students. Officials here said' that schools of Mayfield.
At preserit.tbere are six "wood- tion is spread trY letters, posters
The Purdorn Hardware Company
The season has brought a total of
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Grant
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that
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the
to
yesterday
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senr* class of Hazel High
ments throughout the county.
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necessary
first
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Also in Ffankfort to discuss the this spring.
it
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work
and
associ- charge of outside
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the state forestry de- onstration projects in the county. on Saturday night. March 29. The
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through
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full
school situation are Gardie Lassieleclations such as gas, heating,
ation's pool.
The goal will be viathin sight. play is a three act comedy.
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ter, chairman of the board of edu- on sale at the' following places:
Sales are now being held on all tric wiring and appliances.
rned Kelley thinks, when the farmer • Featured iii' the production are
half of., it
be
checked,
will
the
in
trees
all
of
cheek
careful
cation and.,Dr. P. A. 'Hart, member Dale and Stubblefield, -Wallis Drug.
I
servicStyles will 'also handle
on Monbegins to. "consider his woods as Jimmie Gingles. George4Freeman
Jones Drug Store, The College five of.the Murray floors
demonstartion are was made. Each off and comparisons made to study
of the state board of ealucation.
and Joe.Searbrough.
day.. Wednesday and. Friday of ing of equipment for the Purdom
productive acreage.'
was the effects of woodland bl es.
etc.,
hickory,
oak,
post
oak,
The state board ot educption will Drug, The Hut and the Collegiate
red
store.
each week..
Inn,
tomorrow.
Frankfort
in
meet
•4

Club Sponsors Acts
,1
. For Outwixx
Vets

welfare
County,
eith the

Prof. Farrell Is
Oratorio Soloist
In Easter Choir

Vol. XVII; No. 12

MURRAY POPULATION - 5187

BROWNIE TROOP
IS FORMED HERE

District Contests
Booked for March 221
At Murray State

Registrar Says 75
Students Expected
'To Be Graduated

James Reports $2436
Is Figure Now
Reached

STUDENT DIES
IN CAR CRASH

-rerm.,-Ctaujrz

Fourth Monday To
Recall Memory Of
Pre-War Events

Ruth Bryan Rohde to
Speak At College On
Monday,'March 31

!

•

MURRAY TO HAVE
COACHING SCHOOL

RAT CAMPAIGN TO
STAR'T IN IkPRIL

Weekly Report of
Police Court

Six County Teams Matched In
Cage Tourney At High School

Bids Opened On Road
Repair In Calloway

Happy.Birtlidgy

No Major Fires Are
Reported This Week

Turner Is Head Of
Crippled Children
Easter Seal Sales

Murray Electric To
Comply With Wiring
Code On Contracts

Cob Parents Night
Banquet Is April 4

Dies
Monroe Morris
•
.b
ere'Prom 11111111es
Caused -By Accident

4

Calloway Farmers Cooperate In Plan,
To Develop*County's Forestry Areas

West Kentucky Symphony And 300
Voice Choir to Be Heard Palm Sunday

Lassiter To Meet
With State Board
On Concord School

Leaf Sales Bring
$22.50 Average In
Th ree Day Stiles

Play Date Changed

n

Grant Styles Joins
Purdotn Hardware

Hazel Senior 13167
Will Be March 29
The

1

•

r
+MI
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Lls 4,pik :hi.
Mayfield Wona•na Club on the hostesaes. Miss Dutkee. Mrs. School III the class of 1944, and is
;:
• The Problein of Illiteracy in the ! Thuradai. Marchara Mrs. Jones. 'iti McGaverra. Mrs George Morey and at present employed by Turnbiaw
World and - What It Will Mean
Drug Co. itt Hazel.
, in member • and-- tormer president of , Mrs. Richard Farrell.
.
.
• • •
a_
the Murfay _ We3mon's; Club.• is rec. I
-±lbe Putlin•••'' • '• ••
('hUrch Council- Meets - .
The bridegroom is a son of Mi
At71Christian _Churr.h .
...- i ai.The B. and ..-.P. W. aa.?outi waa in. Laaatiun chairman aof western Ken- i Quilting Held At Home
and mils.- J. Herman Robinson of
The Woman's Council, of, the , chari a of dainty refreshment,. aera- lucky fur the Kentucky Feder"- Of 3Ir, and Mrs. Bazzell
puf,'eat. He•atteuded Puryear High
!tion 'cif Women's Clubs. Her stibFirst - Christian church'Met at the..!ed during the social haw,. a
Friends. anereithors and relative* School and is a prominent farmer
.. .
was
"CoMmunity
Recreation
jest
church Tuesday afternoon far its .
.
gathered at the home of Mr. and of the Puryear community.
',and 'Youth Program.**
regular meeting Mra, L. M Over-.. Mrs. Garnett 'Jones Is •
Kenavood Robinson was at•'
- • Mrs,--- A L. Bazzett ' Monday and
•
bcy presided.
' 'a .
•
t•ties,t Speaker At Meet -.-• I,-. The mectirlil of the .MaYfield (gutted two quilts for Mr. and Mrs. tiret in navy blue with black atI chit) Was at the home of'Mrs. Rodsortet
,
altii.a .Riith Ashmore.' led the d••• ' Mrs .G„.,,,,•• J nes, %,as.!
.
ccl
,
Her fluwers were also
Brack l'ilderwarod. .
•
red bosebuds.
Vi.•
I period.
The Rav Monarspeaker a'. a inpug - of the 1i:et's Robertson. -and about forty
Those
present
were
Mrs.
lahrene
a..
. 40
..'af 'members were Present.
- ‘‘, .
LI - •
The couple will reside with his I
a • aa, :
` 11. ;:4.1 • .. '
Hargrove. Mrs. Hazel Adams. Mr. parents on
. ., ...
their farm east of Pur. and Mrs. Robert I.. Bazzell. Miss
year.
Chapter Meets
Lois Marine. Mrs Vera Cothana gray coat
with black accessories.
With Mrs. \V. S. Swann
Mrs. Cletie Black. Mrs: Flossy Mae
Her corsage was el red rosebuds.
The J. N. ' Wilhams Chapter. Hal.
Mrs. -Ira Coyle. latis. Margaret She
graduated from Hazel High
.1,:inteat Daughters of-lthe Confed- Riley.-- Mrs
- Veva Turner - aiid chilDuBrim Cosmetics : Norris Chocolates
eracaa met Wednesday afterndon
dren. Edwin and Loretta. Mrs. U
KENTUCKY
ut the home of Mrs. Warren S.
FIFTEENTH AT COLLEGE
Dewey Bazzell and Lynda. Mrs. CHICALc r
.
HATCHERY
:-Swerrina ---attataiatierg- • fri The hostess Bertha
Rill. Mrs. Ethel Darnell. Cb=clis "1,
..
1:.ILJV UPS from 1,1.1
acre Mrs' H P Wear. Mrs MIS.
Effie Garland, Mrs. C
• U-1-.1.1adetwa'
1-10:17.1,11. Atri D. r
McCor.- Bazzell ;end Janice
Me Mese tame. &mei
and Bob, Mr. ereartod
"eau. AN
.ousi Mu.s Wu1ie Owen. .
1111
and Mre. Lyman Dixon and Dale.
brmria.
CRICKS (1,̀
Pr.ne
I The president. Mrs. W. P. WWhem flee NMI GRASS
Olen Garland and Mr. and Mrs. Aa Are Qualm
042RKINTISCIrf
ef
I
pfesided ovel- the usual L. Bazzell
KENTUCKY
CHERV.II/114011 mama. I
business routine. Mrs. H. C. Corn.
Mrs. A. F. Doran and Mrs. W. W. At noon a bountift.1 dinner was
McElrath were appointed to serve enjoyed by all.
• • •
on the • Nathan B. Stubblefield
A
Mesdames Stewart And
monument committee
The program was presented ,by Purdorn Are Hostesses
Mrs Williams who read Li group of
%sir, Rear St....,,,erf and Mrs; Welts 1--61
southern noem4
4
The hostesses aerved a dainty Pin•dom wt-r4- hostes.ses at bridgeait
The Emmett Slovens Co.
theaanome
of
the
furrier
on
Weds
party pate
large number Fri
Arnr,K,s Outstand,vg Avhf.< at tosS
nescraV and Thursday afternoons of
•
„
••
A
Islar,Afac,ory — EifJol.sned
towiiramco
_
So Boos. Si
SAO
laskijAsek,
-FolloW-mc
several
pro• • •
gressions of the game prizes were
Musk (lab Has Meeting
awarded out Wednesday afternoon
At Womanzs Club House
• 'tb airralkatay*--Holton for high
-- Mrs E. J, Beale., chairman'. j5reSeiire. Mrs. Marshall Berry second
sided at the regular-meeting of the
AST... CLEAN ...GENTLE ACTION
high and Mrs Floyd Brummett of
Music Club which was hrld TuesBeverly 'Hills. Calif. third. Prize •
.1104
day evening at the club house.
winners on Thursday' were Mrs.
Following the :•outine business
Ed Frank Kirk. Mrs. Marvin Whitae.,assoa. Misa, Charlotte Durkee entertained with a group of •cello net and Mrs. Jack Kennedy. •
The hostesses servea a aelightnUmbera. Mra. Merle T. Kesler with
two groups of voca
umbers and ful salad plate at the conclusion of
-"aftea-e
n
fh plane -the game.• • •
aelectian.A sacial"•-hou'r followed Muir a Robinson-Mason Vows
hierl7rt•I re,hrnet':,
.; were Arved by
Are Said At Benton
'
tits Any
An early spring wedding of 'inBarn Layout

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

Tt

—1

r

SALES REPORT for MARCH 18, 1947

COLLEGE DRUG

F

R RE
artialb

Total head sold

693

Good Quality Fat Steers

20.00- 23.00

Medium Quality
,
ituti'het. rattle

•16.00-

Fat
'
Cow's

12.00--f5.00

Canners and Cutters

P-resenting

6.00-11.50

Bulls

0,00- 14.60

Milk Cows, per head

LEGS, ARMS!

gum

.82.00-166.00

23:5u

No. 1 Veals
No. 2 \Teals
Throwouts. .

—The

18.5-0
6.25- 14.00

day . .

tral Stu

HOGS
26.40
180 to 250 pounds
25.80
255 to 300 pounds
25.00
305 to 325 pounds
350 to 400 pounds
22.50
160 to 175younds
-7.4
21.10
130 to 150 pounds _
Sows
22.00 Doivn
•
Farmers and eitockmen, please bring your stock
by 1 o'clock so that all stock can be,booked at
once and checks be made without being delayed

/

The

UMW
QUARTET

`•

—Ili

terest is. Law
_
that an
which

eammuluties

was

Miss , Betty . Jean
Mason of Hazel. Ky.. became the
brie]; of Rex Robinson of Purayear.
Tenn
Elder W E Morgan offiated at the.anijareaeive single ring
ceremony at Ms home -in Benton.
Ky at 2:30 Wednesday afternoon.
March .12. __They were attended by
Mr. and 'Mrs. *on wood. Robinson
eat Puryear brother and sister-inlaw of the bridegroom.
The bride. dauahter of Mr. and
Mrs Everett Mason of Haug. Ky..
las hvely
teal - blue dresi and

r

At 7:30

Say It Zeir•

yeti

r

4% .
,
/rot

away cab pipelines rytas on overhead
track. up where Ws dean and oat of the way
F. parts ean be washed dean in 3 avant.
1.131u 4 caws al • setting Adaptable it any
sue or type of barn you can =stall it in •few
=notes by yoursell .Fully guaransood.

Doti

J. T. Taylor Implement
Company

WARD -OUTLAND BAKERY

far Easter glamour this year. Soft.
uwirlung curls piled high
on your
head
. tailored for afternoon . . .
wialderfully sophisticated for evening

( arric Brown

Sally Johnson
Opal Todd

Frances **Millen

.„

LOCATED IN BANK OF MURRAY
BUILDING

e•ry

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

-T.\ NT

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The- Friendly Ftineral Home"
rm. re. am. ewer•

E

LONDON'S
Wheel Alignment

Ka

_

NOTICE!

• Vill--JEEL BALANCIN( •
KING PINS
TIE ROD ENDS
SHOCKS

WE ARE IN POSITION NOW TO DO SOME

CUSTOM SAWING
FOR TWO OR THREE WEEKS

-ALI
,

rem

Phcne 98 •
.F. 1tit• and Elm
r 4%

.
mmisarac-

LETTUCE,
Large Heads

10c

STEERING'SECTOR and WORM
SHAFT REPLACED IF
NEEDED

l)ONl 13Y1ETAL BEING IN LOGS
MADE G001)-BY THE\‘. \TR-or THE Lacs
-t-,

GREEN ONIONS,
2 Bunches

25c

RADISHES,
2 Bunches

15c

FRESH TOMATOES,
Pound
28c

RECEPTIONIST

'

31AX (.11URI-III1.1:

M

42:

TURNIP GREENS, lb. 15c
CALL 391 FOR YOI.K APPOINTMENT TODAV

The pre-plArining of funeral services is like making a will in that. it .assures'a man that his- personal
wishes-wilt be' observed and Carried out as if he were

Li -•

BRENT OUTLAND

JAMES WARD

-- OPERATORS —

L'rr,777r3t

JAMES WARD and BRENT OUTLAND
were formerly employed as bakers by the-Blue Bird Cafe

•••••••••••••e•

•••••-

PRE-ARRANGED

Ambulance

°

• ASK FOR DEMONSTRATION

Head-Lines Go Up

•

ft!ffrv. ,n
.
tOtv

IN LOCATION FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY
JIM'S PASTRY SHOP
Behind Wallis Drug

a

p yd.••

Min-COT cROPPE
800 Oun-Nome 5444

.\

—

Theattanas at usera agree ...
LINER pees Lk* loosest arum. the realest
con•enuonee. the urn:pleat dosugn and con
rtru
.
ction you can boy

•••••-

%MURRAY.
NURtERY -

ADMISSION
25 and 50 cents

--t-a=nasa„...erawlia

MONDAY, MARCH_ 24th

Ii

Would you tell the
pew neighbors you're,
glad to know them?

Hazel High School

.

Ward - Outland Bakery i

"AIRLMER"

March 22

-1.4,;mer 44-4re ai.d 144:r-4.nal

OPENING

FORDSilfililEitS

SATURDAY
NIGHT.

A

•---- A-11110UNCING-THE -

"or

PRICES REASONABLE

ORANGES,
8-pound Bag

•

ES
uci-irc
DRFo
RD

TI-I AT

FROM
TI-IE TREE
AND
VINE

REALLY
ARE
GO
EXTRAFINE./

55c

IDAHO POTATOES,
40-pound Bag
59c

6(

f
taro 7.9,1...44,...N
11

FRYERS, Full Dressed, pound

7.1c

ROSE FISH FILLETS, Boneless, pountl

39c

LEG-O-MUTTON, Swift's Choice Grade

35c

OYSTERS, Extra Selects, pint

85c

Morton's Chicken A la King,91 2 ozs.
Cocoa, Hershey's, half pound
Pineapple Juice, Del, No. 2 can
Orange Juice, 46 ozs. Sweetened, can
Tamales, Little Rascal, 15' 2
Dill Pickles, quart jar
Staley's Laundry Starch, 3 for
Hominy, Van Camp's No. 2 can
Corn Beef Hash (Best Ever) 13-oz. can
Fresh Crowder Peas, No. 2 can

45C.
15c
20c
25c
19c
25c
10c
10c
32c
20c

tO:Al

GERBER'S BABY FOOD, gtrained and chopped, can
8c
MY-T-FINE DESSERT, contains sugar, pkg.
10c
We can supply your needs with Toilet Soap, Washing Powder,
and Toilet Paper
See us for Cabbage Plants, Onion Sets and Seed Petatoes
Paying Highest Cash Market Price for Eggs
v41

AT

Sykes Bros. Milling Co.
South.Fourth Street

.

Munday's Service Station
Phone 9118

Telephone 388

Renton
a

•
45

a.

Road

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130
Rudolph Thurman, Owner
•

•

I.

.#

-4
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FOR RENT-Three room anaitREN7-4.rooin wifurrrished , FOR SALE--One lot 50 x 166 Also NOTICE-Ten day singing. school I
ment. Rrivete bath. Call 776-W. lp FOR
apartment, 313 N. 16th St. Phone j 1 electric heater, one bedstead, 1 beginning Monday night, March
le cabinet Victrola. See Bonen Key,' 24, at Sinking Springs Baptist
FOR RENT - 2-room furnished 419-W.
Barber Edwards
in
218 South 11th St., Murray, Ky.'lp Church.
apartment. Electrically equipped.
R RENT Basement apartment, Private
charge. • Everyone is invited to
•
entrance. 301 N. 16th St. FOR RENT-One bedroom and kitlc
downstairs. Private en- FOR SALE-Practically new Tee- attend this school.
artiallY furnished. Call 471-R. lc) Phone 676-M.
lc chen
lp terbade chair; can be used as a
trance. 1202 W. Main St.
car seat for baby. Also a baby
FOR RENT-One furnished bea- jumper. Phone 1183-W, 307 South
furnished.
Hot 6th St.
roorn,e: Heat
lp
ivate entrauce. Call
water.LOCAL HAULING-anything at
•ac TP
lc FOR SALE-Seasoned pine floor- anytime; no job too little or too
761-W. 10081 West Main.
ing--4 and 6 inches wide, also large. Moving a specialty. Also
FOR RENT-Three room furnished
pine-2x4x8. H. C. Tay- concrete gravel and creek sand,
Tune In ... Most Famous farm program Of all time. apartment. .See Mrs. Dell Finney dressed
lor, 13th and Vine St.
lp lumber, 2x4, 2x6 and some
oak
lc
The National Farm and Home Hour ... every Satur- at the Tiny Tot Shop.
All seasoned. 'Priced
FOR SALE-3 piece Ming room _ boxing
ay ... N.B.C. Network - 12:00 to 12:30 o'clock Cen- FOR RENT-Electric floor waxer suite and slip covers. Also 1000 reasonably. Call 1183-W. Fonzo
lp
and polisher. Can be rented by ft. of 1xI2 pine lbr. First class Farmer, 307 S. 6th St.
al Standard Time.
day. -Polish your floors the easy and dry. Call 886-W or see Edway. Calloway County Lumber win Cain.
111 CHARIS 'offers you a wide choice
Phone
Company.
N. Fourth.
of smart foundations at moderate
A
M27c FR SALE-5-burner oil stove with prices, that include convenient
72.
built in oven._ Blu-Hot. In fine I home service. Calls made by apcondition_ If you_fieed_titte.11.0l11 pointrawit. Just_ _call_ 202_ _Mrs.
fail te see it. See at Billington- R. L Wale,
A3p
lc
Jones Motor Company.

For Rent

Strvices Offered

*11ILLIS•1:141ALITIERS

At LAST THErRE HERE!

For Sale

WOLVERINE

WORK SHOES
The shoe you've been calling for

•

csan

,•

WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
QV THANKS
We wish to take this method of
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A.
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
tf expressing our sincere heartfelt
thanks to our friends and neigh,.
bors for their deeds of kindness,
and to Dr. Mason, and the nurses
of Mason hospital and also to MilAVALIABLE AT ONCE, Raw- lig:an and Ridgeway Funeral Home,
leigh Business in Graves, East Mc- nf Dover, Tenn., for their wonderCracken Counties. 3091 families. ful service during the.short illness
Products sold 25 years. Only reliable hustlers need apply. Good
profits to willing workers. No
Articles appearing in recent
experience required to start. Write
today. Write today. Rawleigh's issues of Liberty Magazine,
Dept. KYC-181-ZA, Freeport, Ill., Country Gentleman, Farm Jouror see Aubrey Ahart, Route 1, nal, Readers Digest, etc., attest
Almo, KF,
.M27p to this fact.

Wanted-

and passing away of our Dear Son,
brother and uncle, Mr. Monroe
Morris.. May God bless you all is
our prayers.-Morris Family
Mrs. Calista B. Clanton. of Detroit is the, guest of ber mother,
Mrs. D. K. Butterworth, and her
daughter, Mrs: Chas. Miller and
Mr. Millet,

One Pound of"ARTU" Can Kill 200,000 Ratel

WANTED-Will pay '50c per lb.
cash for country hams; weight 15
to 35-- lbs; well smoked. Bring
thern\-tct Lee's Service Station at
11204.)

Small amounts of VerNosT
_
"Antu" Rat Killer have
killed up to 4000 Rats in one location, within 48 hours after
baiting.

WANTED-Sharecropper. Everything furnished. See Prentice
Parker. Four miles 'East.
lp
FOR SALE-One Simmons baby
bed and mattress.
Practically
new. Call 42 or 382.
lc

For Details See
Authorized Vernost Dealer:

CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGES and FOR SALE-Just what you have ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flow- been looking for. 4 inch.4ield tile. and Welding done. All kinds of
er Shop, South 15th Street. Phone Geurin Concrete Products. East machinists and tool making-bearTELEPHONE
300 MAIN
If Highway. Tel 324.
479.
lc ings, shafts, etc. U you have any
trouble, see me. All new and
Ii
FOR SALE-We have 30 head of ex- FOR SALE-Household and kitchen modern equipment. Prices reas- FELLOW WORKERS
-Be Indetra good mules. Come and look furniture. 303 S. Eighth. Phone onable, service while yeu wait. pendent. Enjoy the Profit, Sethem over-W. D. McSwain, Paris, 198-R.
lp Hendon's Welding and Machine curity and Dignity of your own
tf
Tenn.
Shop, Clyde Hendon, owner and business at home or office. BookFOR SALE-Twin beds, springs, operator. North 4th St., between
let.' describing 137 Tested Plans
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR vanity. Call 175.
le Hendon's Service Station and Cal-.
sent Free. Stamp appreciiied but
BABY CHICKS. See us for your
not necessary.. Write today ./
water loway County Lumber Co.
and FOR SALE:730 -gaL hot
-branders, -waterNON COMPA_L_L
FY., Madison
heater and coal stove. Good c
feeders-Economy Hardware and
II
Kansas,
A3c
dition. Call 781-R or see John M. D. HOLTON-Income tax reIf
Supply Store.
Hamilton, 1005 Olive.
lc ports, Notary Public, - etc., etc.
POSITION WANTED- STENOGCourt House. Phone 616-J.
FOR SALE-Shell Prpclucts, GoodRAPHER-Do you need Sit acyear tires, batteries, at Barnes 8z FOR SALE-Used tractors and
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED curate stenographer and typist for
Orr Shell Service Station, 601 used automobiles. Taylor Implelc from face, arms, and legs by the a part-time position? Available 2
Main Street, phone 409.
M20c ment Cu.
modern method of Electrolysis - afternoons and Saturday. QualiFOR SALE-One of the best 90-acre FOR SALE-Two female Cocker approved by physicians. This fications: awarded Gregg shortridge farms in Graves County. Spaniel pups; highly pedigreed, method is permanent and pain- hand medal for dictation speed,
Limed and phosphated.
Good 3 months old, parti color. Can de- less. Cyrene Williams, R.N., Phone 140; typing 16." Have had %years'
S28 experience as
stenographer:. 2
buildings. _Quick possession-A. R. liver to Murray. Mrs. Joe Har- 162-W
lc
years college: Navy veteran. For
Gream, Mayfield. Ky., Rt. 5. M20p rel, Rotate 1, Golden Pond!
MEMORIALS
interview, please telephone 442TIMMONS OF PARIS, TENN.. for FOR SALE-Large 5-burner kero- Calloway County Monument Com- W, or write Box 185. College Stistove with
built-in-oven; pany, Vester A. Orr, sales manatailored clothes. Hundreds of fine sene
11
tion.
_worsteds to select from, for men Conn Cornet, good as new; living ger. Phone 85. West Mair Street
bedroom
roansuite;
suite;
Warrn
-Extended.
If
1947
WANTED-Sharetropper
for
and women's-tailored suits. M27c
Morning stove, 401
St.,
-Geed-tebtreee -base--and -plenty• lc STREAMLaNED WRECKER SER- corn ground. Dr. J. B. Love, Pu,
di FOR SALE-Fonr-room house on Phone 880-J.
VICE.
New
equipment,
24-hour,
- lot 50x160 lett. South 14th St.,
year, Tenn.
". M271
Wrecker Service.
just off Poplar. Price $2.500. If FOR SALE-1 used General 'Elec. fast, dependable
Refrigerator. In perfect condi- Charges reasonable. Day phone
IN MEMORY
interested, write Lloyd Underhill,
tion. J. H. Farris, 1310 West 97. Night phone 424-Porter MoIn meinory of ,our deat- parent•
Golden Pond. Ky.
5120p
Main.
If tory Company; Chevrolet Sales and Mr. and Mrs. 3-dlin .T. Charlton wl,,
Service.
If have passed to that Beyond.
DEI.ICIOUS TEXAS CITRUS
FOR SALE-One building lot on
Dearest parents how we miss y,
FRUITST-131a:shel. half Marshseed@live Blvd. 80'x200'. Sae J. H. FOR AVON PRODUCTS call 457Though on earth no more y,,..
less grapefruit, half Valencia ortf XW. Mrs. Mary Hutcopkns, Vets
Farris, 1310 W. Main.
.roam.
anges. Delivered prices west of
Village. •
lp
We are all striving to meet you
Mississippi' $5.50; east of .Missis- FOR SALE-New 200-chick starting
When we're called to our heavensippi 55.75-Knapp-Sherriff-Koelle, and finishing batteries at one- POST WAR.'As soon as available
ly homes, t
Box 488A, Donna, Texas.
A17c third off. Only three left. Call we will have a compiete line of
M27p Westinghouse Electrical Appliance, Their suffering on this' earth is
683-M2 after 4:00 p.m.
FOR SALE-Reninitor Repair Shop
also complete line of Gas applian- over;
doing good business. Excellent lo- FOR SALE-Rebuilt Fordsun Trac- ces to be used with Shellane BotThey
are
in
their
heavenly
hame
cation. Reasonable if 'taken at tor-old model. Priced to sell. tled Gas. Purdom Hardware, North
With their darling loved ones.
.
once. Will teach Trade if desired. CA11 683-M2 after 4:00 p.m. Mflp 5th Street.
If
That have passed to that Beyond
Call for or. see C. E. Ginger at FOR SALE-Cabinet mantle with
•
___
Munday's
Service
Station
or large mirror. Also one grate. N. CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS ant How we mg their sweet carressing
Phone 9118.
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flowlp W. Kemp. 501 Olive,
How we miss their loving care.
Isl. vol
er Shop, South 15th St. Phone But we must all remember
-44.44,-. .mm0 ...0 ..... is. m. mos
Commonwealth of Kentucky
FOR SALE-Modern house at 704 479.
If
We have all of this to bear.
Department of Highways
Olive Street.
Three bedrooms,
Ilqi.1111
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
bath, kitchen. living-dinine room, RADIO and APPLIANCE REPAIR Now we must all prepare
Sealed' bids will be received by basement, furnace, hot water.
those
gate
,
Just
to
step
into
In at Bay Maddox Work Shop. 410
the Department of Highways at its
Phone 324
East Highway, Murray, Ky.
N. 5th St. Pick up and delivery. Of Jesus' beautiful garden
office,. Frankfort. Kentucky, until desirable home-owned residential
And inoel thi.rn face to lac.
5827p
10:00 A.M.. Central Standard Time, section. Furnished, or unfurnished. Phonf 1.186-M.
-Children
on the 4th day of April, 1947, at Priced to sell. Call Mrs. George
tf SINGER SEWING MACHINE repwhich time bids will be publicly Hart at 237:
resentative of Paducah will be in
opened and read for the improveMurray each Thursday at the
ment of:
SP GROUP 17 1 1947
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
Callowey County, SP 18-23
SUPPLY STORE. We are equipMurray-Eggners Ferry Road Ky 94)
ped to repair any make machine.
One ,feeder in Murray who recently changed to "STANDAI&D" Lay 'Mash is getting
from, east corporate limit of Mur- ATTENTION BEEKEEPERS- We
90 per cent production from his flock. This feeder says he 'believes Standard Mash
Free
estimates
given;
all
work
ray -to Marshall- County line, have IN STOCK Standard Beewould make a rooster lay." Well, it isn't that good but we believe there is NO better
13.179 miles. 7210, tons Class F Sur- hives - new
assembled
and guaranteed. All calls made prevfeed sold in Murray at liny price.'
iously
will
be
taken
care
of
promface.
painted, complete with frames;
The attention of prospective bid- 8 and
tf
• The price is $4.25 per 100 this week in PRINT BAGS
10 size.' Extra Cupers ptly. For service call 135.
derS, is called to the prequalifica- frames, tops ana bottoms.
Get
tion_qquirements and -necessity for
Feed prices are going to advance some but there is plen• ty of money yet to be made
securing Certificate of eligibility, your hives now and save - your
Irtoestock. especially on' Hogs.
on
spring
swarms.
Works,
- L. C. ,Hum- Murray Marble & Menne
the special provisions covering subletting or assigning the contract phreys. Shop located at the Ac- East Maple St., near Depot. TeleWe have ALL feed iind feed ingredients. A good place to trade. Come in and see us.
:And the Department's regulations lin Home, 507 North Poplar St., phone 121. Porter White and L. D.
which prohibit the issuance of prb- Paris, Tenn.
ALL FIELD and GARDEN SEED CUSTOM GRINDING and MIXING
M20c ,Outland, Manager:.
ti
nasals after 4:00 P.M. on the day
preceding the opening of bids.
110 N. 3rd St
Further information, bidding prCrTelephone 101
posals. etc., will be furnished upon
We Deliver
application to the ,Frankfort OfMURRAY,'KY.
fice. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
Never Pay More At Ross Feed Store"
"You
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
March 13. 1947.
FrankfoO, Kentucky.
M27c
..a111
r6MM. •••• ',01•04.1.04=1.411Mor.MIK41•14.00••14.•••••NIPO•MK*M0.0

J. T. WALLIS & SON

4

FOR

STILL THE SAME SOFT WEARA------BLE-HORSEE_HDE SHOE
Give yourself a Fourth Monday treat by
buying and wearing your
favorite Wolverines

Dependable Quality
USE OUR

STEAM CURED

Sizes 5 to 12
Buy Them At

LABORATORY TESTED

Jeffrey's

LIMESTONE

CONCRETE

•=1•••••••••••INMIIMI-NalIe•IIIN•
•IMMAIM411.141•410•11,.

BLOCKS
*

WE DELIVER

•

mea_.J., 01._ II likil
.1„7.i.r. III

•

.IOEItJIi1

"STANDARD" 20 per cent Protein Laying Mash

Notices

Come in and see us on your Tire needs
$146.10
600-16-4-Ply
Plus

Tax

TRUCK TIRES and TUBES
GOODYEAR "Life-Guard" TUBES ,
SEAT COVERS for most all cars . . .
$12.95 - $15.95

MONUMENTS

ROSS FEED COMPANY

‘0

A

_114-13 R
Cook ,A Whole
Meal In This
G. E. ROASTER

$29.95
boils and steams foods oi all
kinds. Range of copking tenspercrtures from 150 to 500 degrees accurately, automatically
_enamel finish.
controlled_..

ONE DAY ONLY

Thursday,
APRIL

$4.65
8 cop size with
Drfpper Coffee
measurer, flavor guard filter, and extra
cloth strainer.

•

KITCHEN
NEEDS

SERVICE PLUS

CIRCUS

SILEX

MAKER

These busy days call for time saving meals. Desert need be no problem when you know about our delicious.cakes and pastries.

.3 RING

See Us
For
Your

FRESHfrI
otet OVENS

"MG

•

COFFEE

A fir MI5

•••••••,-.••••.•

THE WORLD ITS FIELD
ITS TRIUMPHS REACH
BEYOND THE SEAS!

THE COLOSSUS OF
ALL"AIVIUSEMENTS

That's Our Motto.
Drive in regularly for the
• FINEST AUTO SERVICE IN TOWN
EXPERT SERVICE MEN
always ready and eager_tp
SERVE YOU WELL!

-1,000 WONDERS FILLING 3 RINGS,2 STAGES,
GIANT HIPPODROME AND
MIGHTY AERIAL ENCLAVE
800 PEOPLE log PERFORMERS250 WILD ANIMALSIN(MEAT 5 CONTINENT
MENACENIESO MUSICIANS
SSOD 000 INVESTED 51.270 DAILY EXPENSE

West HellTIP'
dim le the advent of
Piing Ores. Circus.
MMions of People
revel In th• Pilmlnomeit and Wholesome
Fun of this Annual
FitstIv• Frolic.
Young and Old from
Far and Near 1•In
Hands to Celabret•
the NAPPWST NOUOAY.

POPULAR
TWICE DAILY2& epic'
7r.m.IPRICES
DOORS ODIN 1

Tasty pastries, oven fresh, to put a
crowning touch of sweetness on that
meal you have so little time to prepare. Check our daily specials.

•

OUR SLOGAN: -Let us not pray for lighter burdens,
but for stronger backs."
-Theodore Roosevelt.

LONG'S BAKERY

aNDON'S SERVICE STATION

John L. Long, F'roprietor

Telephone 82

200 North Fourth
,

Telephone 79

105 North Third
r.rwmo
,
.••

•1•,••••
•

MAIPOOM.

• a....

••••

COPY FADED

••••••
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L OCALS

was the week-end guest of her
street
. Will -Moore Beale of New York sun. Tommie Howard,
.•
Mr. and Mrs, Ed Griffin of
?ars.
,
sex„,f, remaifti. eritit..., Cityr is the • guest of his mother,
LoUi,,svillc: spent the, week-end with
and
his
sister.
Mon
Airs.
Jack
Beale
Saturday, .March 2.2
her home
.:,11y
'''STrss Lula • Clayton Beale. . Mrs. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. T
The Aipha 'bepartment
Waldrop
Beale, who accompanied him to
nave--.,,JonWoman's
Mr and Mrs Clyde Edwards of cheon ..;t the' club house at 1230
Murray, has gone to Ames,. Iowa
Evansville. hid.. v.,re week-end
visit with her ,family _•.,
Will pay cash delivered
Mrs. J. E. Warren, of*MaY.Ve4e, iS an operative guests Of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. field will be the guest speaker.
:
„Mrs.
L
1.
Fri. and Sat., March 21-22.
J.
SiMITTUZIn.S.
•
T.
patient at a Nashville hospital.
•
Monday. March 24
Heavy Hens
30c Her daughter. • Mrs.- Tommie How- Mrs. W. J. Meeriy is spending
.
The A.A.1.7 W. Book Club will
Leghorns
15c ard. spent the week-end in Nash. several weeks with: her daughter. meet iv, the- home.,of Mrs. J. •W
Mrs. Teuton and family in Wash- Carr at 730 p7.
m.,.
Roosters
12c \1ie with Mrs., Veale.
Tuesday. March 23
Eggs.
35c . Mrs. Max Olson and son. Steven. ington..D. C.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
will arrive this week. . 'Mr. and -Mrs. •Edwin,'Cain and
Pro e• subject to change without Of Alton.
end tce Spend two weeks with her •children of Decatur,. Ill., are visit- 0.E S. will A"ieet at Masonic Hall
notice
m.
parents.. Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Sledd. ling relatives and friends thi:s week. :at 7:15
Highest market price for
Thursday. March 27
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore and
WS. Nat Ryan and Mrs. Lou
Hides
.The Zeta Department of the
Rochelli cf Paducah spent Satur, Mrs. Mary D. James spent last
Woman's Club will have a dinner
'
:lay night in the home of Mr. and Thu.rsdaY 'in Paducah.
I Misses Reba Jo Cathey and Bon- meeting at National Hotel at 6:30
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes.
p.m. Mrs. A. M. Wolfson will be
Mrs - Nancy- Howard of Paducah int(' .Kidgins went to Memphis last
fn. 13th St.
Phone 441
_ weekend to attend Maurice Evags' he guest speaker.
production of Shakespeare3 "Hamlet."' .
Miss Susie Ahart Anil
Mrs.- J. M. Cathey of Tulsa. Preston Jones Are Wed
Okla.. is visiting her daughter.
Of interest to many friends is
Mrs. J. S. Stone and family of 1210 the marriage of Miss Susie Allan
' Olive street.
of Gulden Pond and William PresMrs...Louis Allen. edittir of the ton Jones' which was solemnized
College News, and graduate at the Tuesday. March 18. Tile Rev. T
1-ind _a_the Winter Quiirter. will
!dump.; Jr offiehted
the
!leave Murray March 22 for Lex- single ring ceremony at one o'clock
ington where her husband William at his home. The couple was at-*Speedy" Allen, editor of W1C,Y137 tended by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
-Pudtieeh
si r Trarrnond.
College of Law
'the Jan& who." is, the daughter
- 'Ray--5-tialief,---ne-W manager -of of Mrs. Madge Rhoades of Colothe Krog4er meat department, will rado Springs. Col., chose
r: her
move from Sikeston. Mo. and wedding a two piece
o
crepe
make his permanent residence in frock with brown acce ries and
Murray.
a 'corsage of pink' camellias.
Mrs. Alec McClure of Louisville
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr. and
is the guest of her daughter. Mrs.
D. B. Jones of the county.
Woodfin _Hutson and Dr. Hutson He has recently returned to Murthis week..
, ray after serving in the armed
forces, and has rtsumed his po'i-'
tion at the U. S.' Postoffice.
."1111_71111111111
1
Following a sport wedding-trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will be at home
at -605 Poplar.
• • ••
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The Following Special Prices Are For
FRIDAY, SATURDAY and FOURTH
MONDAY ONLY
Potatoes, Idaho Bakers, 100 lbs. S3.40
40c
10 pounds
Oranges . . . nice, at SPECIAL PRICES
Pecans, English Walnuts, 40c
Almonds, lb.
lot
of
a
nice
will
have
If available we
Cabbage and Onion Plants-at-Low-Prices
Yellow Onion Sets, lb.
71 2c
8 1-3c
Whites, lb.
25c
Easter Egg Dye,3-10c pkgs
S1.69
Humko, 4-lb. box
10c
Rice, bulk, lb.
Dixie White, Octagon or
Lighthouse Cleanser, 3 boxes . 10c
46c
Coffee, Folgers, lb.
49c
Wesson Oil, pint
Coffee in Bulk, Very Good,
25c
.
Grind Fresh, lb.
46c
Prunes, 2 lbs. unsweet
S3.75
G. N. Beans, o. 1, 25-16. bag
10c
lb.
Hominy Flakes,
19c
No. 1 Tall Sardines
25c
Tomatoes, No. 2 can, 2 cans for
25c
4
Small
Libby's Milk, 2 Tall cans or
Flour, Acro, Favorite of the
S1.90
South, 25 lbs.
Seed Potatoes . .. Cobbler, and
Triumph, Certified or Selected,
Special Prices.
Bulk Garden Seed.
EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES
Waste Basket, reg.`price SLID; Sale 69c
2-gal. Glass Chick Founts,
99c
reg. price S1.49; Sale
Extra Large Clothes Hampers,
S1.69
reg. price S2.49; Sale
Bu. Split Feed Baskets,
99c
reg. price $1.49; Sale
Shoe Shine Kit, reg. price 25c; Sale 15c
Sauce Pans, Blue Enamel, 1-qt. size,
reg. price 25c; Sale 18c, 1 1 2 qt. 19c
Chick Founts, gallon size,
59c
- -Ter price 98c; Sale .
Cameras with Carrying Case,
S2.79
reg. S3.89; Sale price
Watch Bands, Flexible Stainless
99c
Steel, reg. price S1.50; Sale
6-ft. Tape Steel Rules,
35c
reg. price 69c; Sale
19c
for
Propelling Pencils, 29c val&
Table Forks, Stainless Steel,
each '20c
value 35c; Sale
Kitchen Knife Hone, reg. S1.00; Sale 59c
14c
Can Openers, reg. 25c; Sale
29c
Fry Pans, Steel, reg. price 94c; Sale
The following at BELOW COST Prices:

Heavy Aluminum Sauce Pans
4-qt. size, reg. price 94c; Sale .
3-qt. size, reg. price 83c; Sale . 59c
2-qt. size, reg. price 62c; Sale . . 43c
77c
Skillets, reg. price S1.19; Sale
Vegetable Slicers, reg. price 69c;Sale 45c
Cake Pan, reg. price 29c; Sale . . . 19c
FIELD SEED
Red Top, Red Clover, Timothy, Rye
Grass, Korean, and Kobe . . . All at
Very Low Prices.

I

ffe

TEA LEAF

Mark Collis Guest Of
. r. an . rs. op on
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Clopton
had at their weekend guest id
G. Collis of New York City. Mr.
Collis. a publishers representative,
is-en -route-to-Neer York after cornp)eting his early spring itinerary
through , principal. c-it14.• • 404 the
south.:

"G

IN EVERY
CUP/
.o"
'' AT YOUR
DEALERS

T \IC
'
\.

MONARCHNo•TEA

Eph Huie. Murray florist wit:
return today from Chicago. Ill '
where he .attended the Chicago
Flower Show and purchased supplies for the Huie. Flower Shop
here in Murray.

4

ONION SETS

39c

"3

of KROGER

ORANGES
8-pound bag 53c

Ham., School, Offic•

F01

• Newest words in corn- • More than 2000 illusmon use
trations
•Alphabetical edge- •Easy-to-read type
index
•Attractive durable
•Correct Pronunciation
binding

$3.49
Cert. Cobblers, Blue Tag, Bag
Select Cobblers, North Grown:-------.$3.15
$3.79
Cert. Triumphs, Blue Tag
$3.29
Select Triumps, North Grown

4

lb. 53c
lb. 59c
40A

Sugar -Cured
Hickory Smoked

BACON
. SIRLOIN STEAK
CHUCK ROAST
HAMBURGER
KROGER CUT

,=

Choice or Good
.

Fresh
Ground

lb. 31c
ox

Pound

iiriOGARINE

39` CLUB SPREAD CHEESE Pound8B97
BONELESS

CARTON
Pound

LARD

25'

BONELESS
Pound

49c PERCH FILLETS

PORK LOIN ROAST

Pound

FILLETS

35`
Pound

35'

Pound

AVONDALE BRAND - No. 21 2 Cans
Sliced or Halves
Dozen Cans
ACHES

Princess Patie.rn

ASPARAGUS SPEARS

Matt 50c and dated ,
end horn Hot-Dated

.1ra-231

TOP

tArn toil

FOODS

$1.69
PINEAPPLE
TOPPIN, No 10 can 1

Does Everything •
-Large Pkg.
When Available

15c
•

Naturally mot • priced to

save

BULK PoM
unEdD. SIZE'

PgUNES
PEACHES

evA POR ATED
113.

220
27'

COUNTRY CLUB

SEEDLESS RAISINS

15-oz. pkg.

25'

SUNMAID PUFFED

EGG DYES
Package

15-oz. pkg.

RAISINS

30'

PRUNES

1-1b. pkg. 25c

2-1b. pkg.

46'

NO. 2'2 CAN

COCKTAIL

390

CAN
GIRL

No 2 1

25c
29c

CAN

•

A -MEAT CUTTING. DEMONSTRATION for ladies of the city and county will be
held at 2:30 p.m. FRIDAY, MARCH 21, at the Woman's Club House in Murray.
Special representatives of the Kroger Company will be on hand for this demonstration. Be sure to attend. DON'T MISS IT!

PHONE 788-.1
.

N.
.

a
.1•01.
,
....meamer.v.011•1•11111••

1111•1•1‘.
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CLUB

ATTENTION LADIES

One-half Mile North of Murray on Benton Road

Wil
del

MEDIUM

10c

(EliXT:iiiiiiRY SAUCE
GINGHAM
APRICOTS

•
RICKMAN'S GROCERY

33c

PAAS

SUPER SUDS
LARGE PACKAGE
When
33, Available
FRUIT

2 CAN

DRIED FRUITS

RSP Pie Cherries $1.79
No. 10 can ..

D UZ

OXYDOL
LARGE PKG.
When
33, Available

COUNTRY

15c

NO.

TOMATOES

TAKE A PICTURE ON
EASTER
ce.:1C. Size • ...... 23c
32c
G-27 Size

Oranges, dozen
30c
New Cabbage, pound
5c
Onion Sets, pound
10c
Apples, Golden Delicious, poiiiid
12c
Bananas, pound
15c
Pet Milk, Tall can 14c; Small can .-. 7c
Pure Hog Lard,-4 pounds
S1.52
Pink Salmon, can 45c; TWO for
85c
Evaporated Peaches, extra choice, lb. 30c
Orange and Grapefruit Juice,
46-ounce can
25c
Mayfield Corn, can
15c
Pride of Illinois Corn, can
21c
Green Lima Beans, can 23c
Stokley's Crantoerry Sauce, can
29c
Green Beans, can
Green Peas, can
15c
None Better Laying Mash
S4.45
Tenn. Special 16( Dairy Feed
S3.75

2 CAN

PACKERS LABEL

39`

FILMS

IOW

NO.

APPLE SAUCE

SPOTLIGHT ectffrap
1 -Pound
Bag

$2" Each 25c
NO. 2 CAN
27c

PE

TEASPOONS
4 for 50c

Mt. KRAY. KY.

Pound

35' il vitiGITING FISH

LARGE BOLOGNA

Kirk A. Pool & Co.

-.•••••••••••••••..,".00

Frl
Mathis
malting
Reit)

U. S. Govt. Graded fl
Choice or Good

•

ws.•••••11.1111•111.•••=1.

Pic
..;_ho
tournai
have b
Brewei
--first -cc

U. S. Govt. Graded

.KROGER CUT BEEF

REMINGTON NOISELESS TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON STANDARD TYPEWRITER
L. C. SMITH SILENT TYPEWRITER
CORONA PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON ADDING MACHINE
SPEED-O-PRINT DUPLICATOR
SAFEWAY CHECK WRITER

DEtIVER DAILY

With coupon
from 8 lb. bag

Handy Reference Edition

SEED POTATO SPECIALS

IN STOCK
FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
New Office Machines . ..

ago MO

ICTIONARY

01110 OESDENTS
ADO le MI SALES TAK

SMALL DRY - YELLOW

PUI

MU LTI-PICTU RED

25c

Washed and Waxed

SWEET POTATOES 3 Lbs 25c

I

'CONSOLIDATED WEBSTER

ONLY

SOUTnERN YAM

Boggess Pd.
rouce Co.

11-TOTE-EM

rig
MISNEW

rwersomannomo,

-
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"A letter from home" to those

$

SECTION TWO — SIX PXGES

here and far

"eeneel

,

away — from friends in Calloway County — A

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1947

place of good neighbors and progressive citizen*
vow.

HOW
Our Ancestors
Obtained Fire

Stewardship Rally
Planned At Paducah
Friday, March 28

PURCHASE POWERHOUSE

The 36.688 missionary Baptists of
Soathwestern Region, representing
151 churches .are having a spejal
evangelistic steWardship rally at
the First Baptist Church, Paducah,
on March 28. The meeting is under the direction of Dr. W. C.
Boone. general secretary of. Baptist; in Kentucky.
Dr. W. R. Pettigrew, pastor of
Walnut' Street Baptist Church,
Louisville. and Dr. B. C. Land.
director of stewardship in Alabama,
will be featured speakers. Twelve
Kentucky Baptist leaders heading
the- various phases of the departmental work will be in the rally.
The meeting will-begin at 10 a.
m. and adjourn at 3:30 p.m. Pastors, moderators, state board members, Sunday School 'superintendents,
directors,
training union
and Brotherhood presi.
Pictured above are the fast moving Redmen of Brewers High School
who will carry the gofers of the First Region to the state basketball
tournament in Louisville today:. Coached by McCoy Tarry, the Redmen
have been tabbed as number one team in the slate gime mid-season.
Brewers tangles with Bowling Green at 3 o'clock this afternoon in the
-Strat -rouncL
Front Ron, left to right: Manager Donnie Mathis, Mason Cope. Van
Mathis. Roy Darnell. Harney Thweatt. Coy treason and Otha Mathis. Jr.,
manager. Second row:•4Coach Tarry. Kenneth Arnett. Jimmy Owens.
Rudy Wright. Thomas Mathis, Jim McGregor and Principal Alton Ross.

Former Murrayan To
Conduct Services
At BentorrRevival

TRAVIS ANNOUNCES ONE THIRD OF STATE'S VETS
FOR EDUCATION RIGHTS
FOR LEGISLATURE APPLY

••••.•
,
.1.

Murray Student Vet
Is Candidate For
State Representative

, By J. M. Thomas
In order to bring out this .imaginary scene as projected upon the
Wikford S. Travis, sophomore at
screen of time, we take you back
-Murray State College from Benfar beyond pre-historic days—days
ton. Ky., has announced his candiwe know from an ethnic standpoint
dacy for the Democratic nomination
that did exist—and see the Aryan
of state representative from. the
race in absolute darkness, so far as
Sixth district (Marshall and Lyon
the recording of history 'goes.
Counties).
As the reader may be religiously
A veteran of World War II with
inclitiecl.,and since three great reeight years in the U. S. Navy, Mr.
ligious leaders—Moses. Chrisf, MoTravis is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
hammed—were Semitics, we will
W. L. Travis of Benton. He and his
notice the most ancient writings of
wife, the former /Miss Ernestine
Moses. having searched diligently
Tilley of GilbertsVille, now reside
in same for the very first hint of
in one of the Vet houses on the
fire being used by them. When.
Murray campus.
offered'
Noah
over.
was
the flood
"Better education throughout the
burnt,offerings; this was 1656 yearg
state of Kentucky" is the principal
since Adam. according to the Bible
"plank" in Travis' political platchronology. According to seri
are_ 4,p
oPtad . 5p
!
._o
form. He believes he will be able
tuee-, the Ark -landed on Mount Ara
Rev. Sam P. Martin
to assist in the formation of legisarat, being 'about 250 miles west of
Or- lation that will improve the state's
the Caspian. and tradition says that .• The Rev, Sam P. Martin
of his three sons, Japheth went land,, Fla . will be the evangelist school_ system.
stward and settled in the Bac- in a revival beginning Sunday
Mr. Travis enrolled at Murray
trian highlands on, or near the morning, March 23, at the First State in January, 1848. Before
Oxus river, hence we may infer Missionary Baptist Church. Ben- joining the Navy he was a student
that Ham moved Southward and ton, Rev. Martin ,a former resi- in the Benton school system. He
lat -West Chief Petty -Off
peopled Attica. -Strem -settler*
held the rank of soundman first
in Charge, Navy Recruiting Sta- the Euphrates. and his followers Murray First Baptist Church for
class in the Navy.
tion, Union City, Tenn., announced became known as Semitics. The Seven and one-half years.
certain. yellow races seem to be a prong
veterans of
today, that
Services during the revival will
braches of the Army and Marine further back down the line, prior be held on Sunday at 10:40 a.m. lage which sheltered his young life. Every Day in
"There are eighty' of the little
Air Corps may now be enrolled to those settling along the Tigris and 7:30 p.m. Services during the
All Weather
in the V-g inactive Naval Reserve and Euphrates rivers, in Syria, week will be held at 10 a.m. and staries. They are as homespun as
jeans ,as • fragrant as sassafras tea,
in a rate in the Navy comparable Egypt. and northern Africa.
7T3Ir p.m.
as nostalgic as the family album.
to the rate held in the Army or
of
'use
the
26,
On Wednesday, March
On Tim.,
The search for the first
And if the text leaves anything
Marine Corps at time of discharge.
fire among the Semitic peoples, es- Georgetown College chapel choir out, the illustrations by Ruth Hines
Comfort!
The .new directive changes the
In
pecially Judaism, is very signifi- Will give a concert of sacred music Temple gracefully. put them back
present policy Of allowing enrollof which Smith in his dic- at the Benton High School at 11 in. '
cant,
ment in the Naval Reserve of
•
tonary says: "Parallel with this a m The choir is composed of 40
manyopie were born
Ida.r,ine._Yetietans
--arid -with it students; It buys- and 24 girls.
- •
and raised in Fidelity only somerating of Seaman First Class resymbolic meaning is to be noted
Thepublic is invited to. attend times they called it Eagleville.
gardless of the grades held in the
the similar use for sacrificial pur- these seivices and the choir' pre- sometimes White House, sometimes
Army or 'Marines. It is now possposes . . . of which the traces sentation.
Mt. Juliet, sometimes a hundred
ible for many men who were nonextinct.
Bus travel
4.`
,
other names. Across the pages of
commissioned officers- and fechni- are atm ._even
of
Systems
Magian
Sabean. -ahd
dear
those
blow
book
Wilson's
Dr.
less, too!
to
Marines
or
Costs
Army
the
in
eiatis
Worship; the occasional relapse of
wind?' that fanned the cheek of
enroll Iftri V-6 inactive Naval Reor
Sun.
into
the Jews themselves
your childhood.'•When you read ij
serve at a Naval rate comparable
its corrupted form of fire--worshtp,
you will wonder Why - you didn't
those they held at-discharge.
to or deification of heavenly bodies
.
write it yourself."
This announcement emphasizes
or of fire . . . as among the Perthe policy of the Navy to extend
sians, so also even in Egypt." Page 'A book by Dr. Gordon Wilson.
the privileges of enrollment in V131. This quotation shows that not Western faculty, is described as one
6 inactive Naval Reserve to vetonly the Aryan, but the Semitic of the better works on the Calloerans of all branches of the serpeoples d.ified this -strange ele- way County section of western
vice. V-6 Reservists maintain rates
Kentucky. Dr. Wilson spent his
ment7-fire.
held at-discharge and secure long'To advance the theory that not boyhood in -"Fidelity," now known- —
evity for pay purposes amounting
only the Aryan but the Semitic as Concord. His book, "Fidelity
to five per cent for each three
peoples dwelt-in superstition and Folks." contains his memories of
also
They
years of inactive duty.
ignorance we hear Jonah say, that his early life in that county commay request a tyro weeks cruise
Nines-eh. there munity.'
in the City of
aboard the Navy's modern, war"Fidelity Folks" was recently rewere 120.000 *people who did not
ships each year at full pay, in
know "their right hand from their viewed by a critic in a leading
grade. For full information con- left hand." In view of this age of Southern newspaper. His observtact Navy Recruiting Station, Post
ignorance and blind zeal to wor- ations follow:
Office Building, Union City. Tenn.
"The place is calledi"Fidelity" in
ship some god. or fear some devas
idevil). we now present an imagin- the book. The postal guides called
Berea College sponsored. a 4-H ary scene of our ancestors—the it something else but that doesn't
Ned production conteV in Pulas- Aryan race.
It's
merely someone's
matter.
ki county schools.
On the headwaters of the Oxus oversight that it wasn't called Firiver, on a branch that emptied delity to begin with. The name is
into this ancient river from the mere faithful than the ones the
Elburz postal guides use. It is in that hisslopes of the
southern
mountains, lived many ancient torical section in Western Kenfamilies, who many millinniums of tucky known as "The Ptirchase,"
years passed comprised the Aryan which means that Andrew Jackrace. Of family characters of this son did a bit of trading there once.
"Dr. Wilson was born in Fidelity.
race we will lase the names noted
for brevity, such as Ob, Bob, Phut. Very early he began the survu
Sot, Sit. Ann which finally evolv- of the community with a photoed into Anna of today: also Ob, graphic eye. ;a recording ear and, a
the nark of a great Siberian river. memory that would have chalOf these names we take up Bob. lenged. an elephant 'to nobler efWe do not say Mister Bob, for he forts. He learned the men
and
knew nothing of prefixes. Near the women of Fidelity and their
the little stream, later to be known lives became to him as the printas the—lived Bob. his wife Ann. ed pages of an open book. and he
three boys. Tut. Ob and Nr. and was quite a literate fellow. He
two daughters Zan and Sit. Their knew the people of Fidelity and
We belte‘e there is nothing more important to
home was an improved cave; it loved them. There is not a sneer
this country than to lower the prices Of the
being so walled at the mouth as on the 223 pages. not the vaguest
I
goods that people buy.
to leave a door-way. In this cave hint of ridicule. In his maturity
.•
he look. bAck
,('raitwiled
P;ive
The American people have insisted that the

r‘We are mighty proud _of the*

E PEN D ASTUTir

Navy Has V-6 Posts
For Army and Marine
Vets at Same Rate

of the SERVICE of the

-WESTERN -KENTUCKY STAGES:
fr:Nnr Vir-Vriktmt%

put
Your neighbor trim,
His house in
BILL DOLLAR g,ot
' 103.
The cash fp,

Boyhood Days In
Concord Community
Is Subject Of Book

One way to '-"rnake lure you have enough
/horsey for repairing or pointing your house,
for buying new seasonoi clothing. for
Spring planting — or for any other worthwhile plans you may hove in mind — is to
arrange for a friendly cash loan You receive the money you need, promptly. And,
all transactions ore handled in strict psivary.

sntektate ee CORPORATION
cc

Laa
Wut id
One cut of eve' y
Les.s than half of those who apWar II veterans in Kentucky has
applied for education or job-train- plied were enrolled in schools .or
ing under benefits administered by job-training courses on March 1. Of
the Veterans Administration, it the state's 12,437 -disabled veterans
was announced today by Harry W. who had applied for education or
Farmer. Regional Manager. He training. 3,344 actually were enrollemphasized that peak enrollment ed as of March 1. Of the 76.522
had not been reached, because veterans who had applied under
more than 50.000 approved appli- the G.l. Bill, 32.348 were enrolled.
cants in Kentucky have not yet
Under the G.I. Bi" education or
entered education or _training
started up to
job-training may
180.000 state veterans stilt may ap- four yeara after the official end of
ply if they do desire.
the war or the date of discharge,
The VA official reported that as' 'whieheiat is later. Disabled vetqf March 1, a total of 88.979 of the eran's eligible for education • or
state's World War II veterans had training under Pttblic Law 16 face
applied for education or training no specific, application deadline,
under the G. I. Bill I public Law but they most complete their train346) or the Vocational Rehabilita- ing within nine years after the end
tion Act for Disabled .Veterans of the war.

o.p

NEXT OOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
5416 Main Street : Murray
PHONE 1180
M. C. ELLIS. Mgr

•

pr .deg•
Day in and cloy out
to take people of this area 'where they
are going . on tune ond comfortably.
You can set your watch on the schedule
time when our expert dr.•ers -wheel"
Our hnsvrrOvs beset by your home of
place of b,..stness.

-4-isic our courteous agent for schedules from here to anywhere

PONTIA

A line air madeliner

7

International Harvester
announces '207000,000 price reductions
prices had not gone up as
much or as fast as many others

•

government withdraw from its attempts to
control prices in peacetime. That places the
reitionsibility where it belongs—in the hands
of business and industry. NotAtlibusineta can
reduce prices now. Not all can.reduce by the
same amo,unt.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

5.

INDEPENDENT
BASKETBALL TOURNEY

A l'rodisct
Grsser.I Meters

1h
'

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM

Theres a puiyose back of Pontiac!
a
When you boy a Pontiac you get a car that is
deliberately designed and built to give you a
certain type of value.

easy on serfrce —and to last a long, long time.
In short, Pontiac is designed to give complete
satisfaction—at extremely low cost.

First of.all. it is designed to give you fine performance—performance that will give you a
thrill every time you cake-rite wheel.This applies
to the engine, to the car's roominess and
comfort, to its roadability and hapdling ease.

This is always true of Pontiac. So regardless of
when you expect to get your next car—make
it a Pontiac. It's a wonderful value.

Yet—Pontiac is also designed to give you
economy—to operate inexpensively—to he
Tune or HENRY 1 TAYLOR

Our company has felt a duty. to act as
promptly as possible. In our case, the.,business outlook now makes it possible to' move
toward the goal of lower prices. The only way
out of the vicious circle of higher 'and higher
prices is to break through.

I.

•
THE SOONER YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER
for a new Pontiac, the earlier you will get it. So

place your Order now for future delivery.
on the on twin si weekly

•

A

Admission 35c and 50c
Game Time 7:15
DOORS WILL OPEN AT 6:30 P. M.

entire line. Reductions will be made individually on products. Some will be cut more
than others. Exact details will be announced
as soon as possible.

OTTIS PATTON

•Ar

EAST

sponsored by

Our ability to maintain this lower level of
prices will depend in part on what happens to
the prices and flow of materials that we buy
from others. Because we believe price reduction is vital, we are willing to assume the risks that are involved.

Rainey T. Wells Camp 592
Woodmen of the World
•
For Information, Call

Motor Sales
Main Street
406
MAIN

I Indusiriorlkower Products
II -Form Machines

her.

1911

63.7%
41.27-0
3.5%
34%
25%

that

MARCH 20, 21, and 22

And here's what's back of PONTIAC'S extra value
Flow Lubrication,. Permanent, Highly Efficient
Oil Cleaner.'
ICOMOMY — Acotc h- Mist Quick Warm-Up Manifold • Gaselector • Vacuumatic Spark Control •
All-Weather Engine Temperature Control.
wrrr—Multi-Seal Hydraulic Brakes • Unisteel
Body • Tru-Arc Safety Steering • Doors hinged at
front • Clear Vision • Hi-Test Safety Plate (,lass,

Hero or• Average Prie, fncreases
All Monufoitur•d Products .
.
(U. S. Crorrersomemi ityortil
Meals end Metal Products
g) •
,
(11 5 Geworno•••• repo
Molar trucks

These benefits tocast-Omen; will depend;
We have taken this step norgbecause of
too, on uninterrupted production at reasonpresent competitive conditions nor because of
- able wage levels. This is riot a•program that
a drop in demand from customers. We have
can be carried out if it is hampered by strikes
taken it because ofour belief
ANY PRICE
'- or work stoppages.
'
4.
IS TOO- HIGH IF IT CAN BE
.
REDUCgD.
Our employes. have had substantial inThese reductions, which will save- the users
creases in pay. and wage questions are curof our products approximately $20,000,000 a
rently being discussed with many of the unions
year, will become effective before April 1. and
with which we deal.. Stockholders have rewill apply to a selected list of tractor, farm
cently had an increase in dividend rate. Having
machine, motor truck, and industrial power
considered the i rderes a cif.thspeAtv:o.grouPs,
products. Since we lose money on a few of our
we are now inaking these.price reductions for
products, and barely break even on some
the
benefit.
oup—our customers.
reductions
will
them
others,
not apply to our

•
scsurr—Di.tinctive Silver Streak Styling • New
front end design.
my Body by Fisher • Famous
COMMIT —BT.
Triple-Cuihioned Ride • More 'Luxurious !met
riots • Shock•Proof Knee-Action • Fisher NoDraft Ventilation • Remarkable HandlinprEase.
DIIIINDASAITY —Smooth, powerful L-Head six or
eight cylinder engines • Full-Pressure Metered

-

GUN' JEFFREY
Tournament Manager

JOHN B. WATSON
.noionsem

Business, to our way of thinking, has a social as well as an economic responsibility. This
company has long followed,the policy of optrating- in the interests of three groups—its
customers, its employes and its stockholders.
The duty.'of the management is to see that'
equal justice is done as between the three
groups.
This price red,uction program is another
!i . • i
demonstration of
• i

- 0
INTERNATIONAL H HARVESTER

'

•

. ••-•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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CAPITOL- COMMENTS

Better Farming

Consolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway T:mes, and The
Times-Herald, Oct. 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 11)12.
••
- -•
W. PERCY WILLIAMS,
JAMES C 'WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

THURSDAY. MARC!! 20, 19i7

I;

Thm

has been much talk a-id
Many officials aid butnes. eNce•
written'
an
the
wee
'Winch
rewitutva-oppese4- new CO'nstitunon'
ID
Months about our State .Constitu- with - the .satind argumeni that
that: many people are proposing a new one is not necessary when the.
new Constitution and a committee faults of the old one can be corIN THE EARLY DAYS OF AMERICA, WHEN THE FAMItY
Publiabed Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St., Murray. Ky.
sit 1.000 has just been formed ad- related by amendments. They cite
HAD TO PRODUCE ALMOST EVERYTHING IT USED,
-Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for Transmission as ,
vocating, The present one. I will the cost of a ..Constitutional CanCLOTHING THE FAMILY WAS ONE OF THE MAJOR TASKS.
Second Class Matter.•
tu to present" here both_ sides of vention and the •danger,thaf mass,
A weekly feature prepared by members of The Calloway County
Farm Leaders organization and dedicated to better farming
the qu'estiop:
sure groups or corporations might
bcrtption Rates:—In" Calloway and Adjoining Counties.
The proponents of a new 0:gun- push thrift/ph discriminatory teals12.00 a .Year; In Kentucky. $2.50; Elsewhere, $3.00.
; tutiote say that the present State lation- They aay that we could
!Constitution. drawn by a Conven- pass an Amendment to change the
tion in 1890 and '91, is old and section of the present Constitution
lantiquated. that 4rImes. conditions that . prohibits more than two
By Otis Lovins. assistant toe/Aim:A Agriculture teaeher
I prosarie for in the C‘m•titution no amendments being submitted to the
• Lynn- Grove High Scheel
I longer exist and that others ' work people at any'one time and then
1
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
You may decide the question RS to "which was first a hardship on our State officials bring the present -Constitution up
AUDn BUREAU OF CIRCULAT1O.NS
and are detrimental to good gov- to date by amendments as trio
'the chicken or the egg,- and win the argument. You may lernment
..WoMen may now vote. State of Virginia 'has done. TheyWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising.-Letters to the Editor -rethitirsT-ostr this-kens- before the eggs hatch and prove yourI but not according to our old Cons- say that all lawa-tfrid all sections
•
er Publie Voice items Which in our opinieu is not far the best interest I
i self a good guesser noW' and then. On the contrary, if you,titution. Slavery no -baiter ex- of the •Conatitution have to be
tt our readers.
don't give those same little fellows a little extra care after 1 ists. Why nave Section 25 fn the /asssaed - upon and interpreted and
• •
_ theY have chiseled their wav#from the surrounding shell, Constitution? Values have chansted that the 256 sections of the pres-IT INVOLVED CARDING AND SPINNING, DYEING AND
their. lives are going to be short, and your life as far as a and living condidcions and the nt Constitution have been enterWEAVING AND, FINALLY, THE FASHIONING AND
The high morale and the considerable evidence of Successful poultryman is concerned, will be of feW days cost of hying. A salary limitation preted and set by precedents of
STITCHING OF THE GARMENTS -ALL DONE BY NANO.
of
$5.000
as
provided
for
in
1891
action,
court
a
new
Constitution
civic pride of our good neighbors down at Murray have
full of trouble.
tkould be about $12,500 now with would fill the courts with test
been mentioned upon numerous occasions in these colThe preparation for the baby chick after it first sets
umns: and_ never, it seems to US. have they been better ex- daylight is a thing that lA- not to be overlooked. First and comparable • standards of living. casts for years to come.
They say that this clause'keeps
This statement is so startling and
emplified_than in_ the forthation. last. week of the Corn, :foremost. if the -brooder house has been fused before it the State'frorri getting more eom- could involee so, much lefol. con_unction of,which is to au- i should be cleaned thoroughly. This* Yrciuld include such petent and qualified _people to trovsrsy that We,hesitate to make
Mitten lot' Calloway County. f
viittee the ronuntinity in every possible-way. in hue w•itlii ,rteps as: (1) Sweeping the ceiling and walls, '(9) Scral5t Fer‘.'e the State arl"the people. as it. but it is true and a Matter of
the committee fi•r. Kentueky raoYenikt._ which has
'
ac-; inp _thr_44
__0)
_ serothing the_ wttih4_ ititii_the_ 41,001.with_ private industry_ isaiirinini- to_ and recoi'd. Vie quote • "The _Convert. f l 7 e does, pay more for the same ser- that met in September 1890. and
complished ntuch the last year for the entire State.
• b .1.
-• t t •h'(•h h - b
dd d
`tlPt vices than the State can. They havinestn April 1891 completed a
The committee will make an intensive study of the each. gallon of water, and.,(4) spraxing the house and
the need of submitting m,'ire draft of a Cogstitution, it, by or:
county's nee& andpossibilitiesjor advancing the welfare -zetittipment with a :4,11.1tion,of good disinfectant (a 5__ pt stresS
_.
.-Pasa- _Coasnfatireaal
-__Ainesi_Plifs;nssibm414ed- ft to a popular
.
•
Ifie comma- health -and -TrostTerilv or/no-W-161e peb
• ••
II
A •
tory).
meats. to., the people at one tint,ey_t_le. and then - adjourned - until
rnty.
Of
the electric is as_ prohibited by the old Constitti- Sept ienner 1011cruing.
, the many types of brodem'probably
As in Hendersorn•first of kentueky's - 12.0 counties to
•lion.
'They ssiv the 1891 document recess the work was approved by
•
desirable.
.
the
take up the challenge of the state organization. the pro--: m .•
.
limits the courts and restricts, the a majority of nearly one hundred
"•-•iure" of heat rather than electricity have,to be relied 'i Legislature and shows a general and (prty . thriusatedS the
gram for lifting the level of their general 'condition thus is.
•
I
THERE IS PROBABLY NO MORE STRIKING EXAMPLE OF
Calloway county u pon due to the lack •or power lines.
,
placed in the hands of ,the peOple of
. distrust for people being able to cast. being two hundrea and eightyAMERICA'S ENERGIES AND GENIUS IN PRODUCTION AND
As tonvhether one uses coal. Oil or an electric brooder, legislate ,for present needs. They eight thousand, three hundred and
themselves; %%heft.. of course, it rightfully belongs. . DISTRIBUTION THAN IN THE TRANSITION FROM 'HOMESPUN"
1891
of
the
sixty.
When
the
convention
re.framers
say
that
the
most
similar.
The
somewhat
are
hovers
sizes
of
the
the
problems
Qf
this
about
the
• Nobody knows. or cares.
TO "STORE" CLOTHES.
Constitution made it almost im- assembled, the delegates, moved
c(Aximunity as do the people who live here. That we have I-Common size is the-42-inch canopy. usually advertised to
TODAY, CLOTHING IS ON A MASS PRODUCTION BAS[S,
possible to amend or revise it and no doubt by patriotic imptilsc. made
to•en too. complacent of conditions long deplorable is a ac't•ommodate 500 chicks. and the 52-inch cprlopy.to ac- cite ;he words of Thomas Jeffee- nuinerettis changes in the Mate-WITH STYLE AN-T) VALUES CONVENIENTLY AVAILABLE
TO ALL FAMILIES THROUGHOUT THE LAND.
mark IA our indulgence in outmoded ways ... and a black commodate 1.000 chicks. It isn't practrcal to brood more sets -Each generation is as inde- ment MHrie tit 51 hich are claimed
than. 350 chicks under one canopy as-they become ..tob pendent of the one s.receding as i._ to he material, ithile others were
mark. at.that.
that .was of all that gone before. but a change of languase or cor- I
.Congratulations are in order to.our triends in Murray crowded
•
_ ._
.
. as they grow larger.
-a._ who lite State machine will I
and CailowaY cottrit for setting an example Princeton
Regardless of the tYtie. set up.the canopY about one It has, like them, a. right to choose reclaim of. grammatical errors: and , wee.
ii .
for
itself
the
for&
Government
as
thus
-i
0..)
alit
me
at
amended
it
promulaat•-,k
was
. old ins-slit greatly by f.,..: haeks front the canter - 4.
a.a.1 cat-a.m.
folk unlion_lateells _ten
)r the_ ht-in.:•• This•gives more_
tel
verrwor
the
i
It belies-es most promotive of - M"ed by reinvention on September al.
following. .
t flour space in front of the stove, which can be used to ad- on happiness;atinaequently to ac- 1891. as the Constitution 0( the can„primary . . . The question ticj 70
•
•
- . For. though Murray . obtained the normal school vantage for feeders and for bringing the chicks into con- corona/date the circumstanc_•, in S tate." 'Kis Coils:is:nosn
teachers' pay has become so imPrincetontfied to get. and tRough Murray is closer to and tact ,with ,the sunlight. A thin layer of -about one-half to whistrait finds itself; that received changed wa,s '1.1•Ver voted t:n ttY p:,rttinf it May .1a, a campaien isaue., Sixty-four.fanncrs raising chicks,
'.us acrerYnig ti' methods recom_will 'benefit more from the new Kentucky, Lake. our sister one.incti of Sand .may be put on 'the- floor - and around the horn ats preciecesasas; and itas.lor the,i)eople
L We, will bring you' - the- complete'
'7
:.city has. not a brighter futon:. we 'believe. than is eiasilyistove and should extend out at least 12 inches beyond the. the Peace and,good _of mankind RANDOM SHOTS --The present
mended by.county agents. the Kenfpietirre•-in,
next
week•
oolurma
Thelf-a
SOlernt
int.
Catiatittirkiii
opPOSturtity'dr-doin
s
fiAirfTi--7
tdeVY
Poultry
her
,
ii
Improvement
tie._t?esauo
citiZetiloutof
This
should
be
Covered
with
for
Priocetrin_...
,tinieAs
edge
of
the
canoi•ty.
.possible
want to aeanowledge the Mint' ati ,n rind the .Sti.te College if AgIs every 10 or 20 years sl'nuie history -Pt the State. The first ems
thiglayer of finely cut litter consisting- 9.Utstraw,--•alf
are more -aware and. more alert tu their
provided by the Constitution , so adopter] in 17.92, the second in 1799,!istatjuijoind assistance eiven no' on in:trio:re, ruported an aVerage cash
•41)rinceton Leader,
PrOrreSS.
leayes, crushed corn cobs, shredded corn stover or some that
it may be .handed on with the third in l849, and our present the Constitution,. by former Chief int,.me above expensessof 29 cents
other similar material.
periodical repairs Irdm getiration - one in IS91.
. Sanator Stanfield Justi,..• of the, ccrurt or Appeals, s
iu January. Their flo7k's eon- ,
A circular enclosure 4ight to 10 inches highLextend- 0. generation tm the vIld.
t,ine.,
Ari the .Statte and- - Lieuten-_,, Judge James Stites and. Edwin C. (aired T,i0 hens. This is the same
if
- income as they received
attorneys. and Harry,W.
ing. about 12 inches beyond the (niter edge of the canoPy, anything human can so long en; ant :Governor Tueel, soon wiE be. sta.. s. •cS, you next Sel•sseter.
I hens. ••
•
in Jaruary ii 1945 and 1946
'
should be made iof hardware cloth or one inch poultry net- u•,

‘0,„•••0111.•

puattstitit

Calloway County

CARING FOR BABY CHICKS

NATIONAL EDITOR!AL_
550CliAT!ON
flAT

Neighbors Set Cs Good Example ,

and

•

tour -t•ott.

anuary Hens Pavi

1

Cents-Pro
-fit

•

ting. to keep the chicks near the stove the first two nights
•
-accustomed to the brooder.
ul the
There should -he sufficient fire at all times to main-inchh off
thin a uniform temperature... The temperature mine,
the floor at the edge of the canopy,should be about,90 dethe start and should be decreased
gree'S fahrenheit
.about five degrees pee-week until the chicks are large
enough to do without artificial heat.
• Do not put chicks into the brooder house unless. feed
LOOK A-HEAD
is ready. Jt is more satisfactory to put the chicks in the
‘Visc farmt.ts. study the supply of a commodity and htOoder house.in the morning so that they may be watched
the possibility of futtire consumption -before plantirig. They carefully during the first day.
To- aslorre normal Jo ow th,-tite- chicks rations should
know that the. chanct-for-profits depends largely upon
protein. •Carbohylirates. fats. minerals, vitamins.
thes'e factors. The !auccessiu 1 industrialist. • ,works very contain
water in sufficient amounts and in proper proportierns.
,and
mach the same Way. Though - the range may he.hiu-ch
fact.that the baby chick eats very little during
longer. the Young man or woman considering a-life voca, pue to the weeks of its life, it is very essential that it has
The
titU.1
give consideration to the supply and demand of
firstbalanced
few
ration,
wetl
their servites-.- --This. of course. &Teas hitt rule out the love a
•as. not often practicak
•' to make a home mixed feed
It
for a. partictitar
or the opportunity afforded' to help-.
-used during the-iirsi- few weeks. Feed one of
:tee-be
era.
'veil recognized commercial chick starters the first. few
•- It is an opportune' tithe to tAlkt; god.: of iile teitc.vi...
inn"
:,.weeks and keep identy of clean drinking water before
_ profe:•;sisui frbm. the: -.Apply and dorand ooint of
limp.'".
- Witlin the next it2 .- ..e.ar_-‘_:_-_-- c.u..,- ..generation trom kinder- them(riven
at a"the. eare and . attention.that. it rightfully degarten throng-h. -,-•-,-,Tle-iii• -- the United St.ates-wi!! need a :erve,.. the clack 1%11,1 „grii.v up to be a pic.„i'ing fowl. If teft.
rninton- ii.,11 teatti, -ff. Trinntt ,eternentiir.- ,cr,-,pot 'ar-i-n-il-pal-z
hen and grow up on a few crumbs pills
5.00o hu±h*:h,r,,I !.)-Inuii,,,k. 5.4,110 .1. )‘‘.!: i.nci city -uperin- to foliow mother
likely tcrprove tiTT• tendents. 2,iiiiii t.ounty .ni,t.i.Int.,,ndt.ntA, and Lodi; college' an tievasiona.1 handful of corn she. is
lie. FOCI, pay.
to
self
.
presidents.
.. • .
.1•• - From a mythical standpoint, there might have beiii
_ It is certain.ly true that present profits are tinfavor.i- a hen that laid a golden egg, but it is.n't written that :she
hie. but the young' persoh Making a i foiit. t of a lif• pro- gi-4-1.v up on corn alone and_ ruo.sted in irKedar tree at
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Help Ke.ntucly's
CRIPPLED CHILDREN
To Join Next Year's
EASTER PARADE!
•
I. ater time IA the time of new life and hope. Again this
year Easter Seals bloom as a symbol of hop;' and promise
for Kentucky's crippled boys and girls. Seals are the appeal
tsf the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children, which asks
your help to enable the, crippled child to walk, to grow, to
go to school raid to gain sound strength for a useful and
happy life.
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The Society is tohelp the Kentu.ky Crippled

Many cflpiiled boYs and girls will be started on the
'11.road
to sett-support Pad happy asijirsament theetieh
Departan

rumat1&n Vocka_ service

drcn-with-eerebral paralysis. This, year will be One
of attack on this distressing affitctiqn, which includes -the "spastic" type. ThIS--work alfe7Ay /1as begun in
Louisville and is,. to be expanded throughout the
State.

expanded program of work with the State
mentof Education:'This will help-the crippled child
brtd
roc
he
between public school and state
•
rotational training.
gpbe
...__

•

A Curative Workshop is to be opened at 840 S. Third
2. Street
in Louisville. Local wellan-e :agencies are aiding - life Society in. this. jacif_r_Vivite to overcome
crippling handicaps with treatments to restore crippled persons to -normal activity.

E. All phases of work

-- -

by the Kentucky Crippled Chita dren's Commission are supplemented by the Society. •
When public fundasamainsufficieta „is:when Cases not
covered by Stile .law need care, when over-age
Vildren must be treated, the Society furnishes aid.
•
The _Society's current s program of treatment and
• care for crippled children will be continued, and
Is Possibli;, SO, ACT TOnAY'expanded as far
BUY YOUR SHARE OF HAPPINF.SS AND HEALTH
FOR KENTUCKY'S CRIPPLED CHILDREN, BUY
EASTER SEALS!
•

6

Send your check or 'money order for Easte(Seeis to

AA

KENTUCKY SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
305 Heyburn Building—Louisvilk,sKy.
This advertisement is donated by
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1947 Is a big Year for Kentucky's Crippled Children!

•

1•• c•-• rncctr,
.1 •
K.t 'u.
''
1-•

Easter Seals aro the bright Symbol of new life * and hope
for the' handicapped child. They are the colorfurbadge lit
your sharing your Easter heppiners. Your gifts help provide
treatment, hospitalization. surgery, ,briice and -other aids
to restore the State'S indigent find helpless crippled youngstSrs. They send him out to healthy growth and a new,
normal living.

oa. Ground ttall be broken,near Lexington for the long*/ Olannedsconvalescent home. Long-deferred by costs
and shprtages, this home is-a Vital need in the-Slates program for crippled children. Opening of this home
Mull free many badly needed beds in hospitals to
stirgical and:clinical cases.
-
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pARKER
A

SEED
COMPANY
Ex-Service Men's
—Buyers and Sellers—
News
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS'"CONTINUED RISE NOTED
•
IN VETERAN TRAINING
We Are Headquarters
Administration
Veterans
The
for Seed Cleaning
Branch Office in Columbia, 0., to•
day reported that veterans in trainNEW LOCATION
ing in Ohio, Michigan and KenAcross Street From Murray tucky under provisions of the G.I.
Stockyards
Bill (Public Law 346) and the Vocational Rehabilitation 'Act (Public
Telephone 665

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Maim
Phone 375

Law 16) at the snd of February
numbered 271,243—an increase* of
2.4 per cent compared with the
264.871 enrolled • at the end of
January.
The enrellment at the end of
February .( with
the
previous
month's enrollment in.brackets) included: Ohio. 138,891 (138,066)
Michigan, 95,660 (93,171); Kentucky, 35,692 (33,645). The Ohio
enrollment at the end of February
included 99,800 veterens in schools
and 40,091 in job training. In Mich*,
igan, 4;5.865 veterans were in
schools and 19,795
. were taking job
training. In Kentucky, 25,379 were
in schools and 10,313 were in job
training.
Discontinuances of training in
the three states increased 7.4 . per
cent as reflected by 17.175 reported
pain January and 18.454 in February.
ra nin
with the January figure in brack-

[Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian
— OITFICE
East Main St., Phone 560-.1
-- RESIDENCE —
203 N. lath St., Phone 560-R

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

1300NE'S

Telephone 64
We Deliver

SO(7TII SIDE SQUARE

Oa Cash and Carry on both
MO Laundry and Cleaning

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

[

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

Murray, Hy.

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

South Side
Square
•
Call 383

East Highway

40.347 REINSTATE G.I.
INSURANCE 11473 STATES
A total of 41,347 World War II
veterans in Ohio. Michigan and
Kentucky had 'applied for reinstatement of $302,602,500 of lapsed
National Service Life Insurance
policies as of March 10 in conjunction with the nationwide insurance
information program which opened
February 3, the VA reported today.
Reinstatement applications and the
amount of insurance involved included: Ohiu. 2L253, $159„397,500;
Michigan, 14,889, $111.667,560; Kentucky, 4.205. $31,537.500. Veterans
have until August 1. 1947, to reinstate without physical examination
if . they certify that they are in as
good health as they were at the
time of lapse.

"The .Committee—of One Thou- those seeking tomodernize_ the constitution of Kentucky 'wale -help
said." pave the way for a,, dictatorship,
Sounds important, doesn't it?
otherwise, I would saY that his 'aTAfter 'reading about it in the
lusion to the divine right of kings
Courier-Journal, I said it was pon- was no more apropos than Dr. Osderous. .Thirty-four of the state's 'eras; much quoted facetious remark
Sete
big-time lawyers and politicatlead- a generation ago that all men over
ers, including Ex-Federal Judge sixty should be chloroformed.
Chas. I, Dawson and Ex-Court of
But the issue to be presented to
Appeals Judge E. C. O'Rear, met in the Voters this year is not to be deFrankfort recently and organized
cided by reactionary old men or
the Committee of 1000 to. uppo,se a
overzealous young men and 'women:''-a'
new constitution 'for 'the state.
Practically all the 34 are men If the rutort development of Kenover sixty, many of them over sev- tucky is to be facilitated by a more
enty. And, if the Courier-Journal modern constitution, if the "Mareporter covering the luncheon re- chinery of the state government
ported the proceedings accurately, can be improved by a'streamlined
the group of weighty names are enabling document, tile voters
bent on, heading off a movement should give the go sign next Noled by younger men. The vener- vember. If trte old constitution is
able group seem to have a lot of all right, then they should vote no.
Your reporter will try to get
respect for the constitution Of
clear, simple, lucid statements from
1491.
Judge O'Rear is fearful that the lawyers on both sides and print
younger generation is liable 'to de- them in htis column. Facts are
stroy the state's precinus guarantees what the public wants, and I will
of freedom on which the hation'a do my best to present them in langovernment is founded, and in his guage all intelligent people can
lounelee_a__Ld understand.
address„ a Ihe_Wher
Use Committee of One Thousand,
he inveighed against' the proponents of .a' new constitution with
County Agent H. R. Forkner says
such phrases as "the infamous die- about 1 400 •.•• • faern—reserz—
'turn of the ttivioe itgh o
nags. voirs were dug in Boone county
Judge °Rear seems to be afraid in 1946.
A horse almost steals the' picture rative and it is the devotion of
Thompson for the mare
from his human co-players in the IMarshall
which gives the story both its
new M-G-M drama, "GALLANT warmth and mounting excitement
BESS". -It is the nationally famous . . . "Gallant Bess" comes to the
show horse, "SILVERNIP," called Varsity theatre next Tuesday and
"BESS" in the current film nar- Wednesday.

DENTAL CARE PROGRAM
FOR VETS INCREASES
The volume of application§ from
World War II veterans in OhioMichigan-Kentucly seeking dental
care at government expense has increased sharply since inception of
the "home-town" dental care. program last- fall; -Veterans- Administration Branch Office officials in
Cul-embus. 0. said today.
During the summer months of
v
an average o
850 applications monthly for dental treatment in Ohio, 680 in Michigan and 80 in Kentucky. Following "contracts negotiated in the fall
between VA and the various state
dental societies,
providing
for
"home-town". dental care, applications recently have averaged 5.850
monthly in Ohio, 4,150 in Michigan and 1.680 in Kentucky.
VA officials said the applications have been processed as quickThe flu -is raging again at Macely as possible, and examinations
have been authorized to determine donia --and - neartry • eommufaiiiee
if veterans, have service-connected Dr. Hahs of Murray was called
dental conditions which. entitle Friday night to see Elmer Daventhem to,. treatment at government
() Mr. and
port who is very ill: Ala.
expense.
. Veterans with service-connected -Mrs. Floyd Elkins' children. Mr.
dental cbnditions have a choice of and Mrs. George Green's children,
approved private dentists vyhen VA and Mr. and Mrs. Aylon McClure's
dental clinic service is not feasibly children are only a few of those
Voris Wells Benny Maddox available. Majority of the au- in this vicinity who are ill with the
thorized examinations and treat- flu.
Telephone 95
ments have been made by the
Macedonians were very sorry to
"home-town" dentists. VA officials hear of'the death of Mrs. Emma
said.
Herndon of Murray, an aunt of
Dental conditions which are re- WS. Fred McClure and sister of
garded as service-connected are Silas Vaughn .of Murray. The bethose which are shown by examina- reaved familY have our deepest
tion to have developed during a sympathy.
veteran's period of service or withKentucky Belle,' be patient. I
in one year after discharge. In have letters piled high but maybe
order to show that his dental dis- I will get them answered sooner
order was incurred in 'service, or or late'.
developed during the one-year preIf the ox falls in the ditch on
sumptive period, a veteran should the Sabbath, the Ole Mail finally
apply 'tor examination and treat- gets it pulled ,out.
ment as soon as possible after the
Murray relatives come to Macecondition is noted, VA officials said. donia to get good country butter,
Veterans may make application fresh yard eggs and fryers. They
Flying ants are a definite warnfor dental care at any VA office. do not prefer cold storage eggs,
that termite infestation is
presenting a discharge certificate substitute butter and agey legnear . . . porsibLy in your own
which is other than dishonorable. horns for fryers.
home. A free TERMINIX inAfter examination, made either by
spection will give you accurate
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
information on the extent of terVA or participating private dent- Hassel Hutson (.1 near Murray is
mite damage in your pf.nerty
ists. they will be notified as to the seriously ill.
Call today!
extent of actual treatment to be
Mr. and Mrs. TectLewis and famMURRAY LUMBER CO. paid by the government and ily of Akron. 0.. will arrive soon
- Phone 262
whether tKe work 11 to be per- to reside at Waverly, Tenn.
Aothorierd Repreuntative of
formed by VA or by participating' Joseph Rex, son of Mr. and
(*to Vatter Termini,. Corp.
dentists.
Mrs. Rexie Davenport, of near
CI 19,
Hazel, joined the Navy last week:
▪As Advairtimod In"T h• Post'
. G.I. HOME LOANS NOMINAL
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garner and
DESPITE HOUSING DEMAND
children Moved from Hazel to the
Despite current high - costs of farm of Bob Allbritten the past
housing, veterans' loans for homes week.
under the G. I. Bill have averaged
Mr. and Mrs. John Burton- of
only $5.616, it was announced to- near Providence are the parcarts of
day by officials at the Columbus, a little lady.
..„.
We Have Available
0. Branch Office of the Veterans
Most all the _farmers around
Administration.
their
Macedonia have finished
— NOW —
Recent statistics show that 565,185 plant beds. Odia McClure has a
pretty concrete tobacco barn which
High Quality
most of 'us woilld excange ourLIMESTONE
dwellings for. ,
Mr. and •Mrs. Dave McClure of
CONCRETE
near Locust Grove Chruch visited
BLOCKS
Jesse McClure and Miss Annie
And Other Concrete Products
Willis Sunday.
SEE US BSSOR,S Y1241,..T.3S
Gilmer McClure reside' at Blytheville; Ark., ' Miss Annie Willis and Mrs. Monnie Mitchell heard Rev, Dallas
Bilington of Akron. 0. over .the
radio Saturday night and also
heard Dr. Frank Norris of Fort
HAZEL, KY.
•
Worth, Tex., formerly of Detroit,
N. C. & St. I.. and State Line
Mich.. and Rev. Billington of
Murray.
Road
C. U. next week.—Ole Matd

Blood River News

COMPANY

- WE DELIVER

HALE SERVICE
STATION

HORSE IS HERO OF MOVIE

MURRAY SERVICE

Hughes Paint and.
Wallpaper Co.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries,
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

eta, included: Ohio, 9,106 (8.695);
Michigan 7.039 15,588); Kentucky,
2,309 (2 8921

If you want
BETTER
PLUMBING
AT
REASONABLE
PRICES
Call

Save 10 to 20%

PLUMBING

Prescriptions A
Specialty

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

ml

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

L
TRAVEL TO DETROIT
BY

C

'
COME IN AND LET ME.

BROOKS BUS UNE

TEST YOUR
WATCH,FREE!

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Phone 456

40'

..••••

RAZEE/MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile

FIRE

Casualty

North Fork News
•

--Rev. Pierce, pastor of North Fork
wasn't
and
Baptist church, is ill
RFIfEMBER TUE
able to fill his appointment -Sai-urday and Sunday. Bro. Turner
11111
from Paris filled his place SaturKONS
day- afternoon and .there wasn't..
any preaching on Sunday.
Dorothy Love Key is ill with flu
and is expecting le take the mumps
any time.
children of Cottage
Several
Grove .school have mumps.
Dr. Hal Houston was called Sinday to see Miss Gypora Morris who
is very ill. Miss Morris has been
confined to her bed since Christmas. 5ERVI10E 5INC 1886
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and
RONALD
W. CHuRcHILL, 01.urtER
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs.
ulaext Harding Sunday.
Mrs, Carnol . Boyd is sick with
flu.
.1%.(f. arid Mrs. Howard Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
children, Mr. 'and Mrs: Milford ludEADQUARTritS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Miirris Jenk-

PHONE 7--MURRAY. KY

ins, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke and children, Mr. and Paschall and Mrs.
MIS. Oman
George Jenkins visited in the
home of Terry Morris Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Nicholas Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Provie Paschall and daughter. cipa, visited Miss Zipora Morris Saturday afternoon.
.
Mr. arid Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Oman
Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr visited -at Rudolph
Key's Sunday.
Mrs. Lovie, Kuykendall is very
ill in the home of her daughter;
Mrs. 011ie Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr 'and
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall and
daughter. Sylvia, visited at One
Key's Saturday night.
DOrothy Love Key has a new
bedroom suite and piano, she's taking music at Cottage Grove,
Winna Kay Paschall is ill with
mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmea• Paschall
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
One Key.

Dodd Block and Tile
Company

AB watches repaired here
me tested on this

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
04411.04•••••••••••••••••••••...m...".......m4.4.114.4•41.M4141•1111.11...
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The Ledger & Times

E
,
Etct
141.111•0

AlasPo'

44,

It tells us immectiat•ly
what is wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right.
when you take It out.

Furches Jewelry
Store

—

• Experienced Drivers

We maintain as complete a line of auto
parts as possible

• Safe Cars
• Prompt Service
•
r
Courteous Treatment

SEE US FOR YOUR
NEEDS

AS NEAR AS YOUR
•
TELEPHONE

PETE'S AUTO
PARTS

The Old Reliable

138
TAXI

Below Peoples Savings Bank'
Telephone 783*

Wa I I

Diuc

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— 011 IT CANT BE HAD

ATTENTION
Dodge --- Plymouth
Owners
LET US...HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

East Main Street
We Deliver

FOR REAL ESTATE

B L. Ray

Telephone 16

WeIrSeasoned and Ready
to Use
SEE US BEFORE YOU
BUY

TAXI
SERVICE

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

tr

••••••

Telephone 331
Gatlin Building
Murray,V Kentucky

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

ex-servicemen and women in the
United Statea had borrowed nearly
$3.200,000.000 to. buy ,or build
homes. VA guaranteed or insured
less than hail of this amount, or
4bout 0,500.000,000.
t Only 89 veterans, or slightly
re than one-hundredth of one
cent of the home loan total, defaulted, causing VA to make good
its „guarantee totalling 045,363.

KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH

We are always ready to serve
in a spirit of
genuine. helpfulness

HALL-WHITNEL
Concrete Products

Make Reservations Early At

Muriky, Ky.
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Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

TAYLOR MOTOR 'COMPANY

-- See The

MURRAY LAND COMPANY

-

W. C. HAYS

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land in
Calloway County"

Telephone 547-J
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.110bera Allen Radford. Youngs.7,1ae-iatedessag.Jaaaaeioved,gugr Caliabal4..-1Lials., h^^1.- MAX"
14.1 kibew. a
town, Ohio, 1:eceived a bachelor of
intendent of Sturgis city schools Fordsville High School... May 17:
no heat great& than sun-heat. or
music education degree. and Jo
and as principal Or Madisonville Crossville till.) High School, May
perhaps when he stowed his pro- '
20; Poseyville gInde High 'School,
(Continued 41'011. Page II
Ann Fulton Miller, Murray, grad- _
High School.
venteer too damp in his cave-barn.1
uated with a bachelor -of science in
and latent heat developed' The!
In 1938 be came to Murray as an May 21; Lewisburg High School,
home economics degree.
home Bob lived- a primitive life. world was waiting for fire to bring
associate professor of' education Ma)' 22; and Owensboro Technical
The
Woodmen of the World
-His languege was a gutteral. such. from hidden reaourees the undenow teaches clessus in psechol- High School, May 27.
and
The remaining six students were
Magazine. publication of the na1 world: for.
as his family and near meaghtiors veloped
-ha
Eight students of Murray State recipients of the bachelor of science
Ogy and education in the education
Several other cite/ for comin
societe,
carried
W.O.W.
tional
, Harold G. Gish,
• •understood-his grunts and gabble' when the steaming kettle lifted the
depeeitment. Jias received his A. R. mencement addresses are pending College became graduates of the degree. They are:
1 its, nnist recent. issue a, photograph
and gestures; for, such- was the straw placed there, When the steam
degree from the University of Ken- confirmat ion.
institution with the closing of the Central City; L. C. Miller, Murray;
County
Calloway
the
.iu
taken
nutking.. of language. Gestures, as "Wes found capable of . a lifting
tilcky and his M. A. from Peabody
fall quarter. December 17, 1946. ac- 'Edger Syron Morgan, Murray;
court house during the recent Featwell as ound. has been: and still energy when confined.; Wien it was
College in Nashville in 1930. Prof.
The Carlisle County Farm Bu- cording to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Heater, Frederick Thomas Schultz, Jr., MurCommission
Conammications
eral
is the vehicle by which tO convey that the mechanical world began
.tk, reau has -purchased 300 pounds of registrar. Among the eight there ray; James Nathaniel Stevens,
Shultz has clone advanced wit
on a radio station for Murthought. Even today a nod of the in its tilted to present day develop- hearing
4sij a doctor- Wine -clever seed for distribu- Were three different kinds of de- Owensboro; and Harold Elbert
tow
colleges
both
in
•
- •
head,-1- Mallon Of the hand adds ments; the galley ships propelled ray.ate in the field oT education.
West, Mayfieldi
grees granted.
tion in the county.
The Picture illustrates an account
emphasis. Thus' we have the most by ecanetimes as tileny as.,120 tiersSereing as district governor of
testimony
Wells*
T.
Rainey
Dr
of
imaginable; men was replaced by the energy
vocabulary
ancient
Lions International. he has made
at that hearing concerning' early
•
even emote!! animals ;I . gesture of called "steam."
official visits to all the Lions clubs
StubbleB.
Nathan
by
experiments
friendliness, or e hostaite is plainBob's home in the cave was at Ilea inventor of - radio. Also apin Western Kentucky and -is-schely -read. By this we do riot place the head of a ravine, while
duled for several speaking angagepearing in the picture are Neville
mares intelligence eri_the same
belowthr flat Miller. . attorney. and George E.
spread a vast tract of
merits at various clubs in the near
-fuotineas that of are-nails for the .
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He could have been a Red'Cross worker.
Because they're everywhere ... all the time.
Giving aid is their job. No one can tell when'
or where trouble will stumble into someone's
lap ... when some human will need help—and
need it badly.

PLATE GLASS
and
STORE FRONT METAL
•

r.

A wind - drhipped fire leaves a tenement
section gutted-63 families destitute. Another job for the Red Cross.

Multiply those cases a thousandfold—and
you begin to get an idea of the money that's
needed ... the work that's involved!
The work's ours. The money's yowls. Do
your part!

A GI desperattly needs transportation to
the bedside of a stricken mother. That's a
job for the Red Cross.
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FIRST 'METHODIST CHURC:11
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister

Is were
science
1. Gish,

turray;•
turray;

Audi

4

r., Muritevens,
Elbert

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
9:45 A.M. Church School, Classes

.114

9:30 A M."Sunday School
10:50 A.M. Morning Worship
5:00 P.M. Young People's Choir
Rehearsal
6:00 P.M. Sunday Evening Choir
Snack
6:15 P.M. Methodist Youth FelMURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
lowship ,
Sixth and Maple Streets
7:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Minister
Lancaster,
Charles C.
7:00 P.M. Wednesday, Prayer
Meeting
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Max B. Hurt, Chairman Board of
at
Worship with communion
Stewards
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Mrs. E. As - Tucker, President of
Bible
Mid - week
Wednesday:
W.S.C.S.
study at 7:00 p.m. with classes for Herman
School
Sunday
Ross,
all ages.
Superintendent
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Counselor High School MY?
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
Mrs. William Jeffrey, Counselor
CHRIST
Intermediate MYF
L. II. Pogue, Minister
Smith, COunselor
Robert
-Mrs.
Junior MYF
Church School each 'Taard's day
on second and fourth Sunday at
10 a.m., 'and first and third SunCOLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
day at 1:30 p.m.
and
Preaching services: first
1603 Main Street
third Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Samuel C McKee, Pastor

for all age groups.
10:53 A.M. Morning Worship Set- vices with •-a,, sermon byls the
minister and special music by
- the Choir under the direction
of Mrs. Merle T. Kesler,
•
6:00 P.M. Christian Youth Fellowship (High School) under the
Maurice
Mrs.
direction of
Crass.
Group
Discussion
College
meeting at the Disciple Center
under the direction of Mrs. E.
L. Noel, Jr., Student Director.
f30 P.M. Evening Worship service.

se_

••••••".Onia.pieni Hewing Aid
and

TELEM OLD

Wear tiny,tiny rtl•EX,
the hcaang aid that has
volume to spase-ad corn!
back to the world of sounds
clearly heard With the TZLEems.
MOLD) ear-piece
cerd the act you use a hearing
aid.

p can

EASY TERMS
TELEX Hearing Center
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LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Leslie Gilbert, Pastor
10 A.M.
Sunday School.
Allen Wells, SuiStrithendent
11 AM.
Morning Worship
6 P.M.
Training Union
7 P.M.
Evening. Worship
Wednesday Evening Prayer
7 P.M.
Services
W.M.U. meeting every second and
2 P.M.
fourth Wednesday
R. A's, GA's, and Sunbeams meet
on second and fourth Wednesday
nights.
"Come Thou With Us and We Will
Do Thee Good"

Improved
tJnsjcsrn

11

INDAY
SCHOOL

SI

LESSON
By HAROLD L LUNI.QUIST. D. D.
Of The Mood, Bible Ins' tote of Chic.tgo.
Released by Western Newspaper Union

LESSON FOR URN 23
Leessii sub.etts :11,t1 Sc. tptlre texts selected and copyrighted IDY
Ci•uncll of Religious Edue.ition. used by
kt rmissicn.

PRAY.ER. FOR CHRISTIAN
BROTHERHOOD

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman. Pastor
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00
a.m. and Saturday before at 2:00
p m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall, Pastor

VitaninteraeAtftwette•witate.

:1-11, 20-23.
LESSON TEXT-John
MEMORY SELECTION --And now I am
The more M One vowel& bwt these are in
the world. and I come to 11,ce. Rob,
Own Ilinne
- Tenser, -keep through
th.•• whom thou hest given me, that
:hay may be one, as we are.-John 17:11.

thifle

•
13. Turnbow, Sunday School
Superintendent
Kerney Bailey, T.U. Director
Ker
Mrs. Paul Dailey, W.M.U. Pres
Morning
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship each Sunday,
11:00 ant .
Evening
Training Union each Sunday, 6:00
p.m.
Evening Service, 7:15.
p.m., Second
and Fourth Sunuays
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:15
p.m.
W.M.U., G.A., Sunbeams meet on
Wednesday following Second
and Fourth Sunday.
Y.W.A. meets Monday, 7:00 p.m.,
following First and Third Stnidays.

0.

S'•

KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Parka
The voice of the Son if God lifted
in audible prayer! What could be
First Sunday-itirasey 11 a.m.;
more sacred and more blessed? He
HARDIN CIRCUIT
whu had by act and eaample taught Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Ma
C. E. Boswell, Pastor
Iss disciples loving service (John Hebron 7:30 p.m.
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11
Palestine, 1.1:00 13), and had spoken to them words
lust Sunday:
of comfort and assuranne (John 14- a rim Mt. Camel 7:30 p.m.
a ma Hardin, 7 p.m.
9:45 am). Sunday School
himself, for . Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.- 16), now prayer: for
Mr. David H. Winslow, Supt.
a.ma *Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
them, and for us.
p.m.
3:00
Ridge,
Union
Bible
Students
College
10:00 a.m.
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel )1
most intimately
spoke
11700
Hardin
While
,
he
at
Sunday,
Third
Weihing,
Miss Ella
Class,
with the Father as his ohly begotten a.m.; Cole's Camp Grotind 3 p.m.:
a.m; Palestine, 3 p.m.
Ph.D., Teacher
diaciColdwater 7:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00 Son, he prayed aloud that his
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
There is Church Schismi at each
Plea might hear his grayer and join
a.m.
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship a,m. and Urrical Ridge, 11:15
, with him in
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Everyone is ins:rated.
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
This prayer hi often called the Sunday. Your attendance is apWednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-week
-high-priestly prayer of Christ. and preciated.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
Prayer Meeting
rightly so, for here the "one mediLeon Winchester, Pastor_
eta:- between God and men, the man
QE-C.118./ea
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Christ Jess's" (I Tim 2:5) stiOke
Bro. J. H. Brim
Preaching services first and third
Braxton B. Sawyer. Pastor
"the High Priest of mankind who
as
Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
begins his sacrifice by &feriae hanSunday Schoel each Sunday .at
Sunday School each Sunday at
Rudolph Howard,
ged to God with all his people" 9:45 a.m, except second Sunday at
10 a.m.
Minister of Music
(Code°.
1 p.m.
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
First we end that he prayed for
Preaching services every second
CHURCH
CREEK
SUGAR
75
Phone
Secretary,
himself as he spoke of
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Pastor
Richerson,
Baron
School
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday
I. Salvation Finished-Then Glory
Superintendent
with the Father (vv. 1.5).
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
morn
Sunday
every
Preaching
I. L. Downs, T. U. Director
" He leaked up and said, "Father."
E. A. Somers, Pastor
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres ing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun
no
No struggling,
that was all.
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Morning
of
his
Pleading, jutt the recognition
Sunday School each Sunday' at
9:30 a.m. - Robert Owen is superintendent
Sunday School
.n divinity, his intimate and unique
,
sipmerstory,st_ar- 0
M -vet Sunday-.Echool- Mkt _every S
10:41 &.
Morning worship
ou
roag
aons ip to
iritendent.
day at. 10:00.1a'clock.
Evening
relaereire prayer the same close
Preaching..services each second
at
B.T.U. every Sunaay
6:i5 p.m.
-Training Union ,
tionship is found. It was not as we
Sunday at 11 o'elock.
7:30 p.m: 6.30, Clifton McNeely director, and would pray "Our Father," but "Fa- and fourth
Evening Worship
Also each fourth Sundae night at
•
7:30 p.m. preoching following B T.U.
Prayer meeting Wed.
-thee."
7 o'clock and each second Saturday
Prayer meeting every Wedneaday
Jesus was tfie 'Son of God. Yes.
2 p.m
•at
()cluck.
7.00
at
night
hi. 'vat aryl is God. Be Red the FaMFIVIORI.1I, BAPTIST CHURCH
W.M.S. meete" net Thtirsd.iy at ther are one in blessed eternal, inA. West, Pastor
HAZEL CIRCUIT METTIODIS;
1.30 p.m. after the first' said third fante unity. But as he is in the
CHURCH
month.
Father, we eta, believl are inamm.
930 am -Sunday School, Alvin Sunday each
A. C.. Childers, Pastor
So the poet well says:
'
superinteralent.
Harrell.
TELEX HEARING CENTER
"Near. lo very neor to God.
NORTH PLEASANT •GROVE
45 am-Morning worship
South Pleasant Giove
Nearer I cannot he,
Meow wad FREE folder on- the re
.
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
7.30 p m..--.Evening worship,
Sunday School at 10:1141' a.m. R.
•
TELEX and TRLEMOLD. No oblaa•
•
Sea
his
e:f
4
persen
ttse
in
CHURCH
Frr
TOO pm -Group Meetings
t
L. Cooper; superintendent.
I arn a. nest.
Clarence F. Smith, PilAt.of
T
Tweedier
Nan.,
. Worship service, at 11.00
,laid
This divine...Redeemer, who
2.30 p m -W.M.S. at the Church
hist- and third-Sundays.
Sunday School, 10 a.m
clor:n his glory when he cpme to
Wednesday
State
City_
Ythith FellOwship, 6:30 p.m.
a.m.
earth (Ilya. 2:7, ft io he a Saviour.
Woiship Service, 11
7 30 pm.-Mid-Week Prayer SerHaag Chareh
was new ready-to take up that glory
C Y F.. 6:30 pm
vice And ,Bible Study
Sunday School at 10:00 a m. Wilagaii He spoke of the work of gal.
Worship Service, 715 p.m.
8:30 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
ration as completed-air in his obe- mer Ray 7.7ann, superintendent.
Mid Week Bible Service, T pm
Meeting
Telephcme 283-W
'.Voiship Service at 11:00 am..
Ky.
client soul thtsideath on the :toss
•
which was jest ahead Wt414 already second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
,econd and fourth Sundays.
ecomplished.
Masons Chapel
Now he was ready (er. the Father
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first
Ia glorify him even as he had glori.
ted the name of the Father. That third and fourth Sundays, and at
secZnd Sunday. .Brooks
prow was araacred. and C hrist
now sits at the 'right- hand of the Underwood. superintendent.
Father in-heaven.. W11444-41441afitIU4
.Worship Service at 11:00 am.,
Sav.our we have!
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 pm
His prayer was soca turned to •econd Sunday.
thee c who had believed in him. They
were precious to him, for they Were
MURRAY CIECCIT
given to him by the Father.
C. A. Rig's. Pallas
Oat of the., World-Then kept
by the Fattier (vv.•11-11).- •
First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
There is sometlang pcAverfulla asswing to the believer to read the Second Sunday--Martins Chapel
that
words of Jesus which declare
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
these 'who had believed on him had Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Father
beea given to -tarn by theGoshen 3 p.m
They belonged. to the Father, and Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
kept
They
he gave them to the Son.9:43 a.m.; New Hope 11 00 a ma
Ow Word of God, and thus they
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
knew the Son as the manifestation Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs_
caul]
of the Father's name. What
11 a.m.
b more certain for time and eter-

Check This List For Your Needs
1. Electric Roaster

I. Auto Accessories

2. Light Fixtures

2. Auto Glass

3. Kitchen Supplies

3. Auto Regulators

4,

Curtain Rods

4.

5.

Toasters

5, Cleaner & Polish
6. White Sidewall
Rims

6. Irons

Paint

Paper Cleaner
Garden Tools
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18th CENTURY
GRANDEUR
FOR YOUR 20th CENTURY HOME

So Rich - So Gracious

1

CHECK ON THESE TWO BEAUTIFUL MAHOGANY SUITES
Choose this lovely 4-piece poster bedroom suite
strid rubbed fidish - center drawer guides and dustproof construction. Expertly' built of specially mat,
ed mahogany plywood. Vanity is seven-drawer t: • •
beautifully srly ed. 'hest is large and roomy.

55

•

4

$24995

or choose this gorgeous 4-piece suite, an authentic reproduction in fine Honduras mahogany plywood. distinctive fluted posts, full reinforced constructinm seven-drawer vanity is large. as is the ches4, and with
elegant front shaped Styling.

$34995

n!

Many other Beautiful Mahogany and Walnut Suites.
Some solid, some finely matched veneers, some with
All richly finished, all gorgeously atpanel heels.
tractive.

Keach Furniture Co.
(Incorporated)

KET,

SAVE ! SAVE

SAVE
P

L:1

I ..)(IS

BATH 'HAMPER

Hore•
C•auty
for Your
acthrocmi

Reg. 14.95

STAKE WAGON.
Strong steel lea gaff
I 4.77
undercarriage.
• Rubber ties, easy-rolling
- wheels. A beauty!

'White

or colors. 20i1
Wonderf value!
stiesuisse.

right, Yet Extra Strong
..
CURTAIN

•

yr*

STRETCHER

Broom
BAKE
1.49

St. Leo's Catholic Omni
Nate that they were taken "out of
North Twelfth Street
the world"-thet does not mean that
Curtain dries straight and
they left this earth. They lived here
Wrinkle free.-Jnst slip the
Services are held each Sunday
The 22 spring steel
u. we live here, bat they were deenameled rods throvgb top
teeth sweep clean
asnied from that evil world power it follows:
and hem. Leave curtain to
and quick. Strong.
First, third, and fifth Sundays
yawls opposes God.
and the )0es done!
dry
handle.
ash
-inch
42
fourth
arid
second
o'clock;
10
Some professed Chsistians who it
End their greatest -delight in fellow. Sundays at S o'clock.
•
ship with the Christ-rejecting world
Gasd Caref...J.4 jun
...PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
sppears that the eine-Who is trtny
OF CHRIST
A WEEK
FOR ONLY
Cheat is not "of the werld."
J. L. Hielti, Minister
'these disciples had to 'remain in
$125
the world (though they were not, of
Sunday School each Lord's Day
It!: and they needed to be kept. at 10 a m.
Now that the earthly ministry .,pf
Preaching services first Sunday
Jesus was to be brought.to a close,
of each month at 11 a in
he tenderly placed them anew in the
Father's mighty hand. Again we
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
say, what .could be more blessedly
CHURCH
secure than that!
M M. Hampton. pastor
We must -note that our Lord had
, a saecial interest and prayer for his
James
,ova
Verse 9 obviously does not 10.00 am. Sunday Schoel.
•
-Key. superintendent.
rrisar, that he is not interested in all
manitind. He died for them (John 11:00 a.m. Preaching Service
2:I8t. But here his prayer was for 6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D. Warren.
The Tires
director.
his own, and in 'that prayer the
world was left out, That Makes 'J3 7:00 pm Preaching Service
You've
feel still more .estited in him. He,
the blessed Seri of God and only
Waited for ...
sariour, prayed for me, for you!
The closing words of verse It
t
WE HAVE STOCKS
reach out into the third petition of
our Lord, as he prayed for their
payment and then decide now
Ton can make s small down
III. Unity in Christ-Then Testa
semi monthly or monthly.
you want to pay-whether weekly,
We Can Do All Types of
many to the World (vv 20•22,.
on "ray Day Terms,' the
Bay your De Late Champions
income.
The verses between the foregoing
terms that are streamlined to snit your
Plumbing and Repairing
division .and this one (vs• 12-19) are
We Buy Uneriod Mika*. ht View Old fires
inmortant 'Our Lord was concerned
We will appreciate your
about the hatred of the world tot
business
them who' had received the Word of
aaa.a..0-•••••••••••
•
the Father, ard yet he ,would not
of
world
the
haee them taken out
They were to. be his witnesses-even
as we are to be in our day. They
must remain irt the worid; but being
one in Christ' and aanctilled through
the truth, they w ere to be kept f
God and used by him.
R. C. CHANDLER
SCOTT FITTS
READ THE CLASSIFfEDS!
L. L. Kerley
Phone 135
Phone 820 Van Barnett
1100 West Poplar

r
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o.

Come in Toda yf

AT KEACH'S IN HOPKINSVILLE
•

Auto Seat Covers

9 FLOORS

11-1E BIG STORE

KEACH'S HAS IT!

You Can Get New

'firestone

DE LUXE
CHAMPIONS

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

trestone

FITTS & CHANDLER

•

Home & Auto Supplies

•
asea

V.

•

W

a

COPY FADED
Altesiewr
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11 o'clobk each third
Sunday and 7 o'clock each second! Worship
LOCUST
Pleasant Grove Society of Chris;
Church
School 10 o'clock.
Sunday'. Church School each Stull! Sunday.
CHURCH
, tian Service which met last Wed. Independence
day 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
John Nelson, Pastor
I nesday evening with Mrs. Obze
This column is published weekly
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock. , Worship service 2:30 o'clock each
An interesting program
";lenes.
cooperation of this pa'first Sunday.
Preaching first and third Sunday
Farmers *who would boost their
Brooks Chapel
was conducted by Mrs. °liven. through the
••
per. Questions should be mailed yields of corn .should plant thicker at 11 o'clock.
.Bro.
Erwin.
Childers
conducted
W/7///////////d/Ar//z/Mr,//.,
ti•///////,/,/,/,',/,/,,,,,,,/,-/////////////////dO
Sunday. .All but the former at7,///////MOW///fordere,/
By Mrs. Sara. Smothennan
;.a.
to the Veterans Employment RelateSunday School each Sunday at
tended aervices at -West End Meth- the devotional. Refreshments were sentative. .United States Employ- atands than they ordinarily do.
Bro.. Childers filled his regular '
superinLassiter,
John
o'clock
10
Unithe
from
says
statement
a
bY
17
hostess
served
the
the
to
odist Church In Nashville.
,here last Sunday.
'
versity of Kentucky College of Ag- tendent.
resent The next meeting Will be ment Service, )dayfield. KY.
Mr and Mrs. Galon James and „ As-the writer has an apartment
B.T.U. meets meets each Sunday
riculture. and Home' Economics.
..keitil 9 with Mrs. Charles Nesveteran
disabled
totally
a
As
Q.
Linn
Ida
Mrs.
of
we
Hazel.
with
James
Atla.uahter. and Mrs. Louise
• ..
Sixty-five farmers in last year's at 4:30 p.m. Harold Houaton, BTU
---- •
bit:.
receive
I
can
pension.
a
drawing
vicinity
learn
this
to
of
news
'and son, Jerry.' Mack. were week, fail
Mrs. Linn, who had spent two On-the-job training, draw a sub- "corn derby" who produced all director.
end visitors with Mr. and Mrs. but thanks to Mrs. Grace Nesbitt.
. Pacliaath with her sister. sistence allowance and still receive average uf 85 bushels to the acre
•weeks
Charles James of Nashville on I who sent •tite a report of the South
grew an average of 8,577 stalks.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
Mrs. Wifl Nance and Mr. Nance: my pension'
••••••CHURCH
returned /time Mondasa accompirao A. Yes. ir your disability does while 44 other farmers who harJ. R. Thurman. Paster
nied by her .srster who' visited not prohibit sour working. Go to vested 47 bushels had an average
relatives returning home Tuesday. your nearest Veterans Administra- of 5.772 stalks to the acre.
Second Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sun.
Thirty-eight farmers whose averMrs. UuLa Hooller Valentine, for- tion office and consult the Vetermerly, of Hazel but new of Padu- ans Administration training officer age yield was 121 bushels had over day School,, Jas. H. Foster, Superintendent. 'Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
cah with her friend MrsaLula Bur- about the benefits-. of Public LAN 14 000 plants to the acre.
exciting, dynciritic
'The college says that improved and &Murcia, before at 2:00 p.m.
ton. visited - Mrs. Lien while in Pa- 16.
-,
WITH OUR
t
School
for justice.in
Sunday
the
fighting
and
hybrid
of
soil
now
use
seed
Fourth
Sunday,
ducah.
•••
-has beim
Preleff4-41- it 11:00
Mr. and- Mrs. Manuel Paschall ,k41,the,guard house an Germany for make it posaibl to have thi.:ker at 100i.r
the
lawless
*mite " Sunday - .1:14-1-11•1144 -With their several months and is coming up stands in most of the state. About
badlands
of
betcan
on
be grown
ALMO CIRCUIT
daughter. Mr. and'hirs. Willie Mil- for dishonorable discharge.
My 10.000 stalks
ter-than-average land. and 12.000
Bishop, Pastor
Bryan
stead.'
a
frontier
leaving
week,
days I
sister died last
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
Miss Butch Lamb was in Mur- week-old baby and 17-month-old to 14.000 stalks on very fertile land
Temple Hill
ray recently having -teeth extracted. son. Is it true that the family al- with good-moisture-holding capaciWorship Service 11:00 o'clock
• Mr: and Mrs. Otto Lawson, their lowance stops when a man js in ty.
ii
* More dirt rernoveci—spots
The college's advice:
on first and fourth Sundays.
son, Mr. and Mrs Charles Pick- the guardhouse?
gone
"To make maximum yields of
Evening service on third Sunday,
. Janette. .hrrirriai
Al IMin a soldier is convicted
* Colors sparkle like new
Dianne eitaGettves vounty were re- and sentenced by Conti martial his corn, the producer should first be 7 o'clock; Church School each Suna
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dennie pas and alloiAances stop. So does sure that the land is well supplied day at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellow* No dry cleaning odors
all
6:30.
plant
with
Next
each
needed
evening,
food.
ship
Sunday
Boyd.
the alluvia:se fcir the family.
Mrs. Jim Erwin -and Mrs. Hilda These can be restored only if and he should use every means of con- Prayer Meeting each, Thursday ev* Expert pressing and reshaping
Ellis and daughters. Jaakie and when the man is restored to active serving moisture, including good ening 7 o'clock.
Russells Chapel
Bettie. were visitors in Paducah duty. If your sister's husband is seedbed preparation, contour plantBring your clothes in today and
ing, weed control arid shallow calWorship Service 11 o'clock each
Saturday
dishonorably discharged at the conycku.
test
comparative
make this
Bert Moore is reported to be clusion of his prison sentence there tivation Then a good hybrid corn second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
self! See bow our Sarutone Service
improving at thg Clinic. Other will be no further family alloiv- should be planted at a rate which fourth Sunday evening. Stewardmeeting
each
— I-sake* your clothes brighter,cleaner,
sick people in this vicinity are im- Alter from the Government. There would fully utilize the plant food ship Fellowship
help and moisture. A large number of Thursday (before the second Sun.
newer looking than ordinary' c can.
proving. •r.
Nekeolly
no hope- -of any rurthar
--etrea day-)- evening 620.
day .to see Jimmy. alittle son of from the Government unless the PTA-firs- with 1 elatively
mg possihk can.
Arhrortleil
Bethel
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Erwin, who children's father is restored to lie- produce higher yields than a sin ill
A
••Seteraer bootee Poe
number of plants with large ears."
Worship 2:45 o'clock each fourth
is now improving..
• tries' Am* Moist
Live duty. ahich appears unlikely.
.
Vallee• Modem'.
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis.-and
/444e
BOBBY BLAKE ALICE FLEMING
Ref
After this discharge he will have
.
saarkwerierae
PICTURE.
.:'hildren. May and Joe. were Sim- the legal responsibility which can
ea LINDA STIALINCi • SOY IAACROFT
EASTER SUNDAY IS APRIL 6. :lay vrsitors with their parents and be enforced? through the courts if
' grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. bun- he ignores it. Under no circum.
Send Your Cleaning EARLY! I-can Ellis.
stances N ill the Army ever disclose
Mrs. Make Erwin visited her to in outsider the reason* for a
.
father, tillison Wilson. last week soldier's court-martial.
Ile
Q. I have a deposit. in the bank
As advertised in the Home-Decorating Magazines
of $500000 which I have saved.
FREE ESTIMATIONS
'•
Will these savings bar me !rpm reR
I
C.•
near
11 0
My
ceiving a widow's- pension?
11,1IY••
.,•,
Installation
Finest
Prompt
vICTURES
—
Workmanship
•1 and Mrs. Arthur Wicker joined- in income is less .than 41.000.00 yearly.
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
PhONOCraale
a reunion with their children. Mr.
A. As applied" to non-service
•
and Mrs. Buford Wicker, who live connected death plinsions for the
- TELEPIKE 234
ALSO
atathe Charley Cole.apartfnent at World War I period, the income
-it
provisions means what it nom You
are ineligible only if your income
,i
01.
exceeds $1,000.00 if you have no
S
children. Earlier savings have no
oh
A.
bearing.
'Q Ii the insured prefers the
'beneficiary
to receive
National
Service Life Insurance in monthly
vNitt
JAN
payments may he designate over
I
MAXEY
PAUL
•
how long a period they should exI never dreamed how very reason. ; tend'
able and economical WEATHER.
altSONS • Directed by WIWAst BE *UDINE
V Produced by t,
A. 'Yes. The insured may select
VANE storm sash-screen really
a period of 36, months .to 245
SemoopAey by M•••••y Cotes arid twiiio l.dd • Story ty hio• TC•rI
was until 1 asked' for • FREE
months in multiples of 12. Or the
estimate and demonstration. It's
insured may select a monthly inthe best investment we over mad..
come for life with 120 months cerIT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO KNOW!
a
tain, or
refund life income depending on age.
--Clyde Hardesty . of Meade county is using a lighted stripping
'room for tobacco which he built
WORLD'S FINEST COMBINATION
: last; spring. It will be used also
SCREEN 8 STORM SASH
for a farrowing and lambing room
•
for sows and ewes.
• Sere, a, te 311% in full Wale • • .
is from 'term sash te
intere
GUAPI•
Hazel. Sunday. Mrs. Cole was a
croon from th• inside . . .
'
NO MONEY DOWN
ANTEE0 . . . they're economicat.
• recent visitor with her brother.
MANY MONTHS TO PAY
!Claud Underwood. and Mrs. Underwood near Lassiter cemetery.
_•••
Arthur Denham, one of the Gun'arla Flat school boys. and Mrs.
N. C. HOWARD
Ky..
•
of Williamsburg.
)aanham
Phone
ware week-end visitors, with his
105 South Fourth Street
101FRIE
aster. Mrs. D N. White, and Mr.
Phone 1087
DEMONSTRATION
White of Hazel.
-another"
to
one
kihd
ye
"Be
SPRING BYINGTON
JOAN CARROLL
AND ESTIMATE
TELEPH15NE 1068
JACK DODD
and not forget to cheer the shut,
:ns.

I

south - Pleasant Grove

-••

"A le

oaova BAPTIST

Veterans' Corner 'Thick Stand Helps
Boost Corn Yields

away
place

1

THE
NEWS'

Coo
Agr

WI/fp/

"How
Busines
r
ly
intereat

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Smart looking in last'
year's coat

•

.i x
of nssixv
lb be 1period
Cities
Shell
March
Semi

RED RYDER..,

Sanitone

a

LWAOON WHEELS
-77efra

.41
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MayI
hide
mein
Me

WILD BIIIIILLIOTT

Rook

pNosier

Ts;jo7
rected.
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You.Can Get Custom Tailored

0N E. .cLEANERs
„._
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Venetian Blinds "Flmlum"

edmotron haisn::::

SUNDAY & MONDAY
And She's TERRIFIC
He's Tough

8e/ow the
Dead&

niGs1111#12/ER
If

Limestone Concrete
Blocks!
WE HAVE THEM IN A NUMBER OF SIZES

Tuesday-Wednesday-Thurs.

WEATHERVANE

Come in and see our 4)(83(1E., one of the nicest blocks
to handle that we have.

GENE STRATTON - PORTER'S
IMMORTAL NOVEL

WE HAVE A BLOCK FOR EVERY
PURPOSE
SO SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

loWARREN DOUGLAS
'AMASAI AMES

MASTER SEAL COMPANY

"UDINE"
sTARRIN(,
TIM HOLT
VIRGINIA GILMORE

DODD BLOCK & TILE COMPANY

LORETTA YOUNG
in
"THE PERFECT MARRIAGE"

ENDS
FRIDAY

VARSITY THEATRE I
SUNDAY•NONDAY

1.1LI.:r1:011.Y. alit

TUESDAY•WEDNESDAY

NEXT
WEEK
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Bess swims through
churning seas!
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Pannieurit Picture starlit

EDDIE BRACKEN
, CASS DALEY
VIRGINIA WELLES
SPIKE JONES

•••

and Hit City Sicken
•

JOHNNY COY
VIRGINIA FIELD

•Ith
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COLOR!
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ROP.IN A HChEY

ACTION MUSICAL!

SECRET HEART
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SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM

PLUS --"JASPER"
NOVELTOON
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SECTION THREE — SIX PA
"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

third
)'Clock.
k each

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1947,,

Cooperation Of Kentucky Industry,
Agriculture Is Subject of Conferences
"How Kentucky Agriculture and i
Business can cooperate more close-1
ly son mutual problems to the beat
interests of Kentucky and its citizens" will be the theme of u series
of six Farm-Industry conferences
tO be held in Kentucky during the
period March 20 to March 31.
Cities And Dates
Shelbyville -- Thursday night,
March 20. High School Auditorium.
Somerset — Paiday afternoon,
•••

"I LOST SI POUNDS"
.. New Candy Plan
Slims Down Figure

•

Mrs. D. M. Hawkins,Texas sem
"Once I weighed 170 Ibis Now 119
Ito Lost weight and inches with
delicious AYD6 Vitamin Candy
Reducing Plan " Your experience
may or may not be the same but
try this Neer reducing plan Very
First Bo: Must Snow Results or
Money Back.
Is chnizal testa, coed ucted by
medical doctors, more than
IN persona lose 14 to If
pounds •Neale In • few
wesks Nth ths AV MS V174.
rain Candy Reducing Plan.
No exercise No drugs No laksMee YQ4.1 don't cut out say mons
pa4.114240, mime ur butler
—you just cut them down. Simple when You
enjoy delsacite AVON Vitamin Candy as directed Absolutely harmless 30 days supply
outcluen AYE'S 12.25. NOW, phope or calf •t

WALLIS DRIata

March 21, High School Auditorium.
Owensboro -- Monday nigh t,
March 24, High School Auditorium.
morning,
Paducah — Tuesday
Josiah Darnell, a graduate of
March 25, County Court House. . Murray State Cullege, will be feainursaay night. tured as soloist in the concert preHopkinsviiie
March 27, Hieh School-Auditorium. sented by the West Kentucky SymGlasgow — Monday night. March phony Society here March 30.
Armory.
Mr. Darnell is a violinist andarePhilip H. Noland, president, B. ceived his early training in PaduF. Avery & Sons, Louisville, is cah where he attended high school
the chairman of the Kientucify and studied violin witft 'Floyd V.
The
'Perm -Industry 'Committee.
Burt, supervisor of music there.
membership of this committee is The violinist entered Murray State
made up ef prominent Kentucky in 1935 and was graduated in Febbusinessmen and agriculturists who ruary of 1939 with a major in viorecognize the basic relationship be- lin. )1,e went immediately to Ouatween the men who operate the chita College at Arkadelphia. Ark.
state's farms and industries.
f. an instructor of violin. Later,
Air Loaders To Attend ,
he went to the American Conservis
The agricultural section of
atory in Chicago, where he receivs F
committee, headed by
ed a master of music degree in
resident
Allen and J E. Stanford
violin. Mr. Darnell then taught at
and secretary respec ely, of the the David Lipscomb College in
au Federation,
Kentucky Farm B
Nashville. Tenn.. and finally came
is represented -'y the following to Mayfield to become director of
president.
Tuttle.
Jo
men:
music in the city school*
nty Farm Bureau; Ben
Pulaski
Two of Mr. Darnell's arrangedirector, ChrieTlan County ments appeared in - Campus Lights
Ada
Bureau; John Dixon, presiof 1947.
ent, Christian County Farm BuThe concert presented by the
on,
ee
Pi
ffett',-1.aaWs
esTaReatUrky Symphony SocietyFarm
W.
Bureau;
Barren County
will be given here on Sunday.
E. Richmond. president. Daviess
March 30, at 3:30,
Cuunty Farm Bureau; Floyd Har-

THE

FIC
Ia high livability, fast
strewth, strong bones,
ores feashering, early maturity, efficient feed use.
e Adet4 aieed

WAY N E
CHICK STARTER
See Us Now For Your Supply

rs.

Book your order for your Baby Chicks
now for April and May delivery
MR HOG FEEDER, we have plenty of Wayne Hog
Supplement at a reasonable price.
We have Wayne Feeds for EVERY NEED
•
•
•
•

Egg Mash
Chick Starter
Broiler Mash
Growing Mash

JOSIAH DARNELL /
TO BE SOLOIST IN
CONCERT MARCH 30

•
•
•
•

Hog Feeds
Dairy Feeds
Calf Meal
Rabbit Feed

Dog Crums and Blox
Fitting rations for Dry and Fresh Cows
ON

MURRAY HATCHERY
We Have Everything
For Your Chicks
R. E. KELLEY, Owner

Telephone

336-J

111tpc

a

COUNTY FARMERS
MAY COMPETE FOR
$400 IN PRIZES

POST WAR PIN-UPS

Wallace Forestry
Awards To Be Made
During December

Jeanette Collie
"Sweetie Pie" is the name Jimmy Collie gives his baby sister,
Jeanette Ann. He wasn't so keen
about her at first—was even jealous
—btit now they get along fine.
Two-year-old Jimmy can hardly
wait until spring so that he ,can
ride his new jet _y
His five-months-old sister isn't
waiting for anything except more
teeth. She had two of them by
the time she was four months.
Their mother is the former Ruby
Jean Usrey. a graduate of Sedalie
High School.
James, their dad, was enrolled at
Murray College for 2eS years before the war. Then he had three
years service in the Army Air

Farmers in Calloway County
who conduct intelligent forestry
programs in MT may win $400 in
cash prime,. The Torn4lastreSte Forestry Award for 1947 was immuneed this week by W. E. Jackson.
Jr., extension forester of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, and Berry Bingham,
piesident of The Courier-Journal,
The Louisville Times and Radio
Station WHAS. This is the sixth
year of the program. which ill'
named for the editor of the LouisJimmy Collie
ville Times.
An award of $200 is to go to the
Corps, 18 months of which was
who conducts the best overfarmer
He
Theatre.
Pacific
the
spent in
program. . A prize of
forestry
all
latter
the
until
son
distill see his
for the farmer who
up
set
is
$100
was 11 months old.
hest performance in
At the end 0f the winter quarter, turns in the
management and utiliJames will graduate from Murray protectien,
established wood area.
with majors in physical education zation of an
award- of $100 is to go to
and euea,1 seiettee.-This-surfinterlie -Another
farmer .who carries out the
plans to work on his master's at the
A best program of tree planting.
the University of Indiana.
Every farmer In Kentucky and
graduate of Murray High School,
James is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 21 counties of Southern Indiana is
eligible to compete fur the awards.
E. E. Collie.
Young Jimmy was born Decem- There are no costs of any kind.
ber 8. 1944, at the Fuller-Gilliam Judging will take place in NovemHospital in Mayfield. Jeanette ar- ber. Winners and their families
Houston-McDevitt will be given all-expense trips to
rived at .the
Clinic. Murray, October 1.•.1948. Louisville in December to - deceive
prizes at the Farm Awards 'lunThey now live in Vets Village.
radio
cheon of the newspapers and
_
-sta t ion.
Booklets of rules and contest
questionnaires are to be distributed
by district foresters in the two
etatee'air entrants- may .obtainthem
by writing to the Tom Wallace

on. president. McCracken
oldso
County Farm Bureau: and William
Miller. president, Shelby County
Farm Bureau.
The business section is represented by the following men: Bernard
presidept, Shelbyville
B. Davis,
Chamber of Commercea Bess Kreamer,- president, Burnside Beneer
Company. Burnaide; Robert 1.
Stearns. Jr., Stearns Coal and
Lumber Company, Stearns: V. E.
AnderAnderson, president. V.
son Manufacturing C omp a n y.
Owensboro; Wm. F. Paxton. Clausner Hosiery Company. Paducah: F
A. Yost. president, Hopainettille
Duck 'bunters are always eagerly there will be a big additional inCompany. Hupkinsville;
Milling
looking forward to next fall when crease in hunters next fall—in fact
Leslie Moran, Ford Motor Com- friey can don their rubber boots and there probably will be no increase.
pany Distributor, Glasgow; and Ed with their favorite retrievers en- The gravy days are over and loose
Kerley. secretary, Glasgow Cham- gage in their favorite sport. What money accounted for many a huntber of Commerce.
conditions are they going to meet. ing trip in the last two years. So
The program for each conference as to the population of ducks at don't be discouraged.
will include three speakers: one that time?... Sports Afield, endeavWe may get another cut in the
ho will give the views of the ors to make annual surveys on the hug limits again this year and we
public: another to speak for agri- status of ducks with the aid of favor more restrictions.
Cutting
culture; and the other for business. Jimmy Robinson who bases his the bag to 5 a day anti 10 in pos'Dr. Woods To Speak
°Was wIllt is expected. Thirty
predictions on actual obseevatIoni
The public's views will be reptea' and the cooperation of the state to 45 days of ooting is plenty, besented at Owensboro and Glasgow game departments.
cause the average hunter doesn't
times
by Dr. Paul Garrett. president,
dis- get out over three or four
were
everywhere
Hunters
Western State Teachers College: at
a year. anyway. However. nobody
seaduck
1946
the
with
appointed
Paducah and Hopkinsville by Dr.
and Wildlife Serbe expected. 'riot even the Fish
This - could
about
Ralph Woods, president. Murray son.
in vice, is in a position to talk
increase
big
another
was
There
leneth of the
State College; and at Shelbyville
ferreted game bags and the
they
naturally
and
hunters
by Dr. Sam S. Hill, .president,
at this time. Nobody car
out every lake and slough dusing season
Georgetown College.
predict what the duck hatch will
that
fact
The
season
open
Joe Betty. Louisville, director of the
next summer. We may have a
nearly every state in the union re- be
the Farm Bureau Federation, will
drought or we may have the
seveie
last
ducks
ported a smaller kill in
give the farmers' views at each
rearing season in years
greatest
fall seems startling at first, but acconference and Mr. Noland will
answer this question
was to be expected. Ypu Nobody can
it
tually
in mid-Augspeak for business.
kill as many That will be answered
to
expect
couldn't
Following the three addresses,
Nature, and we will rewere still in the north ust by
they
ducks;
there will be a panel-forum discusport on the duck population again
when you had -to put up your
sion with four 'agriculturists and
expect to kill as at that time.
couldn't
You
gun.
f our businessmen participating.
ducks in 45 days as you
Current problems of the day will many
would in 80 days. the season length
be discussed, but concentration will
in '45.. You couldn't expect to kill
be upon selected issues in each
as many ducks if many of me loarea. Each panel will include six
cal ducks moved southward before
the
from
questions
and
local pm
A chapter for a bulletin, which
the season opened. Considering all
audience will be invited.
factors, is it not will celebrate Kentucky Poetry
important
these
Each conference will cover from
too surprising that our 1946 kill Day, is being prepared for the
seven to 22 counties. Co-sponsors
was coreaderably leas than that in State Department id Education. It
of the Conferences are Astociated
is planned for the bulletin to car1945.
Industries of Kentucky. Kentucky
the title7 "Thoughts' - Have
must be given to Chief Al ry
Credit
Farm Bureau Federation. and NaDay and the Fish and Wildlife Ser- Wings."
tional Association of ManufacturThis title was created by pupils
vice for its foresight in reducing
ers. The cooperating groups will
length of the season and the In last .year's sixth grade at the
be the County Farm Bureaus, Ro- the
bag limit in 1946. It would seem Training School under the directtary Clubs, laiwanis Clubs. Lions
to us that the desired results have ion of Miss Rubye Smith. LikeClubs, and chtimbers of commerce.
been accomplished. Had they not wile. subtitles taken from collectdone this the dliat situatiain'might tons of the pupils writings will be
'
•
be precarious. Last year 'at -this used.
Children's illustrations have been
time we suggested that the bag
copied by Mrs: Marjorie Bowden
lima: be cut down from 10.ducks
Poems,
day to either 6 or 8. That was 'lopes for the .bulletin.
done. There is no doubt that the stories, and -articles written by theducks are down from what they pupils form the greater part of
were several years ago. The 15-a- Miss Smith's chapter; however, her
day bag limit in 1944 was a sad introduetion and summaries are an
The hunters have in- expression of her philosophy of
mistake.
creased from 1.700.000 'in .1945 to getting creative expression from
about 2,000,000 last fall. Mins and children.
'stint-gun asheits are again aratiattattke --As-the btrlietin appearaeon wheelto the public, also transportation. Iffe it is due to be published in
However, there is a doubt that April

r.
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Let Us Bid On Your Car If You Want to Sell

BILLINGTON - JONES MOTOR COMPANY
212

American Legion
, Girl Scott Troop No. 7, Mrs. -K011ey,. Leader
Lubye Robertscin
Girl Scout Troop No. 6, Mrs. Hackett, Leadir
Miss Roberts, Cleg Austin, Sonny Churchill,
Jerry Williams
American Legion Auxiliary
Skit
College Group
Song and Dance
Girl Scala Troop No. 7, Mrs. Kelly, Leader
Reading
Band Number .... Miss Roberts, Cleg Austin, Sonny Churchill,
Jerry Williams
College Group
Skit
Girl Scout Troop No. 2, Mrs. Drake, Leader
Special Number
Entire Gast
Grand :Finale
ADMISSION:
DATE:
March 28, 29, 1947
30c
Adults, including tax
Murray High School Auditorium Children, including tax
111e
8:00 P. he

Minstrel ..
Duet
'Tap Dance'
Skit
Band Number

It is a plelsure for us to announce to our friends and customers
that GRArN-T--STVEES has'purchased an interest-in-PURDOM HARDWARE CO. 'As most of you know, Grant has hien associated with us
for more than five years. I believed,can truthfully say he is absolutely
one of the best service men in this end of the State. He will have charge
of all outside work and installations, such as gas, beating, and electric,
house wiring, etc. It has been the policy of our store to try our best to
service everything we sell. We will be even in better position to render this service as parts are more available.

taste's

more wonderful.

even

TELEPHONE 170

MAIN

Announcement!

GET THAT AROMA?
M-m-m-m, 'the

If you bake at home—baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Fleisehmann's Fast Rising
Dry Yeast.Easx-to-Alstra-last.Fleisehmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on yol:r pantry shelf. Always reedy kir instant
action. Get Fleisehmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than'ever. At your grocerl.

1946 De Soto 4-door Sedan Custom
1946 Dodge half ton Pickup.
1944 Chevrolet I 1-2 ton Truck Chassis and Cab.
i 941 Pontiac Sedan Coupe.
1941 Ford Tudor, new motor and paint job.
1940 Oldsmobile 4-door Sedan. •
1940 Ford Tudor.
One only used Ford Tractor with plow, cultivator, purley,
$1850
pond slip and utilitbox

VARIETY SHOW
American Legion Auxiliary and Girl Scouts

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

For Sale or Trade on Our Up Town Used Car Lot

Pupils' Writings
To Be Printed

BENkFIT

ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

"Jolopy" for a "Lizzy"

-11

Director, Miss Jackie Robertson

eps ti(weeks

Trade That

AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY
Presents

CATTLE TREATED nut GRUBS
Forestry Award."in care of The
Owners-of smau herds of cattle'
.
Courier-Journal, The Times and
in the College Hill'and Uni011 City
W HAS.
section or Madison countyaastarted
The $200 award in 1946 went to early, this season to use the 1,i
S. T. Hagan, Tompkinsville. Win- per eent rotenone dust to control
eer of the $100 management prize grubs. Some herds were treated
was C. T. Pearey. Dycusburg. and in February and the rest in March.
the $100 planting prize Was Won by Spraying with a 5 per cent roteVictor Weisenberger, Tell City, none solution is recommended by
Indiana,
County Agent J. L. Miner for large
herds, since dusting requires too
much labor,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
ate

We sincerely appreciate the confidence our friends and
tomers have shown us; we are striving always to serve you better. The
policies and management will remain the same as in the past. Come in
to see us every time you are in town. We appreciate your coming in for
a visit even though you don't need anything in our line.

Served as you order--,,
rare, medium or welldone,
WITH POTATOFS and CRISP SALAD

I. WELLS PURDOM.

Relish Steak ... Our Style. .. Tonight!

PURDOM HARDWARE COMPANY

BLUE BIRD CAFE
,fai

Exclusive Dealers
Shellane Gas
Westinghouse Appliances
Stoves
Warm Morning
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f urday. March 8.
Toe- high schoOls repr,-sented. a;
Tem
T
1 the meet were .Clarksville.
..
eliti,. M.td.
%.' er
Paris. er114
of
The Debate Club of the Murray 4aneeitle., Hopkinsviiie. Ti g!
Traiding School was host to de-[Paducah. MuiTay Nigh, Sturgis apt' '
I -James K. Petersen Ranks
bate (earns freim eight high"sch'IcUith Training
School.
ie
..
"
1 "
e . te.an'
;. ,
t,at, I Third In Meet Held At
et- *, practice_ dehate meeting held . Ttie. .,14.. .
in the, T!.::!..- '''. 12 :""(1,..."0, 1 -:-... Sat- i champion, .:,,..s, ..t.e..t.. mail,. tit, Ur.iversity of Kentucky
7
- best showtns of ans. of -the • teams
test of the
post-war•
ir.,
te
ms...
heT.:,
' v..,..:Tilr, all ..i.l.,o
of it ille..iarindeba
I/
Ke
7
nhteurfkyrs:State Oratorical Associa- I
The
posed of tiyo c,,Ept.n. Joint Shelton. tion was won by Berea College in I
81.•
a contest -held atettle.. University of !
Jo Anne Sirith..and -Wanda Far.
.
on March 8.
I
mer v as ‘ietorious• in jwo oi...t of Kenitlek.Y
flite#0
The winner Will represent Ken-1
lour debates7.me Training School
•
to IT •
:ri
onal contest A
eani iv±in. over _Dover.,,, tlickt:in the natt.,
* J,iy ./.1 ......--. ,......„ g p affirmato,:e ',..,
.. 171 , prl .
ht cropped, a de+.isa AI to he . _. , s 2113 t ,
'' 1 -„e chaitipr,ii 11Licasontille team. N.tir.rays contestant. James K. Pet...„
Its S•..'? j I The Tr.Aring. School - itegatiVe ersen. was awarded third place in
event. The six !
te,all W. :1 a de,..esion as er 'Pat is. the I-exington _
-4\-.........If your nose ,ne_ • --d lost to. Houltinsville. sehosis comp.d.'...ig this year were: I
tunestals up with st-...'.:. trans:, ..l ,...-.•:1- 'term
gestich-e,-.....t atew drons-or VactrO-1201 • ..sd i,„; L ': Lowry. - a" faXtry- rrt?m,*-Urnveri;ry tst • Kentucky, Morehead;
tn each nostril. It rjuicaly reduces con- . he.' ' • ., Training School. is tie. State Teachers Colley", Berea Cili'
'. •''
.
gestaan and mattes breathing easier to
•lege. Georgetown College. Centre"!
a harry . .. gwes grand rend trout "-debate ter:m mach:i
.
=day, sneezy. stufy distress of head
li. College. and Murray State.
'1:1
the
learn.
assembled
•kil
,
colds.Pollow directionsin the pack.age.
l
. crary of the Tr.aining Scho,s1 at 9
aln- S"v'll-day and were welcomed Farmers

Training School Is
Host 'To Speakers
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11er''aroust-11:77111teBcil16Yle:.: :t:r'a' rnisid'n':°I;s' *sa'i°kd'te-i
ftlyels_ talk _was. one which mark._
or of .Murray "State. Training
Sc-hool, spoke in' th,..• little-chapel ed the cefilennial of the' -birth • of
"Friday evening.-- March 7.-- at-- 7 Alexander . Graham Bell, invei,1
tb-nanT.. -A-n - Educator Loots
'
-ere-retephrme
i Education" .fras the theine of ;this
"Four .4 this.
i
.
meeting, one Of two sponsored _by
:,,D. r.,..ita leitiii,,. ,
-., bsive.ther.r.
''O. Kappa Delta Pi. '
-1
one of them a wire-lit., ..,,,fr
Lowry. the tirst speaker intro-Iii oui' more ranches.- Mr.. Biye
duced bY.MiSS Kalene Hatcher who continued • "As far as any of these
is president of the Organization, patrons is cOncerned, his telephone
said that an educator looks at edu- might -be right in town. He simcation- and finds it wanting.
ply picks up 'his handset, the opeIn an analogy he sal& "I like tO r.ator answers, and he gives the

think of edueation as -an assembly.
line, its purpose being the fabrica---Thii---psota-Fetso-t-ti--lar-rrierit.
Iti-toot
is
68
x
I
on
be
.huilt
cottage-that--eats
A rambling rartrli style
tion of more and more worthy .ettli opciativ.• moven:n:1U in Kentucky
lot is shove n above. The cottage features five rooms inside. and five zens and in that way renew and
! and other states will be reviewed
revitalize itself'.
-nutdocr" rooms, doubling its use.
.' a "cooperative - clinic and short
Then he spoke on bow- each
,,.111`se" at the University of. Kentisanes may. have to te considered agency-the horire. the School, the
, A...ky Apt il '7.-8 And 9' The Amer:
in your plans: feeding and 'caring state, and each, economic enter.,_ Institute 'of Cooperation .
YOL AND YOUR
\-.,shington. the Louisville Bank
for regular or seasonal' workers. prise-contributes a -specific somebusiness operations of the farmer. thing to the fiii*ed product.
. Cooperaiises and the Cones,
HON1E
A p .- i_.._•nlisIrn —Oa HOMY ECOnOn -1:
e..ro of milk anti .butter making. .- Later he said, "In our attempt to
4-rirrorirge-erf-nsiiii=prositiete-aut equip ..—ks- eekteertimi—Inneti-nal
we
.,... cooperating in the course
ment. tare and storape eif eggs. care have very largely thrown over.„, of the principal speake:
of baby chicks and per-haps lambs. board our legitimate material and
lite,. Dr. Raymone F Mille:
butchering, rendering lard and re- violated our proper methods".
- exit of the Washington inst.
pair ot harnes.s..
1 'L.:c Other mien prominent in th •
• Mr. Graham spoke -an --Securing
A future column will discuss the .4 Teacher Eificicy.".:.• He dist c.s.aperatve movement will attei..•
minimum and desirable sizes • of cussed some. of (fie innUmerable
; tr, rn Ohio. Indiana. Virnia. Tel ,rooms.
t.ee,ssee and Florida ..
problems confronting us in- [M.
ltece.ickiaiis on the pros :a!
field ..if learning. He classed himBy RACHEL ROWLAND
elude John ' E BrOwn. A L ..s
self in. that bell as a general pracDome Demonstration Agent
lire * .
- sod 3 K - Ward.--prestder- .
Tilton-en-Of -education.
•,..
s..-ce prtssident and secretary. re- '
He said. "Cfur teachei efficiency
nr
nag_ _LA_ the
taking the country a-s a whdle
La- Cooperatives: Dean 'Thomas .P. uppermost thought in the trollds of
way down below, par.- But he-add,
Cooper. Dr
B.
L .A. yen- rititiy. families. Many, homes will .s •
,e great faith in educa'The first forensic team to ,repre- ede "I ha,
; nes .,ed W.ndell Cs Binkley:i4 the be built and nearly -as marly retion, at .great faith. in teachers, but
f Aeri:sulture. and G W. modeled as the necessary materials sent Murray. State in several years not ,in -ti blind ;faith".
the
made a tood
_
i
-siiittersof Henderson-. manager Of the and- supplies become more --era"Egyptian §-peCch-F.estivat," 1PotiV 011sy S - an Cooperative. able.
bynuthern Illinois Teachers filiur types: _those with a missionGood planning
the first step sored
ary spirit, those shrewd ego:entoward a satisfactory house. The College of Carbondale. III, Februtries. those „who yearn for pre_stig+.
More 'careful' the planning.
: the ary 28 - March 1. •
Competing against Murry were with a place in the sun. and (boss
fewer will be the Mistakes in the
who accidentally fall- in love with
finished house. The time to make 12 colleges and universities: Greenteaching.
}Aims of the I.yrn Grove changes in your plans is when they ville College. Eureka College. Prins
Quoting trim Dorothy' ThompChar.-h . will serve , a ire sult on paper. Changes after can,: College, St. Louis University.
Missouri • Coll8ge. son. he said principolships and
icken dinner. with afl the thm- the actual. Construction begins are Southwestern
in the basement of the Men-J. usually costly and often- disappoint- Webster College. Lake Forest Col- superintendiotts often come tit
lege. EasternAllinois Teachers Col- the _ixtlitic.tfL
lit I,
Y-.7.4etite,Chat- -Cbirrctr, on: Fuurjii
cnitTiried
lege IllinoiS Stale - Normal 'Univer administrative thinking'. 1'4,11( it 24. riot es'ilb will
Even though it may be years
waded 14
. the ehtirch betiding fore. you wish to build or remodel say, Kockhurst College.' Southwes, too much' to material,
In considering positions, he sai6
.i,c1 Plates teal be 75 cents each. it is not too early to begin Con- tern University. and Southern
teachers usualry think first of th,
Teachers College.,
sidering
theessentials.
conveniNeil Bunn. junior, from. Jones- salary, then' the working condito the campus by Dr Ralkli • H. ences and comforts you will want
boro.
Ark., placed second in the tions, and-then the living cond.
in
the
new
•
home.
With
careful
Woods. president of the coliege.radio 'broadcasting contest. The iions.
planning
you
can
expect
to
reDebates were held at 8:30. 11, and
ceive' full
satisfaction for the finals of this event were broacicast
1.41 00cl7ek
from WCIL. Carbondale, arid Bunn
„
The prin-,ary purpose of the meet money spent
LuFirst consider the requiremsrts was introduced over Use
r.p prepare the debaters
Will occupy the cile Norman. sophomore from ltlor• ,-1 reg. al c ,,test- that will of those who
house_ Provisions should be made, ganfield.- placed second in the nonelci
ti.e near , future
Ye-z .pa f-r debate this year is: in so far a's is possible. for--all the etr* &net pi s.:taf
i ,esol..es that the Federal Govern- activities that AvilL take place in Places were • ,won•-, by Dorothy
...it. shouici provide a system of the household. Make a list such Thompson. freshyian from Padttcab, who compAed in extemporti medical cale for all dli- as the followini:
. Food
preparation. laundering. aneous speaking. and by Patsy Rob1.abiic expense
The -eventh grade of the Train- clothing. construction and storage. erts,- freshman from Owensboro.
• S. hool sers ed ci buffet lurt personal care, re:creation, opera,I who • gayer*" drainatic reading. Ernlion 'i-f the house, care . of sick mett Burkeen., freshman.from Murrh.‘, defeiters at ie.on
hobbies'. etc
ray. and
Charles Butterworth.
•
Under each main heading list the freshman from LynnGrove Murra
(4..ASSILYIEDSt•.
RE.10 THE
essential items, For example.-Un- States representative in oratorder clothing you might list -1
.
, and declamation respectively._ won
Construction of Clothing. ctirtains. through to. the- final Contests but
slip covers. - and other household did not Aace:
-Purinie .2, Placing ..pf
sewing
Murray's debate teams composed
eqbipment and supplies. ,3, Care of Edwin Nertis..--Ireshman .4rom
and repair of clothing. 14, Storage*Cuthrie; Dale Paughn. 'regional
of current and seasonal apparel. from Lamascio: Joe tarks. fresh.
5. Storage of trunks. suitcases, man from Murray, and Tom Wiletc.
kinson, freshman from •Muiray.
If yours 'as 'to be a farm home, broke even in eight debates, wi'nP,,rt'''4", all id' -Iht following ac- . nin,g four and losing four.

I

Forensic. Team Wins'
Second , Third In
Speech Events

-Lyun Grove Lathes
To Serve Chicken

• We use the new Stewart-

Ends excesses e

arner Eles-Ironic Wheel Bal• • poundin.L
Ancei that does a perfect V. heel

gises

boloncing job eter%trne.

car.

All four wheels balanced
without rernosol trOM the car.
Tin:. tube. w het? h
anced as a

tip bal-

ou

pavement

wesrontlr.
a

smoother riding

Bring sour car in today!

S1.5°
Per Wheel

!
unit—elf,trowdily

DUBLIN & DENTON

.
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,
Talks Sponsored li% .
'
Kappa Delia Pi
i
Friday-, lklarch 7.
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BUSIN

number he wants:"
About 1,000 calls a montiv are
handled over the system, and some
.
them have been real emergen-A cornSeheinctady, _Mar
cies, Mr. Blye pointed out.
hooktelephone
bination.:_rudio and
up. developed for rural iireii
,.vhich earinot support regular telephone -service. is the newost,tele.
I'hone system for farms and ranches_Chic sin h ss stem. installed on an
experimeatal -Itasis e I :
from functional periodic pain
Well ..• Colo . serves

1New Phone SystemAND
LOWRY
C
C.
S
S.
!
. F.or Rural Areas 'CARMON GRAHAM
DISCUSS EDUCATION
• .

Ranch Style Cottage

,agi.,i

A.

1
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How women aiid girls
'nay get wanted relief
Cardul Is a liquid medicine which
many women bay tn.:, brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nosous strain of it:net:anal periodic
Ito..' it may help:
dhareas.
4 Taken like a tonic.
it eisould stimulate
appetite, aid discstion,• thus help build resi..tance for
to come.
Started 3 days be
tore -your time-, It
should help reline
pain due to purely functional
Try Cardillo If it helps, you'll
be glad you did.
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THE CORNER
AND THAT MEANS
4-.

ICE -CREAM WEATHER
IS HERE

COME BY AND TAKE HOMF
A PACKAGE . 25c
... . . . .
Pints
90c
Half Gallons
., S1.75
Gallons
A DELICIOUS DESSERT 1FPR
ANY OCCASION.
mane IN

MURRAY BY

DEL -ROSE
Ice Cream Co
,,,yr DOOR TO 1...4)1,,ER & TIMES
Telephone 751

*"Ta

-

Seventh and

Map)e

Phone 300

NOTICE

TO ELEC CRICAL APPLIANCE DEALERS
CONTRACTORS AND PROPERTY
HOLDERS

Real Estate for Sale!
SOME GOOD PROPERTY FOR SALE
•
Modern 7-room house on West Poplar.
Modern 7-room house op -South 14th Street.
Nice hOmeof.7 rooms on South 15th Street
house'pf 7 rooms on South 6th Street:
Good 6 or 7 room hPuse on North 5th Street.
Large Home with large lot on West Main.
Good 6 or 7 room house on Sycamore Street.
5-room house. near Five Points..
'Large and modern business house.
1 Some large farms for sale, from a few acres to
. • large farms in different parts of the county.
Also have some desirable lots priced accord
ing to size and locations.
Some property oil Railroad frontage.
If interested either in buying or seilin-m-corne
around and let's talk it over.

THE MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
ANNOUNCES
. •
that -tFeir DISPLAY-WINDOW -TS-AVAILATThr-TCr'DEALERS for ,the display of_Liectrical Appliances. Ar:
''tvirttigemv may be made at
rangernents.tor the use (*)1
the Office On Fifth Street.
klectrIc _System further announces
The Nlurray
. —
ixi wiring installations on 'tvgch—con--7-that
struction is started AFTER APRIL FIRST „will be re- q uit-cc] to pass inspection in ac < ordance with the National
Electrio:CocleBEFORL ELECTRICAL SERVICE WILL
BE RENDERED.
All electric coniractors are invited to attend a meeting at the Electric Office at 7:30 P. M. on -MARCH 25,
_1947, at which time they may-submit a list of contracts
under construction at present so that they may be exempt"
from inspection.

Spring Planting—
Isn't_fto Far Away!
You'want 'so many new labor saving machines, and
devices this Year, but may be handicapped by not having
the'neeessary resources.
Come in and see us right away -for an intervioV that
wilibe greatly to your advantage.
OUR BANK IS HERE TO SERVE- YOU,
MR. FARMER

USE YOUR BANK

•

J. W

WAGGONER
REAL ESTATE

The system has copies of the National Electric Code
which will be available to contractors-.
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Peoples Savings Bank
Member FDIC
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BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN TO HAVE GUEST PLAYERS
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have guest
players tonight when members of
the Murray Woman's Club will present a one-art play "The Previous
Question" to the dinner meeting
at 6:30 at the Woman's Club house.
The play is written as a program
for parlimentary procedure.
This play Was written by Mrs.
Lowry, in response to a reC.
quest of the legislative committee
of the Woman's Club, and was
given at the business meeting there
Monday night.
The cast includes Mrs. C. S. Lowry, the club president who is harassed by things other than parlimentary law; Mrs. Garnett Junes, a
hometown'woman who has been to
New York and returns to act as
parlimentarian at the local club
meeting; Mrs. Leone Utterback, a
member who makes a report on
juvenile deninquency; Miss Tenni* Breckinridge is the club's motion-seconder; Mrs. W. J. Gibson
gets her motion making corrected;
Mrs. G. B. Scott is the late-corner
who whispers all during the business; Miss Rubie Smith reports on
the library; Mrs. John Rowlett

tn

;

somal

, Kentucky Champion Farmers Visit Capital

Flint Baptist church has called
Rev. H. T. Luther for half-time
as pastor. Preachi9g services will
be held second and. fourth Sunday
at 11 o'clock.
Rev. Orman Stegall is the speaker on stewarodship at Flint. He
will preach each night this, week.
Mrs. Millard Graham is in the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic for treatment.
Mrs. Noble Hopkins and two
small children have the flu.
Miss Willodean Short has had
flu and quite a number of Alm()
students are ill with flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift
and son Tommie of Paducah visited
her father, Mr. Genie Gilbert, and
family last Sunday night and had
supper with them.

moves to rescind the motion of
waiting tables st the club house;
Miss Charlotte Owen calls for the
question; Mrs. J. I. Hosick is the
secretary who writes the flowery
minutes.
The legislative committee of the
Woman's Club presenting the program Is composed of Mrs. George
Hart, Mimi Lula Clayton Beale
and Miss Charlotte Owen.
Hostesses for the Business and
Professional Woman's Club tonight are Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
Rob Hui*, Mrs. Lois Waterfield,
Mrs. Vera Rogers and Mrs. Edwin
Th uriricind.

Margie Reeves is back irl.'achool list with flu.
Mrs. Etta 'Hopkins is suffering
lifter being sick with flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mathis have from the
The play at Dexter School will
returned home after a several days'
be g I V 1:1•1 March 21. -Everyone is
visit in Detroit.
—.•
—C. A.
Clifton Edwards is on the sick /binvited

•

1 I AGED 20 YEARS IN FIRST

Dexter News

Is Visitor

15 DAYS OF MARCH
didn't have to pay much income tax, but found
out what I had lost when all expenses were totaled
and losses figured up.
I had done a lot of business and thought I had a
big profit.
If the government would stop pestering me I
would never know how I stood and would imagine
I was making money, after having added farming
to my work.

•

Miss Lois Walstun is mill on the
sick list.
Bro. Ctmnie Wyatt filled his regular monthly appointment at the
Church of Christ Sunday. A large
crowd was present to hear him.
Mrs. Sarah Corthorn is sick at
this writing.
Mrs. Clinton Edwards was called
to Illinois Saturday to the bedside
of her father; Will Gream, who
underwent an operation.
Mrs. Merle Andrus and daughter have had the flu but at this
writing are able to be up.
Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Daughtry of

Dr. Statie Erickson, head of the
department of home economics at
the University of Kentucky. made
a professional visit March 3 and 4
on this campus.
Murray State is one of the 50
colleges participating in a cooperative study to determine standards
for training home economics teachers.

Immediate
Delivery!

with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ernstberger.
Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis and two
children are in bed with the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Ernstberger will move into their new
home today.
emMrs. Jeff Edwards is up , after
Champion Farmers of America. including 100 of the nation's leading agriculturists from 27 states
several days in bed with the flu.bracing every phase of farm work, recently held their fifth national conference in Washington, D. C.
Donnie and Jerry Edwards have
Leonard K. Firestone, industrialist, was their host at the meeting in the nation's capital. The group
%%ere also been sick with flu.
spent a day at the Research Center of the U. S. Department of Agriculture at Beltsville. Md.. and
front rom—
addressed by the Hon. Clinton P. Anderson. secretary of agriculture. They are, left to right,
Chapman.
Leonard K. Firestone. Mrs. Herbert C. Lynn and Harvey S. Firestone. Jr. Back row—Rep. Virgil
ply.
Charles J. Wade, William M. Conant, Jr.. Lexington. and Herbert C'. Lynn, Morgan.
Further information and application forms may he obtained. IrOin
the Commission's Locaj Secretary.
Van D. Valentine, located at Post
Office, Murray. Ky., or from most
The flue has come to our sec
first- and second-Class 'post offices. i
tion and invaded most every horn,
Civil Service Regional Offices,--or t
It is keeping niany children- from -The Louisville Regional Office
the U. .S. Civil Service Commisschool.
of the Veterans Administration tosion, Washington 25, D. C. AppliMr. and Mrs. Noble Vasseur: and day announced that during Februcants must be received in the Comchildren 'moved to the farm pur- ary, 536 Kentucky veterans had
mission's Office in Washington not
chased by Owen McKinney and received loans which are guaranThe Civil Service Commission later than April 29, 1947.
crop.
a
make
to
are preparing
teed by VA under the Servicemen's today announced a Student Nurse
Mr. and Mrs. .Robert Farris are Readjustment Act. Of 'those ap- examination for training at St.
and
Mr.
spending the week with
proved, 404, were for homes. 79 Elizabeth Hospital in Washington,
Mrs. Charles Rose and family.
for farms, and 53 were business D. C. The course covers a 3-year
Mrs. Tebe Sutter's condition re- loans.
period and students will receive
mains unimproved.
The property value of these during that time a total allowance
Those 'visiting Mr. and Mrs. Por- guaranteed loans amounts to $2.- of $752, plus quarters, subsistter Clayton Sunday were Mr. and 551.701.30, a.nd of that total, VA ence. laundry,""and -medical attenMrs. Rudolph Futrell and sons. commitments
are
$1.267.005,28. tion.
Mrs. Alpha Futrell, Mr.'and Mrs. Under the loan provisions of the
TIlts nursing course prepares both
Charles Rose, Mr. and Mrs. Sam GI. Bill, VA does not _actually
men and women to become gradGivens, and George Shoemaker. lend money, but may guarantee
uate professional nurses who are
Rose Lax and Eula Mae Rose loans made by lending institutions'
equipped to meet the great need
this
school
to
back
go
to
are able
to eligible veterans. VA can guar- for nurses in the psychiatric field.
morning after being absent several antee one half of a real estate loan,
The first class will begin in the
days with flu.
up to a maximum _of $.1.000, but in fall of 1947. To qualify for the
be
Norbert Wilkerson is able to
the case of non-realty loans. VA's examination, applicants must have
back at work.'
commitment cannot exceed a maxi- been gradtiated from an accredited
Mrs. Lizzie Hamlin has been very mum of $2,000.
high school giving a 4-year course
sick with flu for several days.
Since the inception of the loan and must have completed at least
We all certainly enjoy the Gospel
guarantee privilege the Regional 16 units of study including 4 units
Airs Quartet and wish they could
Loan Guarantee Division has apl, of English, 2 units of mathematics.
sing longtr every day.
proved loans to 7.899 state veterans 2 units of science. and 2 units of
of World War II. The property social studies. Applications will
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
value of these loans totaled $36,498.- be accepted from senior students
394 68.
who show that they expect to complete the required courses not later
The First National Bank of than September 30, 1947. A writPaintsville donated $100 for the ten test is required. Age limits
purchase of Ky. 16, Ky. ,22, and are from 18 to 35 years but perKJ,. 41A tobacco seed lo be. given sons who are within 6 months of
their eighteenth birthday may apto farmers.

Youngstown DeiLuxe Kitchenaider
ALL METAL SINK UNITS

•7
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Cedar Lane News

VA Says 536 Kentucky Vets Given
Loans for Homes, Farms In February

Now it's only 12 days left for you to
trade with the old store.
I am closing out on April First, and it
will be less bother to the checkers-up.
I will appreciate your support for the
last 12 days and hope you will support
my young friends who are succeeding me
- Wm. and Grace Jeffrey.
Come in every time in town and see
what we have to offer.
The Easter Drive For the Kentucky
Society For Crippled Children
Is On
Miss Katie Martin is treasurer and keeps a complete set of books, so send in your contributions to
her at TURNER'S STORE.
.
This organization treats children crippled from
.
any cause.

T.

f'

52, 61 and 80-gal. Frigidaire

Student Nurse ests
Are Announced Here

DOUBLE ELEMENT ELECTRIC
WATER HEATERS

Come in and list for your
BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHER
For the first time in over five years we
can promise delivery within
•
30 days

JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO
Phone 56

cy. TURNER

Chairman for Calloway County

.

Garden & Farm Needs
are easily filled at the ECONOMY HARDWARE and
SUPPLY STORE.

f.

GARDEN TOOLS

:

HARNESS

You can laugh at wind-driven rains
if you Aquellize those leaking walls nowil

: SEED

does not powder, peel, flake
NKS to Aquella, a howling northl white finish..,
can be painted over with
and
...
off
rub
or
through
rain
drive
longer
er can no
color.
any
home—
your
the porous masonry walls of
regardless whether they're built of brick, If you're cursed with leaking walls—or
concrete, stucco, cement plaster, or light would like to turn that wet, dingy cellar
into a snug and cozy playroom or workweight concrete masonry units.
in and let us supply you with
shop—come
will
Why this certainty that Aquella
Aquella now!
remedy this periodic grief of yours... and
succeed where other materials have failed?
It's the entirely new
principle on which
Aquella works!

'T=

in today and get what you need so you can get
an early start this spring.
Come

-- We Also Have
.1

3.1.2gAl1on Pressure Sprays

Marvel Cream Separators.

Wheelbarrow Sprays

Tubs and Stands

Pond Scrapers

Lawn Mowers'

•

We Have on Hand the Best Stock of
Paint in Two Years

Garden Plows

• Log Chains
Crosscut Saws

Cream Cans

Chopping Axes

Cream Buckets

INSIDE PAINT

VENETIAN BLINDS

Paint and Enamels

Lawn Chairs

Chicken Brooders

Boys and Girls Bicycles
Hoes

Forks

: OUTSIDE PAINT -

WE HAVE PLATE GLASS and will
take orders for table and
dresser tops

Shovels

Reserved Parking Space for Our Customers

Look at this photographic enlargement
of a small sawed-away
section of an Aquellized concrete masonry unit. Unlike socalled "waterproofing
paints" Aquella penetrates to fill, close and
seal the pore; of the masonry. Aquella is
' equally effective inside or outside.. above
or below ground. It has a cheerfully bright

Economy Hardware & Supply Store

95
b*/ MiTed with water,
according to directions, one bag makes 1 gal. First
coat covers 60 to 120 sq. It. par
gat; second coat, 200 to 250 sq. It.
•
Per did.
" Get Aquella No. 1 for Interiors,
Aquella No. 2 lot Exteriors

dro

i7ii

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

um0 E4r4i 110 ROO
igifil Era 110ii 1i

"Modern, Reliable, Experienced"
SOLON SHACKELFORD, Owner

H. MCCUISTON

0. CHERRY

Rog. U. S. Pat. Off. j

Sherwin-Williams Products

"Your NORGE Dealer"
I)

OELLA

Pia

CONCRETE PRODUCT

107 N. 5th St.; Phone 323

Murray, Kentucky

We Deliver

East Kighway

Telephone 324

a
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PACE FOUR
to become a member of the Army
Grouncl Forces' model L'MT battab on. •
-Prior to enlisting in toe Regular
Army on December 31,. Dearborn.
Mich. Trainee Barnet* was, em12 Leg
Ft. _Knox,. Icy ,
be Wellasee -g-rocery.
4oy Barnett. Jr.. 18, son of Lee
unit, to which Trainee BarRoy Barnett. Murria. haa been is- tlett .h.a been assigned' pi the 3rd
The same Thordiaghbreda, minus
signed as'a trainee to the Universal -Cdmptily. Arfnored Platoon, will lour seniors, that 'pulled a losing
Military
Ttaining .Experimental expesiment with Universal Military seaaon out of the fire and broke
_ix-month re: a af. even tvith five Vii/14 against five
.
-La:Lary a) Trainit.g for
'Lases have reported to their fordeall coach. James W. Moore. for
-prang football practice,
a • •
sp
After getting aff to a bad start
: .st season, and dropping five of
Racehorses
six games. the
ame back in true Thoroughbred
ayle to beat Marshall College. Easa an Illinois State Teacher's College.
Institute.
'Fen ne;see Polytechnic
atta-Weatitnts-teltes 'Ye:niters Cali
,ge.' Earlier in the season they
State
Nioreheact
.so defeated
Teachers College. but dropped
-arses to Ohio University. Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College,
'aniversity of Chattanooga. Evansrile College, and Mississippi State.
The 1947 season sees some new
-i•hools on Murray State's schedule
nhe Tit...roue:Ili-yds meet Miami
7.aliversity at -Ohio. gad Rollins
College at- Florida. for the first
- me' in athletic trompetrcon.
.
aeo meet their 'old . opponents.
Morehead State Teachers College.

Moore Will Lose
Four Seniors
From Squad

L. R. Barnett Joins
Experimental •
Fort Knox
At
Unit

uNIT

‘,'easitive Geiger.Cottater
Aids in Atomic Research

Th..-

•

R 1.N

-is almost here and it is time to think of
Sprit. = Cleaning and a general
fir'ng up around the house
r ..==z.... ,
..
,.,;,..

Brighten up those
dark corners
with a

New Floor or Table
Lamp

senior atom Murray, and Charlene
Orr, sophomore from Murray, went
to Memphis Tuesday to attend the
Well, -we are all enjoying this
meeting of the American Associasunshine. Makes a person- think
of gardening and yard cleaning!
Miss Patticia Twiss, physical ed- tion of Health and Physical EducaWe have lots of sickness now.
ucation instructor, Elizabeth Broach, tion, March 12-15.
Mrs. Eula McClure is real sick
at this writing..
Mrs. Almon spent Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Falwell and Mrs.
-V
Wilson. She said Mrs. Alm() McIntosh has been sick every since
Christmas. I sure hope she is soon
feeling better.
Mrs. Fa C. Vaughn is having to
go back to the doctor again.
Clinton Adkins is in bed. His
little daughter has had the flu.
. Mrs. ..Steve Jones' granddaughter
Is sick this week.
Paul-Htfmphreys is confined to
hist:ad this week with flu.Mrs. Edgar Woesdall visited Mrs.
R. A. Myers Tuesday afternoon
and also Nib's. McClure,
Mrs. John McClure is staying
with her mother-in-law.
Mrs. Jeff Allbritten spent Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Jaunita
Knight.
Mrs. Nina Crouse is not feeling
au good. Hope she doesn't have

South Murray

•
Come in Today
•

Tee
TESTING RADIOACTIVITY OF BIKINI LAGOON - Safety monitors
take Geiger readings from the bow of the patrol gunboat FIGM-211 after
explosion of the second atom bomb. At right is the Rev. John F. Shuler,
Fellow in Physics at the University of Cincinnati, priest of the Diocese
of Covington, Ky.. and civilian scientist with the Radiological Safety
Section at Bikini, working with Lt. Commander Randolph M. Eldredge,
of-Sharon Springs. N. V. ,
Six months after the spectacular on power .cables for its operating
atomic bomb les% at Bikini some current. ordinarily requiring a volof the warships used in the experi• tage supply in the order of 1.000
-meats were -reported to' be radio- volts. This was no great problem hi'
active and still too dangerous for laboratories, for example, or on
prolonged human coatact This was I board ship. The instrument's in•
determined by the Geiger counter. creased and greatly extended use.
an 'Instrument so sensitive it cart however. has created an urgent dedeteet a single electron or even the mand for portability. This has now
tra-violet raiation in the flame of'been made possible by the develop' mem by "Eveready" batteries of a
a match
one-pound powerhouse-a 300-volt
Finds Many Uses
Though originally discovered dry battery Most powerful for Its
size
ever put into quantity produa
nearly 40 years ago, geneial atten
non only lately has been focused on Iron, the battery is no larger than
the Geiger counter because of the two king-size cigarette packs
intense interest in atemic energy
- Utility Is Expanded
research In which it is twat to locate and measure radioactive ema.
In a series of three. these batnations It is becoming increasingly teries furnish current for a new
iniportam in the fields of metallurgy compact portable radioactivity meand geology. Prior to the war Its ter developed in Chicago, which is
use was confined almost entirely to no larger than ajonventional ports tlsvfhg
reseently
haepdels Tberea-atele-reeto-idisOr i•tur
have been -a number of dramatic in- beea produced, neither the portable
cidents in whieb it has recovered 'hieter nor the battery was used lit
'malt but highly valuable capsules the Bikini tests, but, being ad.of radium lost while in use for th penctent of power cables, this new
arms of equipment is expected to
treatment of eimeer.
Until very recently the Geiger expand considerably ,„the Geiger
counter has been largely dependent ceunter's range of use.

1-411.Y-H
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"COME IN TODAY"
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BUS STATION CAFE

Mrs Lottie Brandon spent Tuesday afternoon 'with Mrs. 'Ms Falwell and Mrs. Jaunita Knight.

DOUlltr CEI
goat
awe,Sas lad
president l 1
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Belote Gilbert Co.

Stewart Announeqs
District Tourney
Here Nets $3;099

NEXT TO VARSITY THEATRE

•

I h et 144

d Quartet At laze'

Dr. WOods Attends

-
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DO YOU NEED A GOOD
CLEAN CAR

that is guaranteed to be in good condition
and to satisfy?

DOANS PILLS

THERE'S NO PLACE
LIKE HOME!
a

IN and SEE THESE.

CHEVROLET 1941-, 2-door, clean inside
and out. ATeaUtiful low mileage car
that has a good motor, radio and
,
heater.
roRD- 19313. 2--door deluxe. This one-has
a motor that is perfect; icas good'
brakes, clutch and transmission. It
looks and drives good.
PONTIAC 1939 4-deor, with good motor. new tires, radio and heater. Looks
new inside-and out. .
FORD,. 1941, 2.-doOr, -super deluxe, ra, dio, heater, and clean. This one has
a real motor too.
FORD, 1936, 2-door with -a, radio and
heater and an-extra good motor. See
this one for sure.

Mkt gam for Ford Servim kW)

For Fheck-upe, for luhriation. for any service
needi, Genuine Ford . Service gives you four
important advantages:
1. FORD-TRAINED MECHANICS-who
know your Ford best

3. SPECIAL FORD EQUIPMENT-for a
lob done right
right,

SPECIAL -1934 CHEVROLET 4-door sedan, with
good tiives, motor, brakes, clutch and
transmission. It drives out good. The
first S150 takes it.

And lat.'. a 4.ini
Ford -Extra: On all _vile.
We'll give ypu
Ford
service. Try
Service, We're sure you'll

WILSON & LAWRENCE

Billingion-Jones Motor Co.

USED CAR LOT
201 MAPLE

Phone 170

150
-TELEPHONE
.

Ira

10 POINT LUBRICATION SPECIAL
Here's What We Do...
1.

Lubricate according to your car manufacturer's
specifications.

2.

Inspect oil filter and

3.

Test strength of cells, fill

4.

Inspect crankcase oil level and make recommendations.

S.

Oil accelerator pedal, door hinges and
lacings
dles; treat latches and hood
Door-Ease.

Administrators

•

•

r

l

'TA -be:glad tó see y.ou

4. GENUINE FORD PARTS-frt
mods right, last longer.

THURSDAY

4

DINNER S—-STEAKS
SHORT ORDERS

. You would think most ot the tqbacco' would be delivered but it
surely is going to market this week.
Mrs. }aeckie Quartermous and
her little girl. Carol, are real sick;
Aare lupe thew are soon better_ .._.
Miss Alice Brandon has flu.
Thoroughbred squad are hoping for
Nearly every home has some
sekaan.
.3 undefeated
sick. You can hardly get a doc.
Jack Wyatt. captain-elett. will
tor or see one if you gO to the
lead Murray State's football men
hospitals they are so busy.
.n '47.. Jack, a standout at end, was
want to correct a mistake in
I
the
of
team
second
the
on
hasen
last week's paper-sorry of.it. Inother
Two
All KIACa 'for 1944.
stead of Mrs. Jeff Allbritten trymembers of the squad. „Tommy
ing to get her husband to go to
Walker: from Brownsville. Tenn.
Tampa. Fla., he is the one who
- nd Powell Puckett. from Shelbywants to go. She said she sure did
. Ala, ,were chosen as "All KL•tiC"
not want to •go there to live and
aack eril guard respectively.,
she doesn't want to go away. and
leave Jeff's mother and dad. She
Caaeh Moore is putting his Tea
went to Florida On the train to visit
asrougla light workouts, but is exher mother, Mrs. Isoue Erwin and
,acting really to get down ta busiain't. Mrs. Bob Farley went witha-ss after exams are over. There
Toad ,and wile. a
a ill be several scranmages -One
Mrs. Love Erwin has returned
iirtng leading to the traditional
home 'from Florida arid Toad wa§,
same between the "Blue" -and
just about ready to come back to
Galda This will end spring pracThey
Mary is sick.
Kentucky.
and -fall camp- will start
- c'.- ,arid
have flu thereasame as in Ken- ar.c airne ai September.
tucky.
C .„ch Wore stated that he exMr Jeff Allbritten is Just out of
.ated ta aver ite tram the single
bed. He has been real sick. Their
W:nj, ferma•.:iins next
children. Jacqueline and Sonny,
are both ill. t
Reye.Stewart. manager of the
Mrs. Ruby airandian spent one
Fearsel. -District- atigh-Sehenal Bes-S
of
meeting
the
After attending
afternoon this meek with Mrs Inis
ketball Tournament held at the
Teachthe American Association of
Falwell and Mrs. Cora Wilson.
Carr gym': revealed in a statement
ers Colleges, with Dean William
Mrs. Steve Jones is not feeling
The Kentucky Quartet will pre- released this week that the annual 9. Nash. Dr Ralph H. Woods.
so well today with a severe cold.
sent a musical program at th.. classic nstted the 'competing schools president of Murray State College.
Well, if this misses the wasteHazel ,Higti School on . gikturd.,y $3...099 00. • This, cave* cacti of the remained in Atlantic City to atpaper basket I'll try again and Inieht. March 22. at 7:30. Affnissiesa teams a $8.30 share in the gate. tend the- first tout days of the
hope every one will be feeling bettie said.
will be 25 and 50 cents.
American Association of School ter next writing.-Blue Eyes
was
Heaviest gate.. he reported
Administrators meeting, held March
and its purse is to give theArmy an opening night. March 4. when 1 to 8.
advar.ce knnw,ledge of floe} the 2.012 'fans paid $1 28725 to see
Dr Woods was one of 7.000 colcambined military rind civilian pro- Brewers stop Warr ay High a• d lege official::: who met in the AtGreve
'Lynn
down
Stiarpe
gram will operate.1r. the event
lantic City auditorium taw the genUncle Sam took a 1719.33 cut 4
Congress appreves the , r.ecassary
aria pa.grana, Special meetings
reteipts
the
It 4marks a departure
leg,lation
were held in various hotels.
!May Warn of Dia.rdeired
college
the
that
stated
Stewart
from• wartime- training ar,d places
The theme of the program was
Kidnei Action
water.
lights,
far
charge
i.ot
greater emphasis on raising the made
"Education and the Development
Modern tat. with its hurry and wee-y.
ph)sical and mental fibre of towels, soap and rent.
Improper sotto( and
of Human and Natural Resources".
frrtegulaz
drinkIng—na risk of exposure and lore,
men participatin'z in the
Speakers for the meeting includstrata on the wort
testy
—throws
now
READ THE ETA SSD IEOS
ed James, Bryant Conant. president
of the ktdocys. They are apt to beenme
alter earwigs arl4
to
(sal
an.d
over-tausl
,f
emay"r
416
.
vi
;
Haro
:oli&Hum
liug
; una
ardmi
lreams
and wk.,.mpunttes from the Ilfeeif ring
William blood.
You rely suffer nagging barkeen..
Benton. assistalia secretary of state:
Benton,
headaehe. dtartnem. gettlni up night.,
arg
pans, saellang ff41 ...nomnsty
Reheat A. Taft: senator from Ohio;
ttrel. ner,ous. ad worn mat. Other mem
Ellis' Anl.l1. former governor of
It.dney or bladder diatrder are someuntem burning, scanty or toe frolvist
Georgia: J. A. Krug, secretary ria.
Urination
interior: John Kieran: Fred .WarTry Doan*. Pins. Deteles help tlis
kidneys tn par off harmful element body
mg -and many ()theta '
vuto.. Th.y have land 1•141/0 than half
Dr. Woods stated that his reason
c.ntury el public approval Are recoup
met.ded. oy grit fail utters everywhere.
for 'going *, to get a chance to
4•4 blew
group
a
draw
pool 'thinking and
conclusion an present problems of
education far .he post war world.
We base a nice selection to choose from, %almost
any make or model, in the low price field. COME

Saa t rzi

college. EY'ailsville College. . ar.hall College F.arstetn 111am as Suite
.)
7...achers College. Tennessee pot
• Anic Institute. and Western State

We have a large selection of both,
. and our prices
are
RIGHT

East Main Street

Three From Merray
Attend Convention)

Civil Service Has
Social Security
Positions Open •

Beware Coughs
from common colds

CREOMULSION

If you hat
blank, below
-foldNw sticker NV

hanwith

6.

Check transmission and differential for correct
oil level.

7.

Clean all fittings before and after lubricating.

8.

Remove front wheels and inspect bearings; repack if necessary.

9.

Inspect tires for nails, glass, etc., and inflate.

1111r7=
Celina a
MU11/1% ,

Enclose
AMOUNT

GIVE

10. Clean windshield and sweep out inside of car.

Chig's Gulf Service
TELLUS "CHIG" CARRAWAY
TELEPHONE 9117

SIXTH and MAIN

Spring Time is . . .

LOW TIME!
DON'T LET PLOW TIME CATCH YOU WITH
LIMPING TRACTOR
• •Or

a
We are in position to give you a complete overhaul job now,
but we make no promises effctive in 30, 60, or 90 days. Many vital
parts are extremely difficult to get. When the rush season service begins, parts will become more difficult to obtain,

•••

If you plan any repairs on your tractor and equipment this seaWISE — BE EARLY, and get your repairs while we have parts
and yo ihave the time to allow us to do you an expert job. A few days
or June will pay for an overhaul job NOW.
lost i

son, BE

Special prices made on Steam Cleaning and Paint jobs
with any major repairs

That Hang On
Creornulcion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
• trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and Rid nature
. to soothe and heal raw, tender, Inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
auickly allays the cough or you are
to have yoar money back.

Water.

•

Federal Civil Service evimind.tions are announced for positions
as field asaiatants and claims assistants with the Social Sectigity Adat annual -salaries
nt lii.f
starting at $2844 or in the training
grate, at $2394. Copies of the examination .announcement giving ditails" of ,necessary qualifications
may be -obtained at pest "offices.
State employment offices, or local
°Maass of the Seiciat Security AidThese oSitaOYao are in Social Security field bffices in lupe and
medium-sized cities in Ohio. Kentucky and Michigan..
ApPleations mast be filed, not
later thaiii April 3: 147. with the
Executive Secretary. Board of VS.
Civil Set vice Examiners. Social
Seetirity Administration, 1100 Chess-ellevelapd 14. Ohio. ter Averrae. ;

RED I(

air cleaner..
battery with

pany b7
Ilirk•y. Pr,
erooklyz Da
Gold agar°
the D'ckl•T
Ion MO.

Jar'

1r local Ford Tractor with Ferguson System Dealer
?bi-•

BILLINGTON - JONES MOTOR COMPANY
212 MAIN

TELEPHONE 170

For Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

•
ra

•
sasestra

asa..

•

_• _

••

et-•
J."

•

••*,

1

•••

•
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In The WEEK'S NEWS "Red" Burdette To Aid
'In Coaching School Here
4

Murray Auto Parts
RAMCO 10 UP PISTON RINGS.
BELKAMP PARTS,
BELDEN WIRE and CABLE

task ot
elrPe011iVe, the
than in
FAMILY—However
easier here
little
Jetelitel cd
a
is
1510
children
is the
Pa_
war. This Philadelphia.
raising 12
loaves
during the
ot
Holland Cornelius Rotteveel include 42
eggs.
lists
and Mrs.weekly shopping
10 dozen
milk and
whose,
quarts ol
bread 35
of

MARTIN-SENOUR AUTOMOBILE FINISHES
PLOW THROUGH DEEP SNOW IN NEW YORK—
New Yorkers. •n route to work recently. had to
plow through II inch deep snow. Scene is at
5th Ave. and 42nd St., N.Y.C.. during the heaviest
snowfall of the year.

DETROIT UNIVERSAL JOINTS.
PURITAN BRAKE FLUID.

VESTA BATTERIES

BATTERY CHARGERS
ENDURING QUAL
ITY —Processed to
resist gas, light and
acid fading, the
possywillow gray.
colorsure. Gold-Rose
fabric afternoon
drm, worn by sing
log star Patti Clayton, presents a
value-wise original,
combining high
style and functional
qualities.

•

Mac's Super Gloss
Echlen Ignition Parts
Monmouth Products
Engine Pearings, Clutch Parts, Bolts and Brushes

American Brakebloc Brake Linings, Radiator Hose,
Fan Belts, Clutch Facings
SERIAL STAR—Mary Jane
Hiqby. shown with her Cairn
terrier. Lally. has been star.
ring in radio's top daytime
serial, -When a Girl Mar.
ries." (NBC) since tit began
eight years ago.

CELLBR AT
txtandingl, Feleanniversary as
Iltth
brats, his
Lorillard Corn
P
ot
president
with Branch
signinq
party by
presid•nt of the
Rick•t.
Dotlq•rs. for Old
thooklyn
to broadcast
ciaarettes
Gold
baseball qames
D-idrier
the
for 10847.

DolnItr

A.

If you have not been solicited by a Red Cross worker, please use
Krogcr's will present a demonWank; below and mail _with your donation to your 'county
stration in meat cutting, and exclkairrttan •for, the Red Cross.. Membership card. lapel button
plain the value of the various cuts
•• the Woman's Club house on Frias", sticker will bc sent by return mail.
•y• afternoon. March 21, at 2:30
k
.11. The demontrati.or will be in
GROVER WOOD JAMES. it tirm..n
.irge of,. Oren Dresser of CarbonCalloway County 1947 Campaign Fund
out ha- seven ticket
le, meat operatOr, for the CarEach Girl
Murra‘, Kenter.ky.
:Wale branch of 130 Kroger that she is pledgedto sell to aid
Jrcs.
the -American Legion Auxiiiiary if.
f
Enclosed iv ni) 1947 don..tion to the ArnericAn Red
t
There will be no charge tor this the Variety Show th.A is dated ,
rvice, and women of the. city and be given March 28 and 29 in thc
Mrs
AMOI \IS
,mty are invited to meet with High School auditorium.
Woman's Club members for an George Williams, president of the
Nteresting and instructive after- Iccal auxiliary. mud Mrs. A. 14. Au.—
SCOLI
Signed
tin, chairman of the
noon.
As.sociation, urge the puh,;•- •
„
. •-•
operate with the two
Address
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
tuft in bLying them.' t ick i. Ti.
scouts will reveive 25 per-..cent of
the net proceeds..
:1 Se....
.
There are ,,138 Gai
.with each girl. Felling n.
there will be a comT.,. • .
full for ther--perforinal
night. The show, is to
home talent of both 'set •
College and. the commokr:,
cording to Miss Jackie Robe.'who is directing .the program...
The proceeds -the i.uxiliary reCeiVPS from ,this performance
dinner,
be ty.LA (Of the cc.rannunity we!If you want a cup of coffee, a sandwich, or a
tarewprk that i. being dune by
you'll be wise if you stop at our
that organirailion,

Girl Scouts Sell
Tickets For Show
Here March 28-29

1.

BREAKFAST, LUNCH or DINNER?

fp_r7Lrere_fEr

Venetian Blinds!
Two Weeks Delivery

Flexible Steel

Three Weeks Delivery

Wood Slat

1:u

FREE Estimates t, 1.111IEDIATE Installation
Choice Of Tape Colors

We make it a point to.serv'e the
BEST ALWAYS

iestaurint!

Two Weeks Delivery

.

White Flexalum
r

BENTON, KENTUCKY

..PHONE 289

1

GIVE

C

MILLER AUTO PARTS

tp,,

1_Meat
K
BLAN
TION
DONA
S
RED. CROS
.
.
•

1

AND*

Pictured above Is Floyd "Red",• ed Coach Hank lba and was seeBurdeTte, former Murray —State ,d in :scoring only to tilt Agg:,
basketball star and at present head towerirL• Bob -Foothills" Kurl:
basketball coach at the University i ,"Red" has been engaged to .
lecturers at -4 coact .
ok.Alabama. "Red" compiled an ; one of
excellent record at Alabama this : school to be 'sponsored by the ,
pasi s,•ason and for the first time 'lege an'! held in the Carr It, '
rnetime in May.
in many moons put the Crimson Bultdin-Tide on the baaetball map.
JErarer
nurdette was an All-KIAC Rerfarmer *bite fir Murray,- Atte.
After leaving MurrayTh %Vern-To
Oklahoma A & M where he

Cutting , Will
Be Drrnonsfrated

4

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE
•

AT GIFT HOME FIRESIDE—Leslie Moort;s. Jr.. vet.
eran totally disabled from the waist down by tr
German machine gun bullet. is shown with wile
and daughter. Madeline, in their gilt home built
by his Newburgh. N. Y.. neighbors. The sic-room
bungalow contains special ramps. extra wide
docrways and halls to make .things easier for
the ex Cf.

nom—

,•••

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

•••

PLENTY OF OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT

1
.1
r
:

Scout Workers l'old,
To Report To Sledil V

Follow the crowd to
RUDY'S

Harr'y Slectd, chairman of th.
Happy Valley District of the 13e;.
&POWS of America. has requestc41
that all, workers in the recent scout
drive ,who have not reported to
him do so as soon .as posAble
order that final results of the
—
paign can be Icnicwn.

for the best in a taste
thrill!

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
Grade -A- ,Restaurant

•

•

Drop in and tee our beautiful new line of 1947 Wallpapers

Call Us Today!

•

Hughes Paint & Wallpaper Co.,
elLphone 383

401 IAN* St.

etei-1-3.!bnoud'sy bricf,tadlsleaitr.ly

N

-v

•••

Watch This Paper for Announcement of Opening

LEGION HALL-(Over Rudy's)

^
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; dairymen will receive special training in the 1947 National 4-H Dairy
Production dWards program.' This
. is the eleventh consecutive, year of
the activity. which is conducted
•
under the direction of the Federal
Determined to improve milk out- :and State Extension Services.
put 'ef their herd,. 100,000 eepthful
Through the program. partici- -- -

4-H'ers Get Special
Training To Boost
Herds Milk Output

Beef-Dairy Veal
Ma45." Be Expensive

The practice of breeding dairs
cows to bei4._ bulls in order to ge.
veal-Calves biings a statement from
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and .Honie Economics that the 'production of a
veal calf to a weight of 175 to
200 pounds requires 1 • 100 to 1 400
•.
One modern and beautiful home on Olive Boulevard pounds of milk.
near North 13th Street. This home is located on a beautiWhere the dairyman is,.praiducing •
ful rot 80.'200 feet. Lots of nice shade and extra nice riliaa to sell, it is easy to figure
shrubbery. The shade trees and shrubbery could pot be what a veal calf costs, the stateduplicated for less than $1.000. This home consists of a ment continues. It also is neted
lovely living room, one bedroom, dining room, kitchen and thaf this program lends to breed
sun porch on first floor, together with bath room. Also 2 the dairyman out ot the dairy businese.. The.college:a. advice
..
large bed rooms upstairs ,with- lots of closet .space':.
porch on the second floor. T e basement consists of •;if the sale of milk or cream isl
important item of income on
splendid furnace, and a nice 2-r m,apartment with kit- an
the
choose 'one-of the dairy
chen sink and bath. There is also'si complete bath includ- breeds. If the sale of beef is mist
ing shower bath an tbe second flotir. One single car gar- important choose a beef breed. If
age .with concrete floor. If you are interested in one of your herd is now of mixed breedOur nicest and - most lovely homes, you will want to. see ing, choose a bull of the breed you
want and develop a herd of good
this one.
grade cows of that
The use
One nice 'large store- building, filling station and nice of two generations breed.
of'gooddairy
living quarters on. the second floor. Also one extra lot bulls, even on herds of nondescript
west Of the Store building-100x100 feet. This building is mixed cattle will result in a- herd
located on North• 16th Street at Five Points, and is one of uniformly good. in type and with
the most desirable locations for a grocery business in the good Producing ability. The proCity of Murray. Ityou are interested in a grocery business ducing ability of our milk cows in
Kentucky must be improved Bast
for you Neil.,t h is is outs')pportanity
you_are.interest- ity-breoling
•- ed in an investment. I can sec-ure you a lea'se With a re-- the cows through the use of into
pro• liable party a/ $10000 per month. This property is go- duction bred dairy bulls, and then l
ing to sell, so if you are interested, see me without delay. through good feeding to enable the
One nice new home on South 11th Street.• - This home rows to produce up to their it''

1600

Fifth Army,
Valley- Campaign General.
Hyde Park Blvd., Chicago
Homemakers Clubs Po
Report Now Ready
Schedule
BakeryJo Open
It was announced today by Sec.
v--Friday, March 21—New Cqncord ond Army Headquarters that com-

HONORARY MEMBERS OF FFA

i

. club at 1:30 in the home of Mrs.
Charles Bucy
Tuesday, March 25:—Lynn Grove
club. at 1:30 in the home of Mrs.
Cloys Butterworth
,Wednesday, March 26—East Side
club at 1:30 in the home of Mrs.
Thomas Parker (postponed from
March 19!
,
Thursday. Marti 27- -Stella club
at 11:00 aan..an. the borne of Mrs.
Brent Buttera:ath

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

KIAC Tourney
IsProfitable,
Says Diddle

••••••-•46t.:•

The Louisville Courier-Journal
Seated, left to right: Prof A Carman, Max Hurt, and W H. Brooks.
reported- on March 12 in an AssociStanding: Rudy Hendon and L. J. Hortin.
ated Press dispatch that the Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference tournament at Loiusville was the "most profitable in
history".

Murray Wins Independent Title

The news story in part stated:
"President Ed Diddle said today
it netted the 14 -member 'schools
$14,151 90, almost double the best
preyiouS record.
Incidentally.
Diddle's Western Kentucky State
4 al Teachers team won the meet, play.

eonsists of 5 rooms. full basement and furnace. This prop- •-herrred atritrryerty is priced to sell. Immediate possession can be sepants learn scientific principlesvaa
cured.
One nice 6-room home on North tth Street. This is a cleanliness and sanitation as applied to production and care of
borne you will admire. It has nree hardwood floors, beau- milk and other dairy products.
tiful built-in cabinets in the kitchen. Nice bath room fix- which they- practice at hume as
tures, and is well located. This home has half-basement well as demonstrate in their comand a good furnace. See this one and you will want it.
munity.*

That this training produces resultseis reflected in a survey of
State winners--both boys and girls
States. -05.er pet iods of 4
to 11 years, the 27 clpb members
handled in their 4-H dairy pro- rects a total of 535 select animals,
the combined gross income from
which . tvias $143.812.97a
--BUSINESS PROPOSITIONS
Outstanding records of achieveOne store house and filling'stationin One of our best ment received recognition in the
country towns. Also two dwelling houses; either' or both form of, merit awards provided by
"Kraft Foods. Co. i hese comprise
the dwelling houses can be purchased with the business. medals
honor to first and secThis is nice property and a- nice hultiom !rid can ,be pur- ond place county winners: $25.00
chased
the money.
aS Savings 'Bonds to eight state
-One' growing business, consisting of grocery business winners in two classea, and trips
and. filling station. also One residence and two acres,of to the National 4-H Club Conland, located in the suburbs of Benton, Ky. This business .gress. Chicago. to ten sectiorialis making' money, and can be purehaSed worth the Money. wtrmers. - Six settiooal—wirrrieut
ss-11/,.,/ae selected to receive the naI have many more houses and lots in Murray, also tional aaard of a $20000 college
many farms for. sale which .do not appear fn this_ad. If scholarship .

FARMS
One 39-acre fartm fairly well improved, located two
utiles west of FThIt Baptist-c4su-re-11-.aepe yabaees base,
fine well of water, 5-stall stock barn, crib, poultry ouse
and brooderAouse. Running water for stock!' This farm
cam be purchased for $2,150.00 and immediate possession
can be secured. See this one quick,

ot

'worth

you are interested in purchasing any kind of real estate, L Last year's state winter in KenI would be glad to have you- call me over telephone, or rtucky was Cecil CalvM . Barnette
of Fulton..
come to my office so we can discuss your needs.
I also write Automobile Insurance, and represent the
World's Largest Automobile Insurance Company. I also
write Fire Insurance on city and suburban property.

BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AND
INSURANCE AGENCY

County winners were named in
Boone. Boyd. Bracken, BulIltt. Catdwell, Calloway. Campbell,
Carlisle, Carroll, Casey. Clark. Estill. Fayette. Gallatin. Grant,
Gravel: Harrison, Henry, }twin-nem
Jeffersen. Jessamine. KenTan. Laurel, Lee. Leslie. Mageffin. Martin,
Mason. Meade. .Muntgomer!... Oldham. Owen. Owsley. Perry. Pike.
Powell, Pulaski. Rockcastle. Sail. by. 'Simpson.. Tocicr and -Trimbie
- Counties.
;

County

extension_ agents will
concerning

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK BUILDING
• supply tun -infortnatiiin
••
Telephone 122
T. 0. Baucum, Sr.

Pictured is one of the -

_Pictured above are the members
The squad finished .the season
of the Murray Independent bas.! play With a record. of 15 wins and
tassel-a abey recently won- the
kistball team, wieners 4.5t_the._
State conference title. -The Play- Hickman, Ky., invitationa4 tournaers are all 'Students of Murray I nient by defeating Benton 42-41.
Murray gained the finals by deState College.
From left to right, they are: Dale feating Fulton and_ Clinton.
Leading the -scoring for the teeth
McDaniel, "Stub- Wilson, Marvin
Hodges. Lubie Veal., Jr.. John Pads were John Padgett and Ed Dale
get!, Ed Dale Higgins, Bill Lut- Riggins, both former members of
trell, Johnnie Harris.
the college varsity.

•
Gibson Resigns At
Murray Dramatize
College To Operate On Radio Prograri
Frozen Food Plant d On Detroit Station
•

The story of Murray as "the birthplace of radio
'
. was Gild by. radio
signed from 'Murray State College over Station WJR. 'Detroit, and
as of March 15 in order to devote, WKAR. East Lansing. Mich. Sathis full time- te, his frozen-food urday afternoon, March 8.
locker business in Murray.
Michigan State College. as. host
From 1927-30. he was at the to the Second Annual Radio ConMurray Training School, most of ference on March 8. preeented by
the time as principal. Then he re- rade) as a part of that conference,
sighed to work on his master's de- a "dramatized- account of the life
gree at the University of Kentucky and achievements of Nathan B.
and. at Peabody. For a time he Stubblefield. Murray inventor credwas a sales manager with the Gol- ited by some as inventor of radio
den Peacock Cctnpany
Joe A. Callaway. associate proIn 1936. he came back to Mur- fessor of strech in charge of radio
ray College as librarian. H.' served education. Michigan State College,
in tiara capacity until 1938 when he supervised the preparation of the
b•carne head f the library .eience script for the broadcast.
department.Dr., Rainey T Wells. founder of
Mr. Gibson has the BS, degree Murray State College, who was atfrom Murray. the M.A fr m the torney for the late Mr. StubbleUniversity of Kentucky. and he hart field .in the early 1900's, had a part
done graduate work in Peabody in the broadcast.
College and the University- of KenBy coincidence. Islaich 8 marked
lucky.
'The 25th anniversary of the:round• Mrs. Veroa -Goole Breech will ing of Murray State College.
take over his elessesfor the spring
quarter.'
'• Farmers in Bracken county have
constructed 65.000 feet of terraces
ease-nit, and diversiep ditches since Aug.
Use our • eta:at/lea
ust I.
get the business.
'Prof. W. J. Gibson, head of the

Utopia Club Meets
At County'Agent's
The Utopia Club of Calloway
County met TuesdayThight. March
11. at 7:30 in the assembly room
of the county agent's office.
The meeting was called to order
by Wayne Dyer, president. The
secretary, Mrs. Hansford Doran,
called the roll to which 16 members answered present.
The group enjoyed group'singnig led by L. A. Rewland.
- vetinarian.
Dr. Brown: ,
spoke to the group on healthy livestock and poultry.
The next meeting will be held
in April.
— —

•

A new bakery operated by Jeff.,
Ward .nd Brent' Outland will eite.:
in Murray on Mondae, March
, forbmyerj
ltm
ye.m ploy
t dbbakers,
tank ,
Tt he
he tbwui:
at the Blue bird Cafe, will occur.

New Se

Jim's
Shop directly behind Walli,
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RANGES . . . AUTOMATIC WATER
HEATERS... SPACE HEATERS.. .
CIRCULATING HEATERS...FLOOR
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-haee been
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continue I
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FURNACES ... GRILLS
•

AVAILABLE NOW!
NEW
COROAIRE HEATING and
COOLING

•
WE'HAVE TWO ON DISPLAY NOW
. . . one heating and the Other cooling •
We install gas in bottles or with large storage tanks

paper

•

Kuyke
Held I

THE OHIO VALLEY GAS
COMPANY

I•

1212 WEST MAIN
R. L. Thorpe, Manager

Phone 1073

Dinner was late that night

Funeral
Friday. 250
for Mrs
dell, 85,
Puryear,
Burvivo
Leroy K
ters. Mrs
lie Key,"
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and Pres'
Burial
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FRID,
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Delive
Be MA

De Soto — Sales and Service
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will hold
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on Fridi
•
o'clock.
will be 1
Murray I
Guests
thirtieer.
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Cub org
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The Other is a Colonial Rocker!
Come in today and

IT TAKES EXPERIENCE
to diagnose car aches apd pains; it takes skilled
hands to repair your car. At the first sign of trouble — Drive In Here.

OTHER OUTSTANDING VALUES
in Radios — Table and Console Models, Ice Box, Thor Glachrons,
Governor Winthrop Desk in Genuine Mahogany

CASH or TERMS

Have your car checked for . . . Faulty
Tires, Brakes, Radiator, Battery,
Lubrication, Wheel Aligning

"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

OUR SERVICE IS GUARANTEED

And Many Other Items for Your Home

Riley Furniture & AppliancephCo.

CABLE MOTOR COMPANY
FIFTH and POPLAR

Dinner was late that night for little

... to help a stricken people restore their
homes.
Every week, disaster strikes somewhere in
our nation. Always in catastmphel--flood, fire,
But the Red Cross was there to help her explosion, tornado or hurricane—your Red
and all the homeless families ...
Cross is on the job.
You want to do your share to help your
... to supply food, clothing, shelter for the
American Red Cross carry on in 1947.
night; ,
Give—,give generously and gladly to this
... to extend comfort,..emergency medical
"greatest mother of them all"!
aid, care for the injured;
Linda. A swollen Susquehanna River had
washed away her home—and everything in it.

I' 1) 1 ('

Cor
Wii

•

GIVE so your RED +CROSS can carry on!
BANK OF MURRAY '

Fast Side Square
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stead of
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Upho.lstered.in beauti-

Artfully designed for maximum comfort.
see them!

Litt14

-

BOTTLE

•

two chairs you will
want to see

ddle said checks had been
mailed in the following amounts ,
to member schools:
"Berea, $1.208.11: Centre, $1.189.22;
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers
College, $1.429.72; Georgetown. $1.303.22: Kentucky Wesleyan. $1.196.72; University of Louisville, $1,135.22: Morehead State Teachers College. $1.342.22: Murray State Teachers College, $1,42522, Transylvania,
$1,12214 Miro..d.ru Kenluitcy State
Teachers College. - $1.447 20; and
Union College. 81287.22."

bat veterans of. the Fifth Army,
both in and out qf • the service,
may now obtain copies of the booklet entitled "Nineteen Days From
•
The Apennins
e to The Alps".
.This booklet is the story of the
bitter Po Valley campaign and
copies of it may be obtained by:addressing a remiett..to: Commanding
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